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Abstract

The diversity of atmospheric scales involved in the initiation of deep convective thun-

derstorms demands a sophisticated modeling approach. A newly emerging tool are

kilometer-scale cloud-resolving models (CRMs) which provide a useful framework to

explicitly simulate deep convection. CRMs also resolve complex topographic struc-

tures and are thus particularly useful to forecasts of orographic convection. The

underlying concept can nevertheless be questioned for several reasons: First, the

truncation of the continuous energy cascade at scales of O(1 km) implies a seri-

ous challenge, as the up-scale and down-scale fluxes of energy across the spectrum

are affected by the representation of turbulence as well as (implicit and explicit)

numerical diffusion. Second, resolution constraints and requirements for numerical

discretizations of CRMs are not yet well established. Third, the convergence of

kilometer-scale simulations, which normally involve decreasing characteristic hori-

zontal scales of simulated convective cells with increasing resolution, has not been

established so far, not even in a bulk sense. In this thesis the framework of cloud-

resolving modeling is surveyed and conceptual characteristics of the approach are

studied with particular reference to the aforementioned questions.

In a first part, the simulated diurnal evolution of thermally-driven flows, of

cloud formation, and of convective precipitation is validated against a large set of

observations. Good agreement with observations is found for CRMs using grid-

spacings of ≃ 1 and 2 km and the resolution-sensitivity is found to be small. In

contrast, a convection-parameterizing model with a resolution of ≃ 7 km is plagued

by a considerable phase shift in the generated diurnal cycle of cloud cover and

precipitation.

Numerical aspects of CRMs are addressed in a second part. In combination

with an analytical linear model, the influence of explicit numerical diffusion on con-

vective growth and surface precipitation is studied for various formulations of the

scale-selective filter. It is found that particularly the numerical diffusion of buoyancy

and horizontal momentum on near-surface model levels prevents an amplification of

convective instabilities near the grid-scale and thereby reduces precipitation signifi-

cantly. A further implication is a reduced impact of the convective instabilities on

the mesoscale dynamics. These findings underline the demand for adequate (e.g.,
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monotonic) numerical discretizations in CRMs.

A third part is devoted to the convergence of CRMs. Numerical convergence of

a modeling system with fixed energy-containing scales is distinguished from phys-

ical convergence. The latter relates to a system for which Reynolds numbers in-

crease with finer numerical resolution. The results show that numerical convergence

is reflected in the bulk properties related to a large ensemble of convective cells.

The bulk heating and moistening of a large control volume and the vertical trans-

port of heat and moisture converge systematically toward the highest resolution run

(∆x = 550 m). Despite some sensitivities related to the turbulence closure, physical

convergence is found for bulk heating and moistening rates, as well as for more com-

plex quantities such as surface precipitation. The sensitivity to horizontal resolution

is generally small in these simulations, indicating that the large-scale feedbacks of

the investigated system are not governed by the eddy-resolving scales.

In summary, results presented in this thesis strongly strengthen the validity of

the cloud-resolving approach and encourage its application for numerical weather

prediction and climate projection applications. The findings nevertheless demon-

strate an overlap of scales of convective instabilities with the grid-scale and thus

underline the high demand made on the model formulation and the applied numer-

ical discretizations.



Zusammenfassung

Die Vielfalt an Grössenordnungen atmosphärischer Bewegungen, welche in die

Auslösung von tiefer gewitterartiger Konvektion verwickelt sind, erfordert einen

adäquaten Modellieransatz. Ein neuerdings aufkommender Ansatz sind kilometers-

kalige wolkenauflösende Modelle, welche ein nützliches System für explizite Simula-

tionen tiefer Konvektion darstellen. Diese Modelle sind besonders geeignet für Vor-

hersagen von orographischer Konvektion, da auch komplexe topographische Struk-

turen aufgelöst werden. Aus verschiedenen Gründen kann das zugrunde liegende

Konzept dennoch in Frage gestellt werden: Erstens, die Unterbrechung der konti-

nuierlichen Energiekaskade bei räumlichen Grössenordnungen von O(1 km) stellt

eine erhebliche Herausforderung dar, da spektrale Energieflüsse zu kleineren und

grösseren Skalen von der Darstellung der Turbulenz sowie von (impliziter und ex-

pliziter) numerischer Diffusion beeinflusst werden. Zweitens, Einschränkungen auf-

grund der Auflösung und Anforderungen an numerische Diskretisierungen von wol-

kenauflösenden Modellen sind noch nicht zur Genüge bekannt und etabliert. Drit-

tens, der Nachweis der Konvergenz kilometerskaliger Simulationen, für welche eine

zunehmende Auflösung gewöhnlich mit einer Abnahme der charakteristischen Brei-

te konvektiver Zellen einhergeht, wurde noch nicht erbracht, noch nicht einmal in

Bezug auf integrale Eigenschaften. In dieser Doktorarbeit wird mit Bezug auf die

oben erwähnten Fragestellungen das Konzept der wolkenauflösenden Modelle genau

geprüft.

In einem ersten Teil wird die tageszeitliche Entwicklung der thermischen

Strömungen, der Wolkenbildung, und des konvektiven Niederschlags an Hand von

umfangreichen Beobachtungen validiert. Es zeigt sich eine gute Übereinstimmung

zwischen den Beobachtungen und wolkenauflösenden Modellen mit einer Maschen-

weite von ≃ 1 und 2 km. Die Sensitivität gegenüber der Maschenweite erweist sich

als gering. Im Gegensatz dazu verschlechtert die Verwendung einer Konvektionspa-

rameterisierung bei einer Maschenweite von ≃ 7 km die Abbildung des Tagesgangs

der Bewölkung und des Niederschlags beträchtlich.

Numerische Aspekte von wolkenauflösenden Modellen werden in einem zweiten

Teil behandelt. Der Einfluss von expliziter numerischer Diffusion auf das konvektive

Wachstum und auf den Niederschlag wird unter Einbezug eines analytischen linea-
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ren Modells für verschiedene Formulierungen des skalenselektiven Filters studiert.

Es zeigt sich, dass insbesondere numerische Diffusion von Temperaturfluktuatio-

nen und von horizontalem Impuls, angewandt auf bodennahe Modellflächen, ein

Anwachsen konvektiver Instabilitäten nahe der Gitterskala verhindert und dadurch

den Niederschlag signifikant verringert. Dies bewirkt zudem einen verringerten Ein-

fluss der konvektiven Instabilitäten auf die mesoskalige Dynamik. Diese Resultate

verdeutlichen das Bedürfnis nach geeigneten (z.B. monotonen) numerischen Diskre-

tisierungsverfahren für wolkenauflösende Anwendungen.

Ein dritter Teil widmet sich der Konvergenz von wolkenauflösenden Model-

len. Dabei wird numerische Konvergenz eines Modellsystems mit unveränderlichen

räumlichen Skalen der energiehaltigen Bewegungen von physikalischer Konvergenz

unterschieden. Letztere bezieht sich auf ein System in welchem Reynoldszahlen mit

feinerer numerischen Auflösung zunehmen. Die Ergebnisse beweisen die numerische

Konvergenz integraler Grössen welche mit einem umfangreichen Ensemble konvekti-

ver Zellen in Zusammenhang stehen. Das integrale Erwärmen und Anfeuchten eines

grossen Kontrollvolumens sowie der vertikale Wärme- und Feuchtetransport kon-

vergieren systematisch zur Simulation mit der höchsten Auflösung (∆x = 550 m).

Trotz mancher Sensitivitäten bezüglich der Turbulenzparameterisierung spiegeln die

Ergebnisse auch physikalische Konvergenz in den integralen Heiz- und Feuchteten-

denzen sowie in komplexeren Grössen wie Niederschlag wider. Die Sensitivität ge-

genüber der horizontalen Auflösung ist allgemein klein, was darauf hindeutet, dass

der Einfluss auf die grossskalige Strömung nicht von den viel kleineren Skalen ein-

zelner konvektiver Turbulenzen bestimmt wird.

Es kann zusammengefasst werden, dass die Resultate dieser Doktorarbeit die

Gültigkeit des Konzepts der wolkenauflösenden Modelle stark bekräftigen und zu

deren Anwendung in numerischer Wettervorhersage und für Klimaprojektionen er-

mutigt. Nichtsdestotrotz betont die aufgezeigte Überschneidung der Skalen einzelner

konvektiver Instabilitäten mit der Skala der numerischen Maschenweite die hohen

Anforderungen an Modellformulierungen und an numerische Diskretisierungsverfah-

ren.
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1 General Introduction

Atmospheric convection contributes significantly to the Earth’s energy budget. The

key role of deep convection is to transfer sensible and latent heat from the surface to

the upper troposphere and to generate precipitation. Particularly during summer,

convective rainfall is a relevant process in the mid-latitude hydrological cycle of the

climate system. Besides the ecological benefits of the involved water supply, intense

deep convective storms can pose hazardous environmental risks as gust fronts, hail

formation, lightning, and flash floods are frequently involved. It is for those reasons

that numerical weather prediction and climate projections are required to describe

the physics governing the formation and evolution of atmospheric convection.

This chapter provides a brief introduction on atmospheric convection and how

it is influenced and formed over mountainous terrain. A background on numerical

modeling of moist convection is presented and peculiarities related to cloud-resolving

modeling with kilometer-scale resolutions are pointed out. The aims of this thesis

are outlined at the end of this chapter.

1.1 Atmospheric convection

1.1.1 A primer on moist convection

Moist convection can express itself in a variety of different physical phenomena such

as stratocumulus, shallow trade-wind cumulus, and deep precipitating cumulonim-

bus clouds. The brief description given here begins with a description of shallow

cumulus clouds and then focuses on the formation and evolution of an ordinary deep

convective thunderstorm, a complex thermodynamical phenomenon frequently ob-

served in the tropics and over land-surfaces of the extratropics. Detailed reviews on

the theory and thermodynamics of moist convection are provided by, e.g., Emanuel

(1994), Bohren and Albrecht (1998), Stevens (2005), and Cotton et al. (2011).

Schmidt (1941), Batchelor (1954), and Scorer (1957) were among the first to

provoke a better understanding of the nature of thermal convection. Their labora-

tory experiments and derived similarity concepts of buoyant thermals and plumes

paved the way for an active field of research on atmospheric convection. Notewor-

thy, already during the beginning of the century, Bénard (1901) and Rayleigh, Lord

(1916) studied the convective overturning of a fluid between two heated plates, i.e.,

Rayleigh-Bénard convection. An increase of the temperature difference between the

horizontal plates yielded – beyond a critical point – cellular thermal convection.

1



2 General Introduction

Rayleigh’s linear stability analysis (see also Drazin, 2002) and further experiments

(Krishnamurti, 1970; Willis and Deardorff, 1967; Deardorff and Willis, 1967) veri-

fied the existence of different regimes of Rayleigh-Bénard convection depending on

the non-dimensional Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers of the flow (see Drazin, 2002,

Fig. 6.5).

The atmospheric boundary layer can produce moist convective patterns as-

tonishingly similar to Rayleigh-Bénard convection (Agee et al., 1973; Agee, 1984;

Cieszelski, 1998). These patterns and the underlying boundary layer dynamics are

sometimes made visible by the formation of shallow cumulus clouds in the rising

branches of mesoscale cellular convection. However, despite some analogy to the

laboratory flows, the observed shallow cloud patterns differ in several aspects, par-

ticularly their aspect ratio. In contrast to Rayleigh-Bénard convection, the atmo-

spheric counterpart is influenced and complicated by factors such as, e.g., anisotropic

boundary layer turbulence, condensational heating, radiative cloud-top cooling, and

surface-stress (Krueger and Fritz, 1961; Agee et al., 1973; Atkinson and Zang, 1996).

The multitude of physical processes involved at small spatial and temporal scales and

particularly their coupling challenged researchers for decades and complicates also

the representation of such convective instabilities in global climate models (Randall

and Schubert, 2004). For instance, research on the break-up of maritime stratocu-

mulus into shallow cumulus cells has been ongoing since the first study by Lilly

(1968).

The principle behind buoyant atmospheric convection, i.e., free convection, is

the Earth’s gravitational acceleration acting on atmospheric density fluctuations.

The concept can by illustrated by a fluid parcel situated in a thermodynamic back-

ground that depends on height. The parcel may be subject to a finite displacement

(e.g., lifting) such that its thermodynamic state deviates from the equilibrium state

in its new environment. Such perturbations from the new background state are

reflected in deviations in temperature or the total water loading. If in its new envi-

ronment the fluid parcel is of lower density than its environment, i.e., is positively

buoyant, it will accelerate upward.

This concept can be illustrated by deriving an oscillation equation from the

governing equation for vertical momentum (e.g., Emanuel, 1994). An initial per-

turbation of an unsaturated (saturated) environment will result in an unstable am-

plification, if the dry (moist) Brunt-Väisälä frequency N (Nm) is negative. Those

frequencies describe the static stability of unsaturated and saturated atmospheres,

respectively, and depend on the lapse rates of the virtual potential temperature θv

and of the equivalent potential temperature θe, respectively. The latter is conserved

in a reversible moist adiabatic ascent.

Most of the time, the atmosphere is in a state of conditional instability (CI). As
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defined by Emanuel (1994), CI refers to a state that is stable with respect to small

perturbations, but unstable with respect to at least one sufficiently large perturba-

tion. The concept of “parcel-theory” is usually applied to conditionally unstable

environments, since this approach unifies the concepts of dry and moist instability

by considering the ascent from subsaturated layers to saturated layers above the

lifting condensation level (LCL). A pseudo-adiabatic forced parcel ascent is consid-

ered from an initial level to its level of free convection (LFC). Beyond this level

the parcel continues to rise buoyantly to its level of neutral buoyancy (LNB). While

dry convective thermals may reach the LCL to form shallow cumulus clouds (as

described above), deep convective clouds develop if parcels are lifted beyond their

LFC to continue a “free” ascent. The potential energy necessary to lift the parcel

to its LFC is referred to as convective inhibition (CIN) and the energy available be-

tween the LFC and the LNB is refereed to as convective available potential energy

(CAPE).

Early measurements aiming at a quantitative description of the nature of deep

convective cells were undertaken during the Thunderstorm Project in Florida (Byers

and Braham, 1948). The cloud-dynamics were elucidated by airplanes transecting

the convective cores at selected levels and by radars. According to their findings, the

life cycle (30-60 min) of an ordinary thunderstorm consists of three different stages

(see Fig.1.1). During the “cumulus” stage the cloud shares many similarities with

shallow non-precipitating cumuli. The “mature” stage is characterized by intense

updrafts, plumes overshooting the LNB, the development of a cirrus anvil cloud,

and the formation of precipitation. Some precipitate evaporates thereby initiating

downdrafts (Squires, 1958) that subsequently spread out at the surface as density

currents (e.g., Cotton et al., 2011). Eventually, these gust fronts lift the conditionally

unstable airmass sufficiently to trigger new convective cells at their leading edges

(e.g., Simpson, 1980). During the final “dissipating stage” downdrafts dominate the

cloud-dynamics (e.g., Murray and Koenig, 1972), the thunderstorm collapses, and

the clouds dissipate. Subsidence induced by gravity waves further contributes to the

re-establishment of a buoyancy equilibrium between the cloud and its environment

(Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz, 1989). The evaporation of left-over passive clouds

(i.e., without buoyancy) depends considerably on the atmospheric humidity (Cotton

et al., 2011).

The evolution of towering and deep convective clouds is complicated due to

several additional processes. For instance, the entrainment of environmental air into

the saturated rising thermals reduces the effective buoyancy and thus the intensity

of deep convective clouds (Wei et al., 1998). Different concepts of cloud entrainment

have been proposed. On one hand, entrainment results from small-scale dynamic

instabilities (e.g., Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) at the interface between cloudy and
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Figure 1.1: Stages in the life cycle of a single thunderstorm cell: (left) towering cumulus
stage, (middle) mature stage, and (right) dissipating stage. Shown are velocity vectors
(arrows), precipitation (hatching), cloud outlines, and the freezing level (dashed line, la-
beled 0◦ C). Gust fronts are indicated by a thick line with cold front symbols. [Adapted
from Doswell (1996).]

environmental air (Grabowski and Clark, 1991) or from circulating environmental

air into the wake regions of rising thermals (Blyth et al., 1988; Carpenter et al.,

1998). On the other hand, entrainment is caused by an initial intrusion of dry air

that subsequently enforces evaporative cooling, buoyancy reversal, and an intense

downdraft into the cloud (Squires, 1958; Stevens, 2005). This process is referred

to as cloud top entrainment instability and has been argued to play a major role

in the above mentioned controversial issue of stratocumulus break-up (Deardorff,

1980). The fact that more recent studies again question (or even disprove) the

relevance of this mechanism (Mellado, 2010; Stevens, 2010) even further highlights

the complexity involved with moist convective dynamics.

Yet other complications emerge due to the release of latent heat by freezing

and due to mixed-phase microphysics. The gain in buoyancy due to glaciation sup-

ports the upward motion and results in deeper convective clouds (Simpson et al.,

1965; Zipser, 2003). Cloud-dynamics are also greatly coupled to mixed-phase mi-

crophysics, e.g., riming processes. Under certain conditions riming can accelerate

the glaciation of a cloud considerably by forming secondary ice particles (Hallet and

Mossop, 1974). Larger terminal velocities of rimed droplets also result in a faster

removal of cloud condensate, which generally induces a downward drag on the up-

draft (Simpson et al., 1965). Similarly, aerosols can influence the cloud evolution

and the amount of released heat. For instance, larger cloud nuclei concentrations
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result in smaller cloud droplets such that more supercooled water can be lifted and

glaciated (Seifert and Beheng, 2006).

A selection of basic aspects relevant to deep convection has been presented.

Since the main focus of this thesis is on moist convection formed over topography,

the control and influence of mountains is examined in some more detail in the next

section.

1.1.2 The role of mountains

Atmospheric dynamics are considerably influenced by the presence of topography

(see Smith, 1979; Schär, 2002, for reviews). Mostly as a consequence of the enforced

adiabatic ascent of the impinging air and due to summertime orographic convection,

precipitation climatologies indicate a preferential rainfall over mountainous regions

(e.g., Frei and Schär, 1998). The influence of mountains on clouds and precipitation

has been described in detail by, e.g., Smith (1979), Banta (1990), Barry (2008), and

Cotton et al. (2011).

As reviewed by Banta (1990), the orographic influence on atmospheric convec-

tion is twofold. Orogenic convection can either form during conditions with forced

flow or during fair-weather conditions with weak mesoscale or synoptic-scale forc-

ing. Forced flow over or around mountains may involve moist convective instabilities

in a large variety of configurations (see Roe, 2005). For instance, convection may

enhance orographic precipitation in form of embedded cellular convection (Kirsh-

baum and Durran, 2004; Fuhrer and Schär, 2005; Colle et al., 2008; Kirshbaum and

Smith, 2009; Cannon et al., 2012) or can organize itself as banded shallow convection

(Cosma et al., 2002; Kirshbaum and Durran, 2005; Fuhrer and Schär, 2007; Godart

et al., 2008) yielding a local intensification of rainfall. Moreover, moist convective

cells embedded into propagating convergence lines can be enhanced during flow over

topographic features (Langhans et al., 2011).

Conditions of the second kind, i.e., weakly forced flow and intense radiative

heating, are studied in this thesis. Observations show that during the warm-season

most of the precipitation results from deep convection initiated over complex terrain.

For instance, lightning summer climatologies indicate that thunderstorms originate

preferentially in mountainous regions during the afternoon and subsequently propa-

gate toward the adjacent plains (Reap, 1986; Lopez and Holle, 1986; Finke and Hauf,

1996; Bertram and Mayr, 2004). Banta and Schaaf (1987) and Schaaf et al. (1988)

used satellite observations to demonstrate that regions for thunderstorm genesis in

Colorado generally cluster over mountain ranges. More recently, an analysis of satel-

lite brightness temperatures (see Fig. 1.2) revealed a pronounced diurnal cycle of

convective activity over the European continent with the strongest signals found over
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mountains (e.g., Alps, Pyrenees; Levizzani et al., 2010). Carbone and Tuttle (2008)

presented high-resolution radar observations for 12 summer seasons and concluded

that about 60% of the rainfall between the Rockies and the Appalachians happens

during the night as a result of westward propagating mesoscale convective systems.

Again, the latter are found to originate from elevated regions in the Rockies during

daytime.

The peculiarity related to topography are elevated heat sources and the trig-

gering of thermally-driven circulations on days with strong irradiance. In analogy

to shallow cellular convection over flat terrain (see previous section), the initiation

of cumulus formation over mountains is tightly coupled to the evolution of the un-

saturated boundary layer flows. The underlying dynamical processes and their role

for moist convection are briefly reviewed in the following.

After sunrise the diabatic heating of near-surface air results in buoyancy-driven

winds along the sunlit slopes. Differential heating between mountains and plains

implies pressure gradients that force plain-mountain and upvalley flows (see Defant,

1949; Vergeiner and Dreiseitl, 1987; Egger, 1990; Whiteman, 1990). First insights

into the cumulus formation over mountains were gained by Fujita et al. (1962). They

observed the formation of a daytime low-pressure anomaly over a heated isolated

mountain, the related low-level flow convergence, and subsequent cumulus forma-

tion. A sequence of studies over the Santa Catalina mountains (∼ 20 km), Ari-

zona, followed. For fair-weather conditions, Raymond and Wilkening (1980, 1982)

observed a mountain-induced toroidal circulation with low-level convergence and

upper-level divergence. The flow convergence was found to be independent of the

presence of cumulus clouds. Inspired by their observations, a field campaign (Cu-

PIDO; Damiani et al., 2008) was initiated in 2006 to investigate the mesoscale

mountain circulation, the dynamic synergy between this circulation and cumulus

formation, and the transition from shallow to deep convection. Observations were

evaluated by Geerts et al. (2008) and Demko et al. (2009) who proved that mountain-

scale convergence is not enhanced on days with cumulus formation, but even appears

to be smaller. Cloud-resolving simulations revealed that thermally-driven flows re-

duce the moist static energy above the mountain and thus decrease the potential for

the formation of deep convection (Demko and Geerts, 2010a,b).

Although the inhomogeneity introduced by mountains supports the initiation

of cumulus growth, sufficient moisture supply is nevertheless required to release

the conditional instability. Orville (1965) used photogrammetric observations of

mountain cumuli and related the daily variability of cumulus growth to the vari-

ability in the large-scale moisture supply. The necessity for moisture supply was

addressed also by Banta (1990) and confirmed by more recent studies. For instance,

thermally-driven winds have frequently been reported to support the formation of
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Figure 1.2: Average diurnal cycle of cold brightness temperature (TB < 241 K) fre-
quencies between 30◦ and 54◦ N as a function of longitude and for the summer month
May-August during the period 1996-2005. The scale corresponds to the percentage of
days during which cold clouds are present for a given daytime and longitude. The local
noon is indicated by the white dashed lines. [Adapted from Levizzani et al. (2010).]

deep convection by advecting relatively moist air from low-lying basins to elevated

terrain (e.g., northern Alps; Gantner et al. (2003), Black Forest/Germany; Barthlott

et al. (2006), Beijing area; Yin et al. (2011)).

Already in the late 60s, numerical efforts were made to understand the physics

governing the formation of thunderstorms over mountains. Liu and Orville (1969)

argued that cumulus growth shows a pulsating nature. Succeeding some first shallow

torrents, only a third torrent was found to penetrate into the upper troposphere.

More recently, Kirshbaum (2011) underlined the relevance of sequentially evolving

cumulus updrafts for subsequent triggering of deep cumulonimbus clouds. The pre-

moistening of mid-tropospheric layers governs also the transition from trade-wind

cumulus clouds to deep convective clouds (Waite and Khouider, 2010) and is thus

not restricted to mountainous regions. The pulsating moisture transport “precon-

ditions” the atmosphere and reduced the entrainment of dry environmental air.

Further insight into the formation of deep convection over complex terrain was

obtained during the COPS field campaign that took place in the Black Forest region

in summer 2007 (Wulfmeyer et al., 2008). Several emerging studies addressed the

mechanisms responsible for convective initiation. The general finding was that con-

vective instabilities are released either by local-processes, large-scale lifting, or an

interplay of local- and synoptic-scale processes (e.g., Kottmeier et al., 2008; Kalthoff

et al., 2009). The role of boundary-layer convergence for convective development

was emphasized by Barthlott et al. (2011) and Richard et al. (2011).

This brief overview illustrated the relevance of thermally-driven flows for cloud
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and thunderstorm formation over mountains. In several different ways, these circu-

lations influence the atmospheric budget of moist static energy and thus modify the

conditional instability over mountainous regions. Other factors were not addressed

such as the interplay of thermally-driven flows with ambient winds (e.g., Banta,

1984; Banta and Hanson, 1987) and with mountain lee wave dynamics (Tripoli and

Cotton, 1989a,b). In summary, the key role of deep convection for the atmospheric

energy and water budget and its ecological relevance require a reliable and sophisti-

cated approach to include its implications within weather and climate models. The

vast complexity and the non-linearity of cumulus-cloud dynamics and topographic

flows in combination with forcings and interactions among different temporal and

spatial scales poses an intricate challenge to numerical simulations of cumulus con-

vection. An introduction to numerical modeling of moist convection is provided in

the following.

1.2 Numerical modeling of atmospheric convec-

tion

1.2.1 Historical background

Moist convective instabilities typically act at scales smaller than the grid-spacings

used in general circulation models (GCM; ∆x ≃ 100 km) or in regional climate

models (RCM; ∆x ≃ 25 km). The need for a representation of the unresolved con-

vective heating and moistening rates was first realized in the early 60s. Charney and

Eliassen (1964) studied a tropical hurricane and considered the interaction between

the small-scale convective instabilities and the cyclone-scale dynamics. Although

this first attempt can be regarded as the birth of convection parameterizations, their

concept was based on unphysical assumptions (Emanuel, 1994). For GCM simula-

tions, first efforts to describe the effects of sub-grid scale processes as a function of

the resolved flow were made by Manabe et al. (1965). The following developments

included adjustment schemes (e.g., Betts, 1986), mass-flux schemes (e.g., Tiedtke,

1989), and more recently stochastic schemes (e.g., Plant and Craig, 2008). A large

variety of different concepts for convective parameterizations applying different trig-

ger functions have been proposed in the last decades (see Arakawa, 1993, 2004;

Stensrud, 2007, for reviews).

However, several critical issues have been pointed out regarding convection pa-

rameterizations. The continuous growth in computational capacities as predicted by

Moore’s (1965) law allowed and will most likely also in the future allow for a continu-

ing increase of the numerical resolution in weather and climate models. As argued by

Williamson (1999) and Arakawa (2011), with finer numerical resolution convection
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parameterizing models (CPMs) should converge to the solutions obtained by cloud-

resolving models (CRMs). They demonstrated that this is not necessarily the case

with traditional parameterizations as they will not generally adapt to refinements

of the resolved flow. The experience from short-range numerical weather prediction

(NWP) (Richard et al., 2007; Lean et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2009; Weusthoff

et al., 2010) and from climate applications (Grell et al., 2000; Hohenegger et al.,

2008a) is that CPMs are far from converging to cloud-resolving models. CPMs not

only suffer from poor representations of the diurnal evolution of surface precipitation

(Dai et al., 1999; Guichard et al., 2004; Bechtold et al., 2004; Brockhaus et al., 2008),

but reveal considerable uncertainties in modeling climate-relevant processes such as

feedbacks between soil-moisture and precipitation (Hohenegger et al., 2009) and

cloud-radiative feedbacks (Albrecht et al., 1986). An unacceptably slow and “dead-

locked” advancement of convective parameterizations was pointed out by Randall

et al. (2003), who ambitiously proposed to completely avoid such parameterizations.

An alternative to CPMs is provided with CRMs, which apply kilometer-scale grid-

spacings to resolve the moist dynamics of deep convection explicitly on the model’s

grid.

First success in the explicit numerical modeling of buoyant convection was

achieved by Lilly (1962). Besides discretizing and solving the two-dimensional gov-

erning compressible equations in flux form, he further derived a concept for the

parameterization of subgrid turbulent fluxes – the Smagorinsky-Lilly closure – that

has been used frequently in CRMs since then. Motivated by his results, first three-

dimensional models were designed in the 70s (Steiner, 1973; Wilhelmson, 1974;

Miller and Pearce, 1974; Sommeria, 1976; Klemp and Wilhelmson, 1978; Cotton

and Tripoli, 1978; Clark, 1979). Most of these studies aimed at a better physi-

cal understanding of thunderstorm dynamics and of the influence of wind shear on

the organization and evolution of supercell storms (see Fig. 1.3). The idea of nu-

merical weather forecasts at storm-scale resolutions was first raised by Lilly (1990)

who addressed the urgent need and the involved challenges. An early example of

such a real-time prototype forecasting system has been applied by Benoit et al.

(2002), who employed simulations at a resolution of 3 km during the Mesoscale

Alpine Programme (MAP; Bougeault et al., 2001). The challenge of storm-scale

forecasts received further attention in the subsequent years. Advancements in the

storm-scale initialization of three-dimensional fields (see Sun, 2004, for a review), an

improved understanding of predictability issues at convective scales (Walser et al.,

2004; Hohenegger et al., 2006, 2008b), enhanced numerical formulations (Klemp and

Wilhelmson, 1978; Schär et al., 2002; Wicker and Skamarock, 2002; Klemp et al.,

2003), and boosted computational resources contributed to the establishment of a

solid CRM framework. Those achievements helped to establish CRMs for research
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purposes and for operational forecasts at several national weather centers. Short

global-scale CRM simulations have been conducted yielding an astonishing agree-

ment with observed atmospheric phenomena (Miura et al., 2007; Sato et al., 2009).

As another consequence of the ever increasing computer capacity, cloud-resolving

approaches will likely be adapted for climate projections at regional scales. Early

advances toward cloud-resolving climate simulations have been presented by Grell

et al. (2000) and Hohenegger et al. (2008a).

A conceptually different application of CRMs with a focus on an ensemble of

convective cells emerged from the Global Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE;

Houze and Betts, 1981) and the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program

(ARM; Stokes and Schwartz, 1994), measurement campaigns hosted with the aim

to improve the numerical modeling of tropical maritime and mid-latitude continen-

tal convection, respectively. A series of emerging studies (Lipps and Hemler, 1986;

Xu and Randall, 1996; Grabowski et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2002; Khairoutdinov and

Randall, 2003) utilized the collected data to validate CPMs, CRMs, and large-eddy

simulations (LES). The approach used in these studies was to simulate either in a

2D or 3D framework a large ensemble of convective cells that is triggered in response

to a large-scale forcing. The interest and the evaluation focused on the gross ther-

modynamic response and the integrated convective feedback to the large-scale envi-

ronment. The success of CRMs lead to the development of new concepts to describe

the unresolved bulk convective fluxes in GCMs such as super-parameterizations

(Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001) and cloud-resolving convection parameteriza-

tions (Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz, 1999; Grabowski, 2001). Note that different

terminologies were assigned to explicit modeling of deep convection during the last

decades such as, e.g., cumulus field models, cloud-ensemble models, cloud-system re-

solving models, cloud-resolving models, or convection-permitting models. Although

this modeling framework unifies several qualities and advantages, it is of interest to

point at some limitations related to kilometer-scale resolutions.

1.2.2 Constraints of kilometer-scale modeling

Atmospheric dynamics are highly turbulent, nonlinear, and chaotic. As a conse-

quence, wave-wave interactions result in energy cascades across different scales. For

instance, energy is continuously transferred to smaller scales through the inertial

subrange of 3D turbulence until energy is dissipated into heat at the Kolmogorov

scale (e.g., Wyngaard, 2010). At much larger scales (O(1000) km), the energy and

enstrophy provided by baroclinic instabilities are up- and downscaled by geostrophic

turbulence to larger and smaller scales, respectively (e.g., Pedlosky, 1987). In anal-

ogy, at the mesoscale a reversed energy cascade to larger scales is likely the result
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Figure 1.3: 3D view of a simulated splitting thunderstorm evolving in strong environ-
mental wind shear. The cloud field is shaded in gray, surface temperature is colored
(from cold (blue) to warm (red)), and surface wind vectors. The applied grid-spacings
are ∆x = ∆y = 1 km and ∆z = 500 m. See Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978) for further
descriptions. [From Klemp and Skamarock (2004).]

of quasi two-dimensional stratified turbulence. Gage (1979) and Lilly (1983) argue

that energy initially provided at the mesoscale by, e.g., wind shear or convective

thunderstorms, is transferred both in this reversed cascade to larger scales and in

the aforementioned forward cascade to smaller dissipative scales. Although plausible

explanations are offered also for a downscale energy transfer at the mesoscale (e.g.,

VanZandt, 1982), the inertial subrange of stratified turbulence would explain the

commonly observed (Nastrom and Gage, 1985) and simulated (Skamarock, 2004)

k−5/3 mesoscale power spectra.

The implication for numerical models, which are able to represent only a trun-

cated portion of all scales, is described by Thuburn (2008). Numerical discretiza-

tions of the governing equations should foster the conservation of, e.g., mass, energy,

and enstrophy. However, variables that are subject to a continuous cascade to the

smaller unresolved scales (enstrophy, tracer variance) will only be conserved if both

resolved and unresolved contributions are considered. For instance, numerical mod-

els commonly apply explicit computational filters to avoid nonlinear instabilities and

“aliasing” and to remove other spurious sources close to the grid-scale. As argued

by Thuburn (2008), in practice the corresponding “artificial” computational transfer

to unresolved scales will not balance the downscale cascade from larger scales. In

addition, physical parameterizations for subgrid-scale turbulence contribute to the

removal of energy at the grid-scale such that it is anything else but obvious if in

total the cascade will be replicated correctly.

This issue is of particular relevance for cloud-resolving simulations of deep con-

vection using grid-spacings on the order of O(1 km). As demonstrated by Moeng
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et al. (2010), the energy spectrum related to deep convection is continuous across the

kilometer scales without an existing energy “gap”. As a consequence, the energy-

containing convective scales are close to the scale of numerical truncation (Wyn-

gaard, 2004). If the involved spectral fluxes become truncated or even “blocked”,

the build-up of energy might allow for spurious convective growth in unstably strat-

ified regions (Bryan, 2005).

Moreover, several cloud-resolving studies highlighted the overlap of scales of con-

vective instabilities with poorly resolved numerical scales. Lilly and Jewett (1990)

showed that explicit numerical diffusion can reduce the kinetic energy of a super-

cell thunderstorm as effectively as the subgrid-scale turbulence parameterization,

although explicit diffusion should merely assure numerical stability. Takemi and

Rotunno (2003) found evidence for a spurious numerical behavior in idealized squall

line simulations and argued that the drainage of energy by the subgrid turbulence

parameterization has to be increased to account for those unphysical grid-scale insta-

bilities. Later, Bryan (2005) advocated to use non-oscillating numerical formulations

to avoid the amplification of spurious energy sources in regions of absolute insta-

bility. The coupling of the conservation equations for entropy and water substance

through water phase changes was found to worsen the influence of spurious oscilla-

tions (Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz, 1990). Similarly, numerical noise was found

to degrade the performance of real-case simulations (Knievel et al., 2007).

The most critical issue with kilometer-scales, however, is the parameterization

of the subgrid turbulent transport. As illustrated by Wyngaard (2004), the concepts

used in boundary layer parameterizations of mesoscale models are not applicable to

kilometer-scales. Moreover, LES turbulence closure are not designed for these scales

either (e.g., Bryan et al., 2003). Neither is the assumption of homogeneous mesoscale

boundary layers fulfilled, nor is the inertial subrange resolved for which LES closures

have been designed (e.g., Pope, 2000). Wyngaard (2004) entitled the range of scales

in between the mesoscale limit and the LES limit as “terra incognita” (see Fig. 1.4)

and proposed to use a more general tensor viscosity closure instead of the commonly

applied scalar viscosity closure. Moeng et al. (2010) demonstrated that at kilometer-

scales the unresolved turbulent fluxes are strongly affected by cross-terms that result

from correlations between resolved and unresolved dynamics. Yet, an evaluation of

their proposed scheme has not been provided so far. The lack of subgrid turbulence

closures designed for kilometer-scales contributes to the uncertainty stemming from

the above mentioned factors.

The requirement for sufficient horizontal resolution is another issue related to

the continuous convective energy spectrum at kilometer-scales. An upper limit for

explicit modeling of deep convection is dictated by the nonhydrostatic limit. Weis-

man et al. (1997) illustrated that horizontal grid-spacing below 8 km are necessary
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of the turbulent energy spectrum E(k) as a function of the
horizontal wavenumber k. The energy-containing scale is indicated for k = 1/l, with l
the length scale of the energetic eddies; ∆ is the scale of the applied filter (i.e., horizontal
grid-spacing). In the mesoscale limit (left), ∆meso ≫ l and none of the turbulence is
resolved. In the LES limit (right), ∆LES ≪ l and the energy-containing turbulence is
resolved. [After Wyngaard (2004).]

to resolve at least some nonhydrostatic effects. Despite this necessary criterion, the

resolution might still be insufficient to simulate deep convection. According to Pielke

(2002), parameterizations for deep convection may be switched off as soon as the re-

solved contribution to the heat and moisture flux becomes larger than the unresolved

contribution. While the dynamics of a hurricane might possibly be resolved using a

resolution of about 20 km (Black and Holland, 1995), shallow cumulus convection

might require fine grid-spacings such as commonly applied in LES (Siebesma et al.,

2003). Even higher numerical resolution will be required to resolve entrainment

processes at cloud-environment interfaces (e.g., Mellado, 2010). Sufficient horizon-

tal resolution is of particular importance to simulate the small-scale variability of

surface precipitation over complex terrain (Colle and Mass, 2000; Zängl, 2007b,a;

Richard et al., 2003, 2007; Langhans et al., 2011) and to resolve secondary circula-

tions related to surface heterogeneity (Segal and Arritt, 1992; Taylor et al., 2011;

Froidevaux et al., 2012).

The resolution needed to simulate deep convection over flat terrain has been

addressed by several authors. Craig and Dörnbrack (2008) illustrated that the char-

acteristic length-scale of deep convective plumes is about 100 m. Indeed, several

studies argued that the numerical resolution required to simulate the evolution of

convective systems and the related surface rainfall should be O(100 m) (Petch and

Gray, 2001; Petch et al., 2002; Petch, 2006; Adlerman and Droegemeier, 2002; Bryan

et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2007). However, others found little resolution-sensitivity for
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horizontal grid spacings smaller than 4 km (Weisman et al., 1997) or smaller than

2 km (Schwartz et al., 2009).

1.3 Goals and outline of the thesis

As indicated in the previous section, several aspects of kilometer-scale cloud-

resolving models remain unsettled. This thesis aims at answers to some of these

open questions. All issues addressed in this thesis relate to the numerical modeling

of diurnal summertime convection over the European Alps. The involved atmo-

spheric processes are interrelated to a multitude of spatial scales such as the scale of

the Alps, the scale of single valleys, and the scale of isolated cloud features. Differ-

ent aspects are covered ranging from the evaluation of long-term simulations to the

investigation of numerical aspects of relevance to cloud-resolving simulations. The

aims of this thesis are:

• To asses the added value of simulations with kilometer-scale resolutions and to

study the mutual interaction between thermally-driven flows and the formation

of deep convection.

• To improve the understanding of the impacts of scale-selective numerical dif-

fusion on the small-scale convective growth and the mesoscale dynamics in

cloud-resolving models.

• To determine the convergence behavior of bulk flow properties in cloud-

resolving models with kilometer-scale resolutions.

The thesis consists of three scientific papers. Technical descriptions related to the

COSMO model are provided as appendices. The outline is as follows:

Paper 1 (Langhans et al., 2012b, submitted)

Thermally-driven topographic flows are frequently observed on days with intense

convective rainfall over mountainous terrain. This paper addresses both aspects,

thermally-driven flows and deep convection, by means of long-term cloud-resolving

and convection-parameterizing modeling. A validation against a large set of ob-

servations is presented to evaluate the added value of cloud-resolving models. In

addition, the influence of doubling the horizontal resolution of cloud-resolving mod-

els is explored and mutual interactions among thermally-driven flows and convective

precipitation are discussed.
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Paper 2 (Langhans et al., 2012d)

Scale-selective numerical diffusion is frequently applied in cloud-resolving models

to ensure numerical stability of the integration. In this paper, different setups of

numerical diffusion are addressed and impacts on the grid-scale and mesoscale dy-

namics are presented. Additionally, linear stability analysis is employed to enhance

the understanding of the influence of explicit diffusion on small-scale convective

growth. Factors contributing to the spurious energy supply near the grid-scale are

discussed and possible strategies for cloud-resolving modeling are presented.

Paper 3 (Langhans et al., 2012c)

Several recent studies have implicitly questioned the validity of the cloud-resolving

approach and a lack of convergence has been observed. This paper presents a sys-

tematic analysis of the convergence of cloud-resolving simulations in the range of

kilometer-scale resolutions. In contrast to previous studies, convergence criteria re-

late to the bulk properties of a large ensemble of convective cells, the related bulk

heating and moistening rates, and surface precipitation. Convergence is evaluated in

a numerical and a physical framework. While Reynolds-numbers are fixed within the

former, more turbulent motions are resolved with finer numerical resolution within

the latter framework. Two conceptually different turbulence closures are considered

to address the uncertainty tied to subgrid turbulent mixing at kilometer-scales.

Appendix A (Langhans et al., 2012a)

A budget-tool has been implemented into the COSMO model to allow for the ex-

traction of heat and moisture tendencies. The implementation is described and its

application is illustrated for idealized and real-case simulations. Further applications

of this diagnostic tool are presented in Paper 2 and Paper 3.

Appendix B (Langhans et al., 2012e)

The possibility for large-eddy simulations with COSMO is exploited. The imple-

mentation of a Smagorinsky-Lilly turbulence model is described and applications to

the neutral and the convective boundary layer are presented. Results are compared

against the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS).
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to validate the representation of topographic flows and moist

convection over the European Alps in convection-parameterizing (CPM; ∆x=6.6 km) and

cloud-resolving models (CRMs; ∆x=1.1 and 2.2 km). CRMs with two different grid-

spacings are included to quantify the influence from doubling the resolution. These models

and further sensitivity experiments are validated against a large set of observations for a

18-day fair weather summer period.

Observations reveal pronounced plain-valley pressure gradients, up-valley flows during

the day, and weak down-valley flows during the night. Convective precipitation is recorded

during the late afternoon, preceded by a phase of shallow convection. The observed

transition from shallow to deep convection occurs within a three-hour period. The results

do not support the hypothesis of deep convection initiation by enhanced mountain-scale

mass convergence.

Our results indicate good agreement between both CRMs and the observed diurnal

evolution of near-surface winds, cloud formation, and precipitation. The differences be-

tween the two CRMs are surprisingly small. In contrast, the CPM produces too early

peaks of cloud cover and precipitation due to a too early activation of deep convection.

It is found that the convection scheme, not the unresolved small-scale topography, is re-

sponsible for the poor performance of the CPM. Moreover, overestimated cloud-shading

∗Additional affiliation: Centre for Climate Systems Modeling, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
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in the CPM suppresses the formation of strong plain-mountain flow convergence. Thus,

incorrect representations of moist convection in CPMs clearly upscale to and negatively

influence the well-resolved large-scale dynamics.

2.1 Introduction

Thermally-driven topographic flows are multiscale dynamical phenomena frequently ob-

served during fair-weather conditions. The involved airmass exchange between mountain-

ous regions and adjacent plains results from flows at the scale of a whole mountain range,

the scale of single valleys, and the scale of single slopes (Wagner, 1932). For instance, at

the meso-α-scale (Orlanski, 1975) plateau-like topography involves large-scale circulations

between the adjacent plains and the elevated terrain (e.g., Rocky Mountains; Reiter and

Tang, 1984). At the meso-β-scale thermally-driven plain-mountain flows have been ob-

served, e.g., in the European Alps (Weissmann et al., 2005; Lugauer and Winkler, 2005;

Bica et al., 2007) and in the Rocky mountains (Banta and Cotton, 1981; Bossert and Cot-

ton, 1994). These flows are forced by hydrostatic pressure gradients that emerge from dif-

ferential heating (Egger, 1990). For plateau-winds, the horizontal temperature difference

during daytime is mainly caused from elevated heating above the plateau (Egger, 1987).

At smaller scales, e.g., the scale of a single valley, the differential heating is explained

by volumetric considerations. During daytime, the same amount of energy provided to

a plain and a valley atmosphere involves a stronger heating of the smaller valley volume

(Steinacker, 1984; Whiteman, 1990). Theoretical concepts (Defant, 1949; Vergeiner and

Dreiseitl, 1987; Egger, 1990), observational evidence (e.g., Nickus and Vergeiner, 1984;

Neininger and Liechti, 1984; Broder and Gygax, 1985; Hennemuth and Schmidt, 1985;

Whiteman, 1990; Henne et al., 2004; Rotach and Zardi, 2007), and numerical simulations

(e.g., Chow et al., 2006; Schmidli and Rotunno, 2010) allowed for significant advances in

the understanding of the valley wind dynamics. At even smaller scales, buoyancy-forced

flows are observed over mountain slopes (Defant, 1949). A complicate interplay of forc-

ing mechanisms acting at different scales seems likely. Indeed, Reiter and Tang (1984)

described an intensification of the local up-valley flow due to the existing large-scale ther-

mal low over the Rockies. Similarly, the valley wind speed in the Kali Kandaki valley

was found to be enhanced by the large-scale circulation triggered by the Tibetan plateau

(Zängl et al., 2001).

Previous studies argued that thermally-driven flows are important for the formation

of cumulus clouds and for the initiation of precipitating convection. Mass convergence

induced by the thermally-driven flows has been reported to be decisive for the triggering

of deep convection near mountain crests (e.g., Cotton et al., 1983; Banta, 1984; Banta

and Schaaf, 1987). Moreover, Banta (1984) speculated that convergence at the scale of

an entire mountain range may be of importance for convective initiation. This multiscale

aspect has also been addressed by Reiter and Tang (1984), who concluded that the frequent

occurrence of thunderstorms over the Rockies is linked to the flow convergence induced
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by the large-scale topographic heat low. A similar link to thermally-driven mesoscale

flows was proposed in order to explain the regional cumulation of convective and lightning

activity found for some parts of the European Alps (Linder et al., 1999; Finke and Hauf,

1996; Lugauer and Winkler, 2005). Moreover, thermally-driven flows have been reported

to supply moisture from low-lying source-regions (e.g., basins or adjacent plains) that in

turn was found to facilitate the initiation of deep convection (Kuwagata, 1997; Kuwagata

and Kimura, 1997; Gantner et al., 2003; Barthlott et al., 2006; Yin et al., 2011).

Other studies underlined the complexity of the causal link between the flow conver-

gence over mountains and the formation of cumuli clouds and deep convection. For a

mountain of size O(30 km), observations presented by Geerts et al. (2008) and Demko

et al. (2009) indicate that the mountain-scale flow convergence is weaker on days with

deep convection compared to days without. This result has been confirmed by Demko and

Geerts (2010b), who argued that thermally-driven flows reduce the convective available

potential energy (CAPE) due to advection of colder air.

The diversity of involved processes points to the complexity of the mutual inter-

action between thermally-driven flows and the formation of deep orographic convection.

Capturing the different scales of the governing processes appears to be challenging for the

numerical representation of such flows. Indeed, subkilometer-scale horizontal grid-spacings

have commonly been applied to simulate valley winds and boundary layer characteristics

within relatively small computational domains (Gantner et al., 2003; Zhong and Fast,

2003; Zängl, 2004a; De Wekker et al., 2005; Chow et al., 2006). However, as demonstrated

by Weissmann et al. (2005), a grid spacing of 6.6 km appears to be sufficient to resolve

the plain-mountain flow toward the Alps. Even coarser grid spacings appear appropriate

to capture the circulations over large-scale plateaus (e.g., Tibetan plateau).

To simulate convective fluxes and the related surface precipitation parameterizations

are required for grid-spacings ∆x ≳ 4 km. One of the main deficit of such convection-

parameterizing models (CPM) is a too early onset of deep convection (Dai et al., 1999;

Bechtold et al., 2004; Brockhaus et al., 2008). Parameterizations of deep convection are

not required in cloud-resolving models (CRM; ∆x ≃ 1 km) as deep convection is explic-

itly simulated on the numerical grid. CRMs yield a reasonably good agreement with the

observed evolution of cloud formation and surface precipitation (e.g., Hohenegger et al.,

2008a; Demko and Geerts, 2010a,b), as long as the dynamical forcing for convective ini-

tiation is captured (Richard et al., 2011). Since the deep convective fluxes are truncated

at kilometer-scales in CRMs, the subgrid-scale flux contributions still need to be param-

eterized (e.g., Moeng et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the convergence of bulk flow properties

of kilometer-scale CRMs was demonstrated in a previous study (Langhans et al., 2012c).

As illustrated above, a multitude of topographic scales are present in complex ter-

rain. Thus, a continuous improvement can be expected for simulations of topographic

flows with higher numerical resolution. Since for higher numerical resolution the convec-

tion schemes will respond to increasingly better resolved topographic flows and since the

resolved (unresolved) part of the convective flux increases (decreases), the performance

of CPMs in simulating deep convection could be expected to increase equivalently with
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higher resolution. As argued by Arakawa (2011), in the high-resolution limit, convection

schemes should become inactive and CPMs should converge toward the solution provided

by CRMs.

In this paper, we will test this hypothesis by comparing a CPM with relatively high

numerical resolution (∆x ≃ 7 km) against CRMs and by comparing against previous

CPM simulations using resolutions of ≃ 20−50 km (e.g., Bechtold et al., 2004; Brockhaus

et al., 2008; Hohenegger et al., 2008a). Moreover, this study aims at quantifying the

benefits related to a doubling of the horizontal resolution in a CRM. Are thermally-driven

flows and moist convection better represented on a 1-km grid, compared to simulations

on a 2-km grid? This study also aims at a better understanding of the interaction of

thermally-driven flows and deep orographic convection. To address these research items,

a large data set of observations will be used in a systematic validation of the simulated

diurnal cycles of thermally-driven flows, of their forcing, of convective cloud formation, of

surface precipitation, and of the mutual interaction between topographic flows and deep

convection.

The paper is organized as follows. The numerical model and the conducted simula-

tions are described in section 3.2. The observational data sets are introduced in section

2.3. We present our results in two sections. Section 2.4 contains results on the evaluation

of thermally-driven flows. Results on the simulated evolution of cloud formation and con-

vective precipitation and on the link with thermally-driven flows are presented in section

2.5. Section 3.8 provides a summary and conclusions.

2.2 Numerical model

2.2.1 Model description

The nonhydrostatic COSMO model, designed for weather and climate forecasts at reso-

lutions ranging from the meso-β to the meso-γ scale (Steppeler et al., 2003; Doms and

Förstner, 2004), is utilized in this study. The model solves the fully compressible gov-

erning equations by applying a split-explicit 3rd-order Runge-Kutta discretization in time

(Klemp and Wilhelmson, 1978; Wicker and Skamarock, 2002). Advection is computed

using an explicit 5th-order upstream discretization for the horizontal and an implicit 2nd-

order centered scheme for the vertical direction. A positive-definite transport scheme

(Bott, 1989) is applied for moisture quantities. A more detailed presentation of COSMO

in convection-permitting mode is given by Baldauf et al. (2011).

The package of physical parameterizations used in this study includes a radiative

transfer scheme based on the δ-two-stream approach (Ritter and Geleyn, 1992), a multi-

layer land surface scheme (Heise et al., 2003), a single-moment bulk cloud-microphysics

parameterization (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006), and a TKE-based surface transfer and

PBL parameterization (Raschendorfer, 2001). Slope and shadowing effects may option-

ally be computed such that surface longwave and shortwave direct and diffuse radiation

depend on horizon angle, skyview factor, slope orientation, and slope inclination (Müller
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Figure 2.1: The topography in the modeling domain is shown for CR-1 in a). Panels
b) and c) illustrate for an Alpine subsection (black solid box in a)) the representation
of topography in CR-2 and CP-7, respectively. The dashed box shown in a) is enlarged
in d) to indicate the location of surface observational sites. Bullets, arrows, and trian-
gles represent measurement sites for standard meteorological parameters, turbulent fluxes
(CarboEurope), and surface radiative fluxes (ASRB), respectively. Topography is shaded
every 200 m. Countries and mountain ranges mentioned in the text and the location of
Milan (M) are indicated in a). The dashed line in c) indicates the region used for an
Alpine-scale evaluation.

and Scherer, 2005; Buzzi, 2008). Radiative fluxes are updated every 15 min. The turbu-

lence closure is based on the original formulation of a “closure on level 2.5” by Mellor and

Yamada (1982) and provides eddy viscosities for turbulent mixing in vertical direction. A

large model domain has been chosen (1000× 1000 km2) to fully cover the European Alps

(see Fig. 2.1a). In the vertical a pressure-based hybrid coordinate is used with 46 stretched

model levels ranging from the surface to the model’s top at 20 hPa. The lowest mass-level

is located at about 30 m AGL and Rayleigh damping is applied in the upper-most levels.

In COSMO, the surface roughness lengths arise from two contributions. One part

relates to the subgrid-scale variance of the topography and a second part depends on

the type of land cover in a grid-box. The latter is provided by the Global Land-

cover 2000 Database (GLC2000; http://www-gvm.jrc.it/glc2000). Plant characteristics

(e.g., leaf area index, root depth) are derived from the dominant land cover within a

grid-box. Soil types are determined using the Digital Soil Map of the World (DSMW;

http://www.fao.org/ag/agl/agll/dsmw.HTM).

In contrast to our previous study (Langhans et al., 2012c), in which 2nd-order dif-

fusion (using a 2D Smagorinsky closure) was applied along terrain-following coordinates,

weak 4th-order quasi-horizontal numerical diffusion is applied here only on velocity vari-

ables to ensure numerical stability, but to avoid artificial vertical transport of heat and

moisture. Further description and justification of this setup is provided by Langhans

et al. (2012d) and the unphysical influence of 2nd-order 2D Smagorinsky diffusion on the

nighttime downvalley flow is illustrated in appendix A.

Synthetically generated satellite brightness temperatures are diagnosed online from
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the forward radiative transfer model RTTOV which has been coupled to COSMO (Keil

et al., 2006). RTTOV has originally been developed at the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECWMF; Eyre, 1991) and has undergone several modifications

since then (e.g., Saunders et al., 1999; Chevallier et al., 2001; Matricardi et al., 2001;

Chevallier and Kelly, 2002). Both clear-sky and cloudy-sky brightness temperatures are

computed such that cloudy grid-points can easily be identified.

2.2.2 Numerical experiments

A month-long time period with pronounced thermally-driven orographic flows and deep

convection has been selected, July 2006. This particular month has been subject to several

previous studies (MeteoSchweiz, 2006; Hohenegger et al., 2008a, 2009; Schlemmer et al.,

2011; Langhans et al., 2012d,c) as intense deep orographic convection occurred repeatedly

over the Alps for several days with strong irradiance and weak synoptic forcing. Only

during the beginning (5-8) and the end (27-30) of the month, precipitation is related to

synoptic disturbances. All simulations are initialized at 0000 UTC 01 July 2006 and end

at 1800 UTC 31 July 2006 (UTC=CEST-2h).

Initial and six-hourly boundary conditions are provided by the operational analysis

of the ECMWF. To ensure a short spin-up period for soil moisture, all simulations are

initialized with well-balanced soil moisture distributions obtained from long-term climate

runs with COSMO-CLM (see Jäger et al., 2008). Only the period dominated by diurnal

convection between 0000 UTC 09 July 2006 and 0000 UTC 27 July 2006 will be evaluated

in this paper. All mean diurnal cycles presented below relate to this period.

An overview and specifications of the numerical simulations are presented in Tab. 2.1.

Two cloud-resolving simulations CR-1 and CR-2 using a horizontal resolution of ≃ 1.1 km

and ≃ 2.2 km (0.01◦ and 0.02◦ on the rotated lat/lon grid), respectively, are performed.

A convection-parameterizing simulation CP-7 is conducted with a horizontal resolution of

≃ 6.6 km (0.06◦). The corresponding long time steps of the three simulations are 6, 15,

and 60 s, respectively. CP-7’s resolution is still higher than for current regional climate

models (e.g., ≈25 km; Christensen et al. (2010) or ≈10 km; Giorgi et al. (2009)), but still

too coarse to resolve deep convection explicitly. Although more complex parameterizations

are available nowadays, we decided to use the frequently applied Tiedtke mass-flux scheme

(Tiedtke, 1989) in CP-7. In this scheme convection is triggered if test parcels reach their

level of free convection (LFC). The mass flux at cloud-base is determined by the moisture

convergence in the sub-cloud layer. Tendencies from this parameterization are updated

every five minutes. The applied mass-flux approach still provides the fundamental concept

to many of the more recent developments (e.g., Bechtold et al., 2001, 2004).

The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM; http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org) provides

a high-resolution topographic data set which has been truncated to each model grid. To

prevent numerical instabilities related to steep terrain, the topography is low-pass filtered

with a cut-off at about 4∆x in all three simulations (see Figs. 2.1a-c). All soil type,

land-use, and plant-cover related parameters of CR-1 were obtained by nearest-neighbor
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Table 2.1: Overview and specifications of numerical experiments presented in the pa-
per. The applied horizontal grid spacings (km), time steps (s), and topographic filter
cutoffs (km) are listed. The application of topographic correction of radiative fluxes is
also indicated.

Name ∆x ∆t deep topography correction
(km) (s) convection filter cutoff (km) of radiation

CR-1 1.1 6 explicit 4.4 on
CR-2 2.2 15 explicit 8.8 on
CP-7 6.6 60 Tiedtke 26.4 off

CR-2-T7 2.2 15 explicit 26.4 off
CR-7 6.6 60 explicit 26.4 off

interpolation from CR-2. The used roughness lengths decrease with higher numerical

resolution, as the variance of the unresolved topography decreases. The effects of terrain

on radiative fluxes are considered only in CR-1 and CR-2.

Two additional sensitivity simulation, CR-2-T7 and CR-7, are presented in this paper.

CR-2-T7 applies the same setup as CR-2, but uses the topography of CP-7 together with

the interpolated coarser-resolution roughness lengths and land-use characteristics of CP-7.

The comparison with CR-2 and CP-7 will help to differentiate the effects of topographic

and numerical resolution. CR-7 applies the same setup as CP-7, but without using a

parameterization for deep convection.

2.3 Observations

2.3.1 Data description

The set of observations used for the validation of the simulations is presented in this

section. Automatic measurements of standard atmospheric parameters are provided by

the national weather services of Austria (ZAMG), Germany (DWD), and Switzerland

(MeteoSwiss). Hourly measurements of 10-m winds, temperature, humidity, and pressure

are obtained from stations located in or nearby a selection of major Alpine valleys. A list

of the primary station sites and the corresponding valleys is given in Tab. 2.2 and their

locations are indicated in Fig. 2.1d. Valleys have been selected such that observations are

available from at least one station in the valley and from at least one station located close to

the valley exit or the adjacent foreland. Moreover, only valleys with pronounced observed

valley winds are considered. Data from plain-valley pairs will be used to compute the

horizontal pressure gradient (see section 2.3.2). Observations from one additional station

are evaluated for the Inn, Reuss, Rhein, and Rhone valley, respectively.

The model grid-points associated with individual stations are determined by mini-

mizing an optimal distance to the station. The latter is defined as a weighted average of
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Table 2.2: Overview of stations used for the valley wind and pressure gradient analysis.
For each valley the last mentioned station corresponds to the “plain” station or the station
at the valley exit (P ). Stations located within valleys (V ) are used for evaluating the 10-m
valley wind. The pressure gradients have been computed between the plain stations and
the corresponding valley station(s). Abbreviations are introduced for station names and
the observed up-valley wind direction α is given for all valley stations.

valley station height (m) acronym α (◦)
Aare InterlakenV 577 INT 280

BernP 565 BER -
Iller OberstdorfV 806 OBE 330

KemptenP 705 KEM -
Inn InnsbruckV 578 IBK 70

KufsteinV 490 KUF 30
MunichP 446 MUC -

Loisach GarmischV 719 GAP 50
MunichP 446 MUC -

Reuss AltorfV 449 ALT 310
LuzernV 456 LUZ -
WynauP 422 WYN -

Rhein ChurV 556 CHU 40
Vaduz V 460 VAD 340

St. GallenP 779 SGA -
Rhone SionV 482 SIO 250

AigleV 381 AIG 340
PayerneP 490 PAY -

Ticino PiottaV 1007 PIO 100
MagadinoP 203 MAG 250

the horizontal and vertical distance, with stronger weight given to the vertical distance

(Kaufmann, 2008). For each valley station the most frequently observed up-valley and

down-valley flow directions have been determined for the period 10 to 18 UTC and 18 to

10 UTC, respectively. The up- and down-valley wind directions were used to compute the

along-valley wind speed at each valley station. The observed up-valley wind directions α

are indicated in Tab. 2.2.

Long and shortwave radiative fluxes are obtained from three stations of the Alpine

Surface Radiation Budget network (ASRB; Marty et al., 2002). The locations of stations

Cimetta (CIM; 1670 m), Davos (DAV; 1610 m), and SLF-Versuchsfeld (SLF; 2540 m) are

indicated in Fig. 2.1d. Turbulent fluxes, net, and global radiation are provided by the

CarboEurope project (www.carboeurope.org) for three stations Oensingen (OEN; 452 m),

Lägeren (LAE; 682 m), and Neustift (NEU; 970 m) (see also Fig. 2.1d).

Routinely launched weather balloons are used to validate both PBL and upper-

tropospheric profiles. Atmospheric soundings are available at 00 and 12 UTC for several
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stations in the Alpine region or its close vicinity. We have chosen to validate against verti-

cal profiles obtained at Lyon, Milan, Munich, Nimes (available only at 12 UTC), Payerne,

Vienna, and Innsbruck (available only at 03 UTC). However, only results for Milan (see

Fig. 2.1d) are presented in this paper.

A comprehensive data set for hourly surface precipitation has recently been developed

for Switzerland by Wüest et al. (2010). Thereby, a daily gridded precipitation set is con-

structed by analyzing the accumulated rain gauge measurements with a target resolution

of about 2 km. Hourly information obtained from the Swiss radar composite (Germann

et al., 2006) is then used to disaggregate the gridded daily analysis.

The diurnal cycle of cloud cover is studied using satellite retrieved data. The approach

is described here in more detail. Brightness temperatures are provided by the Spinning

and Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) installed on Meteosat-8 (Schmetz

et al., 2002). SEVIRI delivers data with a high spatiotemporal resolution (15 min; 3 ×
3 km2 at nadir). Cloudy pixels are identified from the observed temperatures using a

modified version of the SPARC cloud detection algorithm (Khlopenkov and Trishchenko,

2007). SPARC includes several tests, such as the brightness temperature difference to a

GCM-generated clear-sky background. The modified version used in this study has been

provided by R. Stöckli and generates its own satellite-generated clear-sky background using

information obtained during the previous day (R. Stöckli 2011, personal communication).

Additionally, a temporal correlation test is applied in this modified version to identify

cloudy pixels. The detection of low clouds using this method revealed to be sensitive to

sunrise and sunset, such that interpretation of the data is avoided during these periods.

Brightness temperatures in the infrared window are frequently used to study cloud-

top temperatures. In this study, the observed temperatures of the 10.8 µm (T10.8) channel

are compared against synthetically generated temperatures from COSMO (see section

3.2). Three cloud categories are differentiated: low clouds (T10.8 > 0 ◦C), mid-level clouds

(−20 < T10.8 < 0 ◦C), and high clouds (T10.8 < −20 ◦C). Observed temperature soundings

revealed corresponding altitude ranges at roughly z < 4 km, 4 < z < 7 km, and z > 7 km

MSL, respectively. Prior to the analysis, the observed T10.8 temperatures were interpolated

to CR-2’s grid.

Examples for obtained brightness temperature distributions are briefly described for

two common situations: shallow convection at 1000 UTC and deep convection at 1600

UTC (see Fig. 2.2a,b). Also shown is the obtained visible reflectance (Fig. 2.2c,d). At

1000 UTC (Figs. 2.2a,c) relatively warm shallow orographic cumuli have formed over the

western parts of the Alps (e.g., France, Switzerland, and western Austria) and four mature

convective clouds with cold cloud-top temperatures are already present in the Black Forest

and Vosges regions (see Fig. 2.1a). Moreover, convective cells over the eastern Alps rise

into a pre-existing upper-level cloud. At 1600 UTC (Figs. 2.2b,d) some shallow cumuli

have further evolved to mature convective storms with widespread and cold cloud tops.

Particularly in the southwestern Alpine region, convective plumes intrude even into the

lower stratosphere (see green pixels in Fig. 2.2b).

The examples given also illustrate that optically thin clouds may appear with rela-
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Figure 2.2: Horizontal distributions of Meteosat-8 (a,b) brightness temperatures T10.8

(K) and (c,d) the difference between visible reflectance and its background for (a,c) 1000
UTC and (b,d) 1600 UTC 12 July 2006. The subregion shown is indicated by the solid
box in Fig. 2.1a. Topography is contoured at 1000 m. Following Schmetz et al. (1997),
overshooting tops have been detected by large brightness temperature differences (> 2 K)
between the 6.7 µm water vapor channel and the 10.8 µm infrared window channel (see
green pixels in (b)). Green pixels in (c,d) indicate missing values. Black arrows in (b,d)
point at some of the high clouds appearing with relatively warm brightness temperatures
T10.8.
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tively warm cloud tops at some pixels (see black arrows in Fig. 2.2b,d). For transparent

clouds the measured infrared-emission is influenced by the emission from lower-lying clouds

and/or the warm surface. Thus, some pixels of the observed and the modeled brightness

temperatures will be classified as low or mid-level clouds, although they are actually lo-

cated at higher altitudes. Such situations may occur, e.g., during the dissipative stage of

a thunderstorm or at the margin of a spreading cirrus anvil.

2.3.2 Observed horizontal pressure gradient

Plain-valley station pairs are used to evaluate the observed horizontal pressure gradient

forcing. The computation of such gradients for stations at different elevations is non-trivial.

A frequently applied method is to reduce the pressure hydrostatically to a common level,

and then to evaluate the dynamically relevant horizontal gradients (e.g., Reiter and Tang,

1984; Lugauer and Winkler, 2005). However, the commonly assumed linear temperature

profiles may involve significant errors for large height differences. A review of methods

applied for pressure reduction has been presented by Pauley (1998).

More recently, Geerts et al. (2008) proposed an alternative method to evaluate the

horizontal pressure gradient. They split the station pressure into a 24-h running mean

and a perturbation p = p + p′. The horizontal gradient in p is regarded as a large-scale

forcing that is unaffected by the diurnal variation of the mesoscale gradient, whereas the

horizontal gradient in p′ arises mostly from the differential heating over mountains and

plains at the mesoscale. Since the pressure anomaly p′ varies in vertical direction, Geerts

et al. (2008) proposed a method to evaluate the horizontal gradient in p′ including the

effects of vertical variations in p′ (see their Eq. (5)). Their vertical correction is computed

via the hydrostatic equation considering a station-averaged perturbation temperature T ′.

A third method has been proposed by Nickus and Vergeiner (1984) (abbreviated as

NV84 in the following), who used smooth analytical virtual temperature profiles to reduce

the pressure measured at two stations to a common level. Their fictitious boundary-layer

temperature profiles mimic a smooth stability-dependent transition from a stably stratified

surface layer during night or a superadiabatic surface layer during day toward a prescribed

upper-level temperature gradient. As indicated by NV84, the smooth profiles determined

by this third method certainly lack some of the observed details of PBL profiles, but can

represent well the mean profile obtained for longer periods such as studied herein.

All three methods have been considered in this study. Compared to the “traditional”

pressure reduction using the assumption of a polytrope atmosphere and compared to

Geerts et al.’s method, an evaluation of radiosoundings and modeled thermodynamic pro-

files revealed a considerably improved computation of the horizontal pressure gradient if

NV84’s profiles were used. The advantage of this method originates from considering sur-

face layer lapse-rates, which can considerably influence the barometric mean temperature

used for the reduction. A detailed description of the applied method and a comparison

to the other two methods is provided in appendix B. Note that this technique is only ap-

plied to reduce the observed pressure from the plain stations to the higher-elevated valley
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stations, but simulated pressure gradients are obtained by interpolating the modeled 3D

pressure to the level of the assigned valley grid-point. The station pairs for which pressure

gradients have been evaluated are indicated in table 2.2. For four of the eight considered

plain stations the gradient was computed with respect to two different valley stations, such

that in total the horizontal pressure gradient was evaluated for 12 plain-valley station pairs.

2.4 Thermally-driven flows

Station measurements are explored in this section to validate thermally-driven flows and

the pressure-gradient forcing as simulated by CR-1, CR-2, and CP-7. Firstly, the diurnal

evolution and frequency distributions of valley winds are studied, followed by an analysis of

the simulated spatial distributions of near-surface winds. Secondly, the pressure-gradient

force is evaluated from station-pairs and by analyzing the simulated pressure distributions.

Finally, the energy balance at the surface, responsible for most of the warming or cooling

of the boundary-layer, is validated.

2.4.1 Evolution of the along-valley wind

The 10-m along-valley flow as simulated by the three simulations is compared against

observations by analyzing mean diurnal cycles for the valley stations listed in Table 2.3.

Figure 2.3 shows the observed and simulated along-valley wind speed as an average over

all valley stations. Also shown is the absolute wind speed. The observations show that the

averaged up-valley wind sets in at 0800 UTC, peaks at 4 m s−1 around 1300 UTC, and

turns to a down-valley wind at 1900 UTC. The down-valley wind reaches about 1 m s−1

during the night. A comparison to the absolute wind speed indicates a consistent daytime

up-valley flow between 0900 and 1700 UTC, since the wind magnitude results almost

exclusively from the up-valley wind component.

All simulated station-averaged mean diurnal cycles reveal a daytime up-valley flow

and a reversal to nighttime down-valley flow (Fig. 2.3a-c). However, differences to the

observations and among simulations exist. Firstly, a deficit of all three simulations is a

too weak up-valley wind. An improvement to stronger up-valley winds is obtained with

higher numerical resolution, as CR-1 outperforms CR-2 and particularly CP-7. As valleys

are not resolved in CP-7, the peak up-valley winds are underestimated by more than

2 m s−1. Secondly, the onset and ending of up-valley flow is very well captured by the

CRMs, but CP-7 delays the ending by about two hours. Thirdly, the down-valley winds

are slightly too weak, particularly in CP-7.

In the following, two statistical measures, the rms error and the mean bias, are used

to quantify the spread between the observed and the simulated mean diurnal evolution of

the daytime up-valley wind speed, the absolute wind speed, and the wind direction. For
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a) CR-1

b) CR-2

c) CP-7

SR SS

SR SS

SR SS

Figure 2.3: Mean diurnal cycle of along-valley wind speed (solid) and absolute wind
speed (dashed) from (black) observations and (gray) simulations (a) CR-1, (b) CR-2, and
(c) CP-7. Shown are averages over all valley stations listed in Table 2.3. The along-
valley velocity component has been determined as the most frequent valley-wind direction
observed during up- and down-valley wind regimes.
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Table 2.3: Overview of the daytime (1000-1800 UTC) wind statistics for the three sim-
ulations and for each valley station. Rms errors and mean biases are computed from the
mean diurnal cycles during the evaluation period 0000 UTC 9 July and 0000 UTC 27 July
2006 for the three parameters up-valley wind speed, wind speed, and wind direction. The
last row shows wind speed statistics obtained from the station-averaged diurnal cycle (see
Figs. 2.3).

up-valley wind speed (m s−1) wind speed (m s−1) wind direction (◦)
CR-1 CR-2 CP-7 CR-1 CR-2 CP-7 CR-1 CR-2 CP-7

station Rmse Bias Rmse Bias Rmse Bias Rmse Rmse Rmse Rmse Rmse Rmse
Aigle 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.4 1.2 0.8 0.5 20.4 60.6 53.9
Altdorf 2.5 -1.9 1.3 -0.6 2.2 -1.4 2.4 1.2 2.1 50.2 31.8 51.9
Chur 0.7 -0.6 1.9 -1.8 4.1 -4.0 0.7 1.9 2.4 6.0 10.1 61.5
Garmisch 0.8 -0.7 1.0 -1.0 1.9 -1.8 0.7 0.7 1.6 19.4 29.7 31.1
Innsbruck 1.2 -0.9 1.8 -1.5 1.2 -1.0 1.2 1.6 1.2 11.7 38.1 17.9
Interlaken 0.6 0.3 0.6 1.0 0.7 -0.4 0.3 0.5 0.7 52.3 65.3 25.0
Kufstein 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.9 -0.5 0.9 0.7 0.9 33.8 37.4 28.9
Magadino 0.3 -0.1 0.9 -0.6 1.3 -1.0 0.3 0.8 1.2 16.9 18.7 68.7
Oberstdorf 0.9 -0.4 1.0 0.1 1.0 -0.5 0.7 0.5 0.4 31.5 65.9 80.9
Piotta 1.7 -1.6 2.1 -2.0 2.9 -2.6 1.6 2.0 2.5 76.5 73.6 82.6
Sion 2.9 -2.7 3.2 -3.0 3.7 -3.4 2.9 0.5 3.6 9.8 18.2 19.0
Vaduz 0.7 -0.5 0.5 -0.2 2.3 -2.2 0.7 3.1 2.0 14.9 13.5 37.3
MEAN 0.7 -0.6 0.9 -0.8 1.7 -1.5 0.6 0.8 1.4 - - -

any of the three parameters they are defined, as

Rmse =

√√√√ 1

N

18∑
i=10

(si − oi)
2 and Bias =

1

N

18∑
i=10

si − oi, (2.1)

with simulated and observed 18-day mean values si and oi, respectively, at hour i of the

day. N is the number of data points between 10 and 18 UTC. The statistics have been

evaluated for each valley station and some of the results are shown in Table 2.3. Also

shown are results obtained from the station-average of the diurnal cycles of all valley

stations.

For the 12 stations considered the rmse and the bias of the up-valley wind decrease

with higher resolution at seven and five stations, respectively. The improvements with

resolution are also reflected in the rmse and the bias of the station-averaged diurnal cycle

(see Table 2.3). The improvements result both from increased wind speeds (e.g., PIO,

CHU, GAR, MAG, SIO) and from improved wind directions (e.g., OBE, MAG, GAR).

The increase in wind speed with resolution yields smaller negative biases or slightly positive

biases. This model behavior is exemplified for station CHU (Figs. 2.4a-c). A very precise

evolution of the valley wind speed and direction is captured by CR-1, but CR-2 and

particularly CP-7 result in larger rmse and biases of both wind speed and direction (see

also Table 2.3). Overall, the rmse and bias of the CRMs at these stations are comparable

to the results obtained in previous numerical studies of valley winds (e.g., Chow et al.,

2006).

At other stations, the rms errors or biases do not decrease continuously with higher
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resolution. For instance, a positive wind speed bias decreases with coarser resolution at

AIG and KUF, such that CR-1 does not yield the best agreement with observations there.

Conversely, CR-1 generates a less pronounced up-valley flow than CR-2 and CP-7 at ALT

and thus results in less agreement with the observations (see Table 2.3). Closer analysis of

the simulated flow field around Altdorf (ALT) revealed large horizontal gradients in wind

speed, which complicate a successful validation at ALT in comparison to other stations. In

addition, the vicinity of buildings at station ALT casts some doubt on the representativity

of the observations. CR-1’s inability in capturing stronger winds at ALT is nevertheless

surprising. At IBK, CR-1 outperforms the other two models, but CR-2 has a larger bias

in wind direction than CP-7. At VAD, CR-2 performs marginally better than CR-1.

These findings suggest an improved representation of valley wind speed and direc-

tion with higher resolution at several of the studied stations. The inability to improve

the model behavior with higher numerical resolution at the remaining stations appears

surprising. However, little information on the stations’ surroundings was available such

that the representativity of those point measurements remains uncertain.

a) b) c)

OBS

CR-1

CR-2

CP-7

Figure 2.4: Mean diurnal cycle computed for the 18-day evaluation period for a) valley-
wind speed (m s−1), b) wind speed (m s−1), and c) wind direction (◦) at station CHU.
Observations are in black.
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2.4.2 Frequency distributions

The simulated along-valley 10-m wind at single stations is further analyzed in this section

to better understand the influence of numerical resolution on the model skill described

in the previous section. To this end, frequency distributions of wind direction and wind

speed (see Fig. 2.5) are computed for the up-valley wind period (10-18 UTC).

The observations collected during the considered evaluation period compare well with

previous studies in, e.g., the Inn valley (IBK) and the Loisach valley (GAR). The east-

northeasterly wind direction and the wind speed of 4.0 m s−1 at IBK (Fig. 2.5) are similar

to the observed winds during a three month period presented by Dreiseitl et al. (1980).

The observed northeasterly up-valley wind at GAR has been documented also during the

LOWEX field campaign (Gross, 1990). Figure 2.5 affirms the improved model skill with

higher resolution as found for many stations (see Table 2.3). The differences between CR-2

and CR-1 are not explained by one common deficit in CR-2, but may result from either

improvements in wind speed (e.g., CHU, INT, PIO), from improvements in wind direction

(e.g., OBE), or often from both (e.g., GAR, MAG, SIO). As demonstrated already above,

the discrepancies between observations and CR-1 are explained by different reasons. For

instance, while wind speeds of CR-1 are too large at AIG and KUF, the up-valley flow

is too weak at ALT, IBK, PIO, SIO, and VAD. CP-7 not only underestimates the wind

speed, but results also in a considerable offset in wind direction. In summary, individual

deficits can be identified for each simulation and for each station, but an improvement of

model skill can be seen with higher resolution for many stations.
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2.4.3 Simulated near-surface flow

So far the analysis of the near surface winds focused on the scale of single valleys. To

better understand the involved scales of the thermally-driven circulations, the diurnal

evolution of the near-surface velocity field is studied here in more detail. Figure 2.6 shows

horizontal velocity vectors on the lowest model level and averaged over the evaluation

period at 1300 UTC. The results for CR-2 are very similar to CR-1 and thus not shown.

The simulations reveal plain-mountain flows that extend several tens of kilometers

into the Alpine foreland. Particularly in southern Germany, the northeasterly plain-

mountain flow extends more than 100 km northward from the Alpine margin. There,

the simulated winds are frequently stronger than 3 m s−1 in the CRMs (Fig. 2.6a) and

only slightly weaker in CP-7 (Fig. 2.6b). Pronounced plain-mountain flows are gener-

ated also over the Swiss plateau (located between Jura and Alps), southeast France, and

northern Italy. The near-surface winds appear to diverge over the plains and to converge

within valleys and over the main Alpine crest. This pattern is in agreement with previous

studies on the Alpine plain-mountain circulation, known as “Alpine pumping” (Lugauer

and Winkler, 2005; Weissmann et al., 2005).

Within Alpine valleys the CRMs produce considerably larger wind speeds than over

the adjacent plains. In CP-7 the winds are typically weaker than 3.5 m s−1 over the central

Alpine region, although enhanced winds stronger than 4 m s−1 are generated in some broad

valleys. In CP-7 the winds are often uniformly directed along the gently sloping terrain,

which explains the direction bias found for most of the valley stations. Thus, the large-

scale plain-mountain flow is well captured even by CP-7, but the valley-scale flows are far

too weak and mostly upslope.

2.4.4 Evolution of the horizontal pressure-gradient

Different near-surface flows are realized by the convection-parameterizing model and the

CRMs at valley-scales, while the large-scale thermally-driven flow appears very similar.

At small scales the underlying pressure-gradient forces appear to differ considerably, as

valley winds are much stronger in the CRMs. Differences in the dynamical forcing are

evaluated next. At first, observed horizontal pressure gradients are computed from plain-

valley station pairs as described in section 2.3.2. The simulated gradients between plains

and valleys are obtained by interpolating the three-dimensional pressure field to the level

of the grid-point associated to the higher-elevated station. Figure 2.7 shows the mean

diurnal cycle of the obtained horizontal pressure gradient as an average over all 12 plain-

valley pairs (see Tab. 2.2). The gradients have been decomposed into gradients of p and p′.

For observations, only the perturbation gradients are shown, since systematic differences

between the station measurements were found to affect the mean gradients.

The observed evolution of the perturbation gradient reveals the pressure wave associ-

ated with a stronger daytime heating and nighttime cooling of the valley atmosphere. The

daytime gradient reaches −2.2 hPa/100 km at 1300 UTC concurrent with the strongest

valley winds. This observed peak is comparable to the five-year climatology of pressure
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100 km

Figure 2.6: Wind vectors on the lowest model level (≈ 30 m AGL) averaged over the
evaluation period at 1300 UTC for a) CR-1 and b) CP-7. Vectors are drawn only at grid
points with minimum elevation in squares of 174 km2 (i.e., (2∆xCP-7)

2). Wind speed is
indicated by arrow length and color. Arrow tails correspond to the location of data points
and topography is shaded every 200 m.
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SR SS

a) all

b) VAD-CHU

c) LUZ-ALT

SR SS

SR SS

OBS CR-1 CR-2 CP-7

Figure 2.7: Mean diurnal cycle of the horizontal pressure gradient a) averaged over all 12
station pairs listed in Table 2.2 and for single station pairs b) VAD-CHU and c) LUZ-ALT.
Shown are gradients of (solid) perturbation pressure p′ and of (dashed) mean pressure p.
For a given pair of stations the observed and modeled gradients have been evaluated at
the level of the higher-elevated station/grid point. For observations the pressure of the
lower elevated station has been reduced upwards to the level of the higher elevated station
using analytical virtual temperature profiles (see section 2.3.2).
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gradients presented by Lugauer and Winkler (2005). The perturbation gradient forcing

starts at 0800 UTC, ends at 1900 UTC, and thus explains the simultaneous onset and

ending of the observed mean up-valley wind (see Fig. 2.3). Given this temporal agreement

and given the typically very short reaction time of about 30 min between pressure-gradient

forcing and up-valley flow (e.g., Nickus and Vergeiner, 1984), it seems that the observed

gradient in p contributes little to the timing of the up-valley flow period.

The perturbation gradients generated by the models reveal a qualitatively similar

evolution as observed. However, the models exhibit too small amplitudes during both

day- and nighttime. Interestingly, the perturbation gradient generated by CP-7 is only

slightly smaller than for the CRMs and thus explains the similar magnitude of CP-7’s

plain-mountain flow found in the previous section. Note that the simulated gradients

in p are non-zero, but slightly negative indicating that on average the simulated valley

atmosphere is warmer than the nearby plain atmosphere. Only the total gradient (∇p +

∇p′) explains the exact and too late ending of the up-valley period in the CRMs and CP-7,

respectively. Note that the modeled mean gradients were found to be strongly affected by

the formulation of horizontal diffusion and further detail is presented in appendix A.

As examples, the pressure gradient forcing between VAD and CHU and LUZ and ALT,

respectively, is shown in Figs. 2.7b,c. CR-1 reveals a slightly larger mean gradient for CHU

than CR-2 (Fig. 2.7b), which could explain its stronger valley wind speed at CHU (see

Fig. 2.4) and its smaller wind speed bias (Table 2.3). In agreement with the strong valley

winds at ALT (see Fig. 2.5), CR-2 yields a considerably stronger perturbation gradient

forcing than the other runs (Fig. 2.7c). However, we further found that differences among

simulated local wind speeds can not necessarily be explained by the pressure gradients

estimated from two distant plain-valley station pairs. For instance, the relatively strong

up-valley flow simulated by CR-1 at KUF (Fig. 2.5) is not related to an enhanced pressure

gradient forcing between MUC and IBK. Within this analysis – and in agreement with the

surface flow patterns – the plain-valley pressure-gradient forcing generated by the CRMs

appears only slightly enhanced compared to CP-7. The station pairs were of little help

for understanding the different wind speeds at the scale of single valleys. Further analysis

of the dynamical forcing is thus provided in the next section.

2.4.5 Simulated horizontal pressure distributions

To facilitate a better physical understanding of the forcing of thermally-driven flows in-

cluding the valley-scale, we extend the analysis of the pressure gradient by studying its

spatial signature over the Alpine region. The horizontal pressure distribution p(x, y, z, t)

at level z and time t can be decomposed as

p(x, y, z, t) = pr(x, y, t) + ∆ph(x, y, z, t) + ∆pnh(x, y, z, t), (2.2)

with pr the pressure at a reference level zr and ∆ph and ∆pnh the hydrostatic and non-

hydrostatic pressure increment, respectively, between zr and z. ∆ph is only a function of
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the barometric mean temperature in that layer and can be evaluated as

∆ph(x, y, z, t) = g

zr∫
z

ρ(x, y, z′, t)dz′, (2.3)

with ρ the density of air. Although nonhydrostatic contributions to the pressure gradient

can be of relevance for some flows (e.g., Cotton et al., 2011; Yang, 1991; Cassano and

Parish, 2000), the hydrostatic contribution typically dominates across a wide range of

spatial and temporal scales (Dalu et al., 2003), specifically also in valley flows (Schmidli

and Rotunno, 2010). Indeed, we found that the gradients in ∆pnh are significantly smaller

than the other contributions.

Each contribution is decomposed into a 24-h mean and its perturbation. The analysis

of the resulting distributions showed that the horizontal pressure gradients result mostly

from the mean reference pressure pr, the mean hydrostatic increment ∆ph, and the per-

turbation hydrostatic increment ∆p′h. Thus, the total pressure can be approximated here

as

p(x, y, z, t) ≈ pr(x, y, t) + ∆ph(x, y, z, t) + ∆p′h(x, y, z, t). (2.4)

Figure 2.8 shows the decomposition of p(x, y, z, t) at 1300 UTC into the three pressure

contributions for zr = 3 km and z = 1.4 km and averaged over the 18-day evaluation

period. Results are only presented for CR-1 and CP-7, as the differences between the

CRMs were generally small.

In Switzerland and western Austria the horizontal gradients in pr (Fig. 2.8a,d) are

smaller than the gradients in the hydrostatic pressure increments ∆ph and ∆p′h. There, the

upper-level pressure gradient is of secondary relevance for the dynamics at z = 1.4 km. The

average temperature distribution is reflected in ∆ph (Figs. 2.8b,e). Both models simulate

a warmer layer-mean temperature for the southwestern Alps. As seen from station pairs

already, some valleys also show warmer average temperatures than their adjacent plains.

For both simulations, the dominating contribution to the total pressure gradient at 1300

UTC is provided by the heat-induced low-pressure anomaly ∆p′h (Figs. 2.8c,f). Particularly

in CR-1 several valleys can be identified with strong hydrostatic low pressure anomalies

and corresponding gradients toward the adjacent plains. At the scale of single valleys the

gradients are considerably stronger in CR-1 (Figs. 2.8c) than in CP-7 (Figs. 2.8f) and

therefore explain the enhanced valley winds of the CRMs.

The analysis shows that both CRMs and CP-7 produce hydrostatic pressure deficits

over the Alpine topography to initiate a plain-mountain flow during the day. Despite this

similarity of the Alpine-scale dynamics, the differential warming at valley-scales results in

stronger local gradients in hydrostatic pressure and in stronger winds in the CRMs than

in CP-7.
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a) CR-1   p
r

d) CP-7   p
r

b) CR-1   ∆p
h

e) CP-7   ∆p
h

c) CR-1   ∆p’
h

f) CP-7   ∆p’
h

100 km

100 km

Figure 2.8: Horizontal pressure distributions (hPa) of (a,d) pr, (b,e) ∆ph, and (c,f) ∆p′h
from CR-1 and CP-7 and averaged over the evaluation period at 1300 UTC. pr is computed
at zr = 3 km MSL and the hydrostatic increments correspond to the layer between 1.4 km
and 3 km MSL. A constant pressure of 151 hPa has been subtracted form ∆ph to yield
perturbations of similar magnitude as ∆p′h. The displayed quantities are described in the
text and white pixels indicate missing values.

2.4.6 Surface energy budget

The dynamical forcing described above arises primarily from solar energy input at the

ground, which in turn provides sensible heat to the lower atmosphere. Thus, model differ-

ences in pressure gradients may even result from differences in the surface energy budget.

To prevent linking different dynamical forcings to possible differences in the energy supply

at the surface, a logic way to complete the evaluation of the valley wind forcing is to also

validate the surface energy balance of the models. This section aims at quantifying the

influence of model resolution on both radiative and turbulent energy fluxes at the surface.

Although the surface radiation budget has been analyzed at three stations, only results

from one station will be presented here, as the emerging conclusions are independent of

the station. Similarly, only one station is shown for turbulent fluxes. Observed and mod-

eled radiative fluxes are presented for station CIM (Figs. 2.9a,b) and turbulent fluxes are

shown for station OEN (Figs. 2.9c). The net radiative energy supply Q∗ at the surface

results from the down- and upward directed shortwave and longwave fluxes, i.e.,

Q∗ = SW ↓ +SW ↑ +LW ↓ +LW ↑ . (2.5)

Figure 2.9a demonstrates the models’ capability to capture the diurnal evolution of

the radiative flux components. Small differences are found among the CRMs, while CP-7

results in smaller SW↓ and slightly larger LW↓ during the day. Compared to observations,

all simulations underestimate SW↓, the reflected SW↑, and LW↑. The models appear

to produce lower skin temperatures than observed. The net radiation in the CRMs is

well captured, but underestimated by CP-7 (Fig. 2.9b). The underestimation of SW↓ in

CP-7 is the main discrepancy to the CRMs. A decreased incoming radiation in CP-7 is

detected also from Alpine-scale averages of SW↓ (Fig. 2.9b) and also found at station OEN
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Figure 2.9: Mean diurnal cycles of the surface energy budget components. Shown are
observed and modeled a) surface radiative fluxes for CIM, b) net surface radiation at CIM,
and c) turbulent fluxes, SW↓, and Q∗ for OEN. Simulated SW↓ averaged over the Alpine
region (indicated in Fig. 2.1c) is also shown in b). Fluxes directed toward the surface are
defined positive.
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(Fig. 2.9c). Thus, the slightly weaker plain-mountain pressure-gradient forcing found in

CP-7 might not only result from the coarser topography, but could equivalently result

from a reduced energy supply. Further analysis of this aspect will be provided in section

2.5.4.

Observed and simulated turbulent fluxes at OEN are shown in Fig. 2.9c. For this site

the simulated fluxes agree quite well with the observations. Note, however, that we will not

attach much significance to the interpretation of these results, as the representativity of

such point measurements is limited. Soil moisture, which strongly affects the partitioning

of turbulent fluxes, fluctuates strongly in space and correlation lengths can be as small as

10 m (Western et al., 2004).

2.5 Cloud formation and precipitation

The previously described initiation of dry mesoscale flows within the boundary-layer is

commonly seen as prerequisite for the subsequent formation of cumulus clouds and surface

precipitation. After a brief description of observed and modeled thermodynamic profiles,

this section presents the observed and simulated evolution of clouds and precipitation and

the differences among the simulations. It is also of interest to enhance our knowledge of

the observed and modeled interaction between boundary-layer convergence and surface

precipitation.

2.5.1 Vertical temperature and humidity profiles

The evolution of cumulus clouds and the subsequent intensification to deep convective

clouds is closely linked to the thermodynamic state of the atmosphere. Thus, a validation

of simulated profiles of potential temperature and humidity is presented. Although several

soundings have been exploited (see section 2.3), only profiles at Milan (Fig. 2.10) are

shown. Several aspects have been identified that apply to most or many of the other

analyzed soundings.

Averaged 00 and 12 UTC profiles of potential temperature, water vapor mixing ratio,

and relative humidity are shown in Figs. 2.10a,b, respectively. For all analyzed profiles the

CRMs result in warmer and drier boundary layers than CP-7 at both 00 and 12 UTC. The

implication are lower lifting condensation levels and a larger convective available potential

energy (CAPE) in CP-7 (not shown). Conversely, mixing ratios and relative humidities at

mid-tropospheric levels are generally smaller in CP-7. The different moisture distribution

might be attributable to enhanced vertical fluxes in the CRMs (Petch et al., 2002). A

moisture excess in boundary layers of convection-parameterizing models has been reported

also by Brockhaus et al. (2008).

Figures 2.10c,d, which show the rms errors of mixing ratio and potential temperature,

indicate improved thermodynamic boundary-layer profiles of the CRMs. The errors of

CR-1 and CR-2 are very similar and comparable to those errors reported in previous

evaluation studies of boundary-layer profiles (e.g., Zhong and Fast, 2003; Chow et al.,
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2006). All runs, but particularly CP-7, exhibit a positive relative humidity bias of about

10% in the upper troposphere at Munich, Milan (Fig. 2.10b), Nimes, and Innsbruck. The

water vapor content is overestimated at these levels (see Fig. 2.10d). Note that an excellent

agreement with observations is found for vertical moisture profiles at Vienna, which is

located within the relaxation zone near the lateral domain boundaries (not shown). Thus,

we exclude a wet bias in the driving model as a possible explanation for the overestimated

vapor content at these levels.

2.5.2 Cloud formation

In this section, the cloud cover is presented for a larger Alpine region (see Fig. 2.1c) in

order to study the evolution from shallow to deep convective orographic clouds in more

detail. We begin with an analysis of the simulated cloud patterns at one particular day

and continue then with considering the statistics of the whole period. Figure 2.11 shows

infrared temperatures synthetically generated from the simulations at 1000 and 1600 UTC

12 July 2006. The corresponding observed temperatures are shown in Fig. 2.2 and have

been described in section 2.3.

In agreement with observations, the CRMs produce several growing cumulus clouds

at 1000 UTC over the western Alps (Figs. 2.11a,c). For instance, some of these low and

mid-level clouds have formed close to the Alpine border in Italy and are drifting toward

the Italian plains in both CR-1 and CR-2. In contrast, CP-7 results in several very broad

mature convective clouds over both the Black Forest and the southwestern Alps and,

consequently, the high cloud cover is significantly overestimated (Fig. 2.11e). Moreover,

the phase of early cumulus growth is clearly not resolved in CP-7. Qualitatively similar to

observations, the CRMs even predict isolated mature convective storms with cold cloud

tops over the Black Forest. All runs result in too cold cloud top temperatures for the

cloud system over the eastern Alps. This issue also appeared frequently for high clouds

during the night and might be related to the parameterization of microphysical processes

in COSMO.

Later at 1600 UTC, cumulus clouds have evolved to deep mature cumulonimbus

clouds in all simulations (Figs. 2.11b,d,f). High cirrus clouds have already spread radi-

ally from isolated deep convective updrafts. The latter frequently penetrate through the

tropopause in the CRMs (see green pixels in Figs. 2.11b,d). A comparison with Fig. 2.2b

shows good qualitative agreement with the observed temperatures. In contrast, CP-7

produces a too large fraction of high clouds.

To receive a more quantitative and a more systematic insight into the observed and

modeled cloud evolution we computed frequency distributions and analyzed the resulting

mean diurnal cycles for our 18-day evaluation period. The fraction covered by each cloud

category (see section 2.3) is visualized together with the mean diurnal cycle of surface

precipitation in Fig. 2.12. The observations (Fig. 2.12a) show a highly correlated diur-

nal evolution of high cloud cover and surface precipitation. Hardly any high clouds are

observed during the morning, a peak of 27% is reached during the afternoon, and after-
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Figure 2.10: Vertical profiles of (a,b) potential temperature (C◦, solid), mixing ratio
(g kg−1, short dashed), relative humidity (%, dot-dashed) and (c,d) root mean squared
errors of potential temperature (C◦, solid) and mixing ratio (g kg−1, short dashed) at
Milan. The profiles (a,c) have been averaged over the evaluation period at a) 00 and b)
12 UTC, respectively, and the corresponding profiles of rms errors are depicted in (c,d).
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Figure 2.11: Same as Figs. 2.2a,b, but from COSMO simulations (a,b) CR-1, (c,d)
CR-2, and (e,f) CP-7 at (a,c,e) 1000 UTC and (b,d,f) 1600 UTC 12 July 2006. Synthetic
brightness temperatures of COSMO have been computed online as described in section
3.2.
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Figure 2.12: Mean diurnal cycles of cloud cover and surface precipitation obtained from
a) Meteosat-8, b) CR-1, c) CP-7, and d) CR-2. The cloud fraction has been computed
for the Alpine region indicated in Fig. 2.1c. High clouds (lightgray), mid-level clouds
(midgray), and low-level clouds (darkgray) are defined by brightness temperature ranges
in section 2.3. Thin (thick) solid black lines show modeled (observed) precipitation for
Switzerland and dashed lines represent modeled precipitation for the Alpine region. Black
stars indicate the time of initial growth for each of the three cloud layers, defined here as
the first occurence of a fractional increase larger than 1% per 30 min.
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wards the high cloud cover decreases rapidly. Low, mid-level, and high clouds start to

form around 0800, 0900, and 1100 UTC, respectively (see symbols in Fig. 2.12a). The

total cloud cover evolves from 20% in the morning to 65% in the afternoon and decays

again during the night. As indicated in previous studies (e.g., Hong et al., 2004), the peak

convective cloud cover obtained from passive infrared measurements typically lags behind

the peak precipitation rates since opaque cirrus clouds still increase the fractional cloud

cover even during the dissipative stage of convective cells. We conclude that in our case

the observed life time of cirrus clouds is shorter.

The mean diurnal cycles of both the CRMs (Figs. 2.12b,d) and CP-7 (Fig. 2.12c)

reveal the same qualitative features as observed. The cloud cover increases during daytime,

peaks in the late afternoon, and decays monotonically till the next morning. A deficit

affecting all runs, but particularly CP-7, is a too large percentage of high cloud cover. The

total cloudiness is overestimated particularly during the night when little high clouds are

observed. The evolution of total and partial cloud cover hardly differs between CR-1 and

CR-2. The latter show a too short transition period from shallow to deep convective clouds,

as low clouds form around 0930 UTC and mid-level and high clouds around 1000 UTC

(Fig. 2.12b,d). In CP-7, all there cloud types begin to form at ∼ 0930 UTC (Fig. 2.12c)

and the peak cloudiness is reached too early already at 1600 UTC. Note also that the

peak of high clouds is reached after the precipitation peak in the models and decays more

slowly than observed. Closer analysis revealed significant amounts of ice and snow content

that persisted in the upper troposphere throughout the night. Idealized simulations using

COSMO in a very similar setup and with the same bulk microphysics parameterization

likely confirm an overestimated life time of ice clouds (Schlemmer, 2011).

These findings explain two unresolved aspects from the previous analysis. Firstly, the

too early and too excessive peak of the cloud fraction of CP-7 explains its decreased short-

wave incoming radiation around noon (see Fig. 2.9). Secondly, the too large humidities in

the upper troposphere found for all runs during day and night (see Figs. 2.10a,b) can be

attributed to the overestimated fraction of high clouds. An explanation for the too long

cloud life time is yet missing, but could be related to the sedimentation of ice crystals that

is not considered in the applied bulk microphysics scheme.

2.5.3 Surface precipitation

The simulated surface precipitation has been validated against observations available for

Switzerland. Figure 2.13a allows for a quantitative comparison of the mean diurnal cycles

of observed and simulated precipitation. The observations reveal an onset of surface

precipitation around 0900 UTC and a peak rainfall at 1800 UTC. Afterwards precipitation

decays and little rainfall is observed during the night.

The CRMs result in a good overall agreement with the observations since the onset,

the timing and magnitude of the peak value, and also the nighttime rain rates are well

captured. The differences between CR-1 and CR-2 are small and the validation against

observations is excellent in particular when considering that the observations systemati-
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Figure 2.13: Mean diurnal cycles of surface precipitation averaged over a) Switzerland
and b) the Alpine region (indicated in Fig. 2.1c). The black curve in a) shows observed
rain rates. Dashed curves in b) show the simulated mean diurnal cycle of convergence
CON (s−1) for the Alpine region.
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Figure 2.14: Accumulated precipitation (mm) in Switzerland during the 18-day evalua-
tion period from a) observations, b) CR-1, c) CP-7, and d) CR-2. Dotted areas indicate
regions with missing observational data.

Table 2.4: Root mean squared errors, mean absolute errors, and biases of simulated
distributions of accumulated precipitation in Switzerland for simulations CR-1, CR-2, and
CP-7 for the 18-day evaluation period between 0000 UTC 09 July 2006 and 0000 UTC 27
July 2006.

CR-1 CR-2 CP-7
rmse 30.2 38.0 33.6
mae 22.7 28.9 26.2
bias 16.8 23.4 20.3
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cally underestimate precipitation (as they neglect systematic rain gauge biases and use a

station network that lacks appropriate coverage of high-altitude regions). In contrast, the

precipitation peak in CP-7 occurs four hours too early. This deficiency has been reported

frequently in the literature (e.g., Bechtold et al., 2004; Brockhaus et al., 2008). Moreover,

CP-7 significantly overestimates precipitation events during the night. The same aspects

and discrepancies are reflected in precipitation at a larger Alpine scale (Figs. 2.12b-d and

2.13b).

The observed and simulated spatial distribution of accumulated precipitation in

Switzerland is shown in Fig. 2.14. Most of the observed precipitation focuses over ele-

vated regions, while little precipitation is measured over the flat Swiss plateau (between

Jura and main Alps). The CRMs capture well this distribution with most of the precipi-

tation over terrain and little over the flat regions. CP-7 produces widespread precipitation

also over flat regions, but shows less overestimation of precipitation than the CRMs for

elevated regions. The rms errors, biases, and mean absolute errors are shown in table 2.4.

CR-1 performs best, but has a wet bias since the daytime precipitation over terrain is

overestimated (see also Fig. 2.13). This aspect worsens in CR-2, which thus shows a

larger bias than CP-7. This is reflected also in the rms errors and mean absolute errors.

However, as mentioned above, the observed rain rates are also underestimating precipita-

tion over terrain and available only to a very limited region of the modeling domain. This

uncertainty likely limits this quantitative comparison.

2.5.4 The link between thermally-driven flows and deep

convection

So far thermally-driven flows and deep convection have been evaluated in a separate con-

text. However, as indicated in the introduction, an interaction among topographic flows

and the initiation of convective precipitation seems plausible. It is thus of interest to eval-

uate the simulated large-scale flow convergence for the Alpine region in conjunction with

convective activity. The surface convergence CON has been computed as the line integral

around the Alps, given as

CON = −∇ · v =
1

A

∮
∂A

vndA, (2.6)

with A the surface area of the Alpine region (see Fig. 2.1c) and vn the 10-m wind speed

normal to the line segment vector dA. vn is defined positive for flow toward the Alps.

The mean diurnal evolution of CON is depicted for all three simulations in Fig. 2.13b.

All runs yield a peak of the flow convergence around midday considerably before the peak

rain rates are observed (see Fig. 2.13a). Differences between the CRMs are very small and

even CP-7 generates only a slightly smaller peak convergence. The more realistic delay of

deep convection to the late afternoon is only achieved by the CRMs.

To distinguish the influence of the numerical grid from the role of topographic resolu-
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tion and to isolate the role of the convective parameterization, we conducted one additional

cloud-resolving experiment CR-2-T7 which uses the topography of CP-7 (as described in

section 3.2). The resulting flow convergence is surprisingly similar to CR-2 (Fig. 2.15).

Apparently, the Alpine-scale convergence is not governed by the small-scale topography.

Moreover, the convective precipitation in the larger Alpine region (Fig. 2.15) is not changed

significantly either. This experiment demonstrates that not the underresolved topogra-

phy, but the convection scheme itself is responsible for the too early precipitation peak.

Moreover, the experiment indicates that the flow convergence could be larger in CP-7,

if the incoming radiation was not diminished (Fig. 2.9b) by a too large fractional cloud

cover (Fig. 2.12b). Thus, the parameterization of deep convection affects negatively even

atmospheric processes that could potentially be well resolved on such coarse numerical

grids. These findings are underlined with simulation CR-7, which results in a very sim-

ilar evolution of the mountain-scale mass convergence as CR-2-T7 and CR-2, since the

parameterization for convection has been switched off (see also Fig. 2.15). Although deep

convection is likely highly underresolved in CR-7, the timing of the daytime precipitation

and the smaller nighttime precipitation rates agree much better with CR-2 than those

from CP-7.

CP-7

CR-2

CR-2-T7

CR-7

Figure 2.15: Same as Fig. 2.13b, but for (black solid) CR-2, (blask dashed) CR-2-T7,
(gray solid) CP-7, and (gray dashed) CR-7. Lines with (without) dots show surface pre-
cipitation (mm) (Alpine-scale convergence CON (s−1)).

To analyze the relation between convective rainfall and thermally-driven flows on a

daily time-scale, we further calculated the correlation of daily precipitation and along-

valley wind speed. Figure 2.16 shows observed and simulated time series of rain rates

and station-averaged along-valley winds in Switzerland. Weak up-valley flow is observed

on days with large rain rates, while enhanced up-valley flow occurs on days with little

precipitation (Fig. 2.16a). Interestingly, relatively short periods of up-valley flow are

observed on days with significant rainfall. As suggested by Geerts et al. (2008) and

Demko et al. (2009), the abrupt onset of down-valley flows on such days could result

from convective downdrafts, evaporative cooling, and propagating cold-pools.

Given continuity and assuming zero mass flux at valley endings, the time-integrated
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lateral inflow into the valley atmosphere can be interpreted as the total lifting provided by

the converging horizontal flow. The integrals over the full daily up-valley wind periods have

been evaluated and correlated with the daily accumulated precipitation (see Figs. 2.16a-

d). For the observations, a moderate anti-correlation r24 of 0.67 is found confirming that

stronger up-valley flow is found on days with weak convective precipitation, partly since

deep convection shortens the up-valley wind periods. However, the anti-correlations of the

integrated lifting provided before 12 and before 16 UTC are also negative (r12 = −0.37

and r16 = −0.61). Thus, even the up-valley flow preceding convective precipitation is

weak on days with large rain rates. A closer analysis of atmospheric soundings during

this period (not shown) pointed out that heavy rain rates are tied to days with enhanced

atmospheric instability (i.e., larger CAPE).

The correlations produced by the CRMs (Fig. 2.16b,c) reveal excellent agreement

with the observations. The abrupt onset of down-valley flows following heavy rainfall is

well captured by both CR-1 and CR-2 (e.g., on 13 and 22 July 2006), but not by CP-7. The

latter seemingly fails in simulating the dynamical response to convective precipitation, as

up-valley winds persist during periods of convective precipitation and the anti-correlation

r24 is too small (Fig. 2.16d). The anti-correlations r12 and r16 are too large in CP-7, due

to the pronounced overestimation of cloud cover on convective days (see Fig. 2.12b) and

the corresponding reduction of incoming radiation (see Fig. 2.9).

2.6 Summary and conclusions

Long-term simulations of thermally-driven flows, their pressure gradient forcing, cumulus

formation, and deep orographic convection over the European Alps have been systemati-

cally validated against observations. To this end, a 18-day high-pressure summer episode

with weak synoptic forcing, intense solar heating, and a frequent initiation of deep oro-

graphic convection has been selected. The observed processes can be summarized as

follows:

• A pronounced diurnal cycle of the pressure-gradient between the valleys and the

plains forces a mesoscale plain-mountain flow and along-valley winds in the major

Alpine valleys. The average onset of the up-valley flow is observed at 08 UTC, its

peak at 13 UTC, and a transition to down-valley flow at 19 UTC.

• The initial growth of shallow cumuli over the Alps is observed at 08 UTC, followed

by the formation of mid-level and high clouds at 09 and 11 UTC, respectively.

Convective precipitation is first observed at 09 UTC, peaks late in the afternoon at

18 UTC, and decays rapidly until midnight.

• The up-valley flow on days with above average precipitation is less pronounced than

on days with below-average precipitation. Conversely, down-valley flow is initiated

earlier on days with strong convective rainfall.
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Figure 2.16: Time series of surface precipitation in Switzerland (black) and mean along-
valley wind in Switzerland (gray) for a) observations, b) CR-1, c) CR-2, and d) CP-7.
The near-surface along-valley wind has been averaged over all Swiss valley stations. The
integral over up-valley-directed valley winds are shaded in light gray. The correlation
between those daily integrals and total accumulated daily precipitation (00-24 UTC) is
indicated for three different integration bounds 00-24, 00-16, and 00-12 UTC (see text for
further explanation).
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The evaluation of the cloud-resolving simulations (CRMs) using grid-spacings of 1.1

km and 2.2 km, respectively, showed the following results:

• The diurnal evolution of the thermally-driven flows, cumulus formation, and surface

precipitation is very well captured. Overall, doubling the horizontal resolution had

relatively little influence. Improvements are related to the representation of valley

wind speed and direction.

• Shortcomings are related to too weak along-valley pressure-gradients, too weak up-

valley flows, and a too short transition period from shallow to deep convective

clouds.

The convection-parameterizing simulation (CPM) using a grid-spacing of 6.6 km

showed a worse agreement with observations than the CRMs. This simulation and further

sensitivity experiments revealed:

• The activation of the convection scheme results in a too early precipitation peak

compared to the observed peak and compared to CRMs. This discrepancy can be

attributed primarily to the unphysical behavior of the convective parameterization.

The unresolved small-scale topography was found to have little influence on the

timing and magnitude of precipitation rates. Also, a 6.6 km run without convection

scheme improved the timing considerably, although convection can be expected to

be highly underresolved at this resolution.

• The mesoscale plain-mountain flow can be well represented at such “coarse” reso-

lution, if the convection scheme is turned off. If the convection scheme is applied,

enhanced and a too early peak in cloud cover yields a too strong shielding of the

incoming shortwave radiation and thus was found to weaken the Alpine-scale flow

convergence.

Our findings demonstrate that CPMs with a resolution below 10 km still reveal consid-

erable disagreement with CRMs and with observations. Despite a considerably increased

numerical resolution, the convection-parameterizing simulation suffers from similar deficits

as those well known from coarser-resolution regional and global-scale simulations. Consid-

ering the good agreement between CRMs and observations and the insensitivity of CRMs

to horizontal grid-spacing, we encourage long-term simulations at CRM resolutions.

Concerning the link between mesoscale flow convergence and moist convection, both

observational data and simulations suggest that intense convective rainfall is not related

to enhanced mountain-scale mass convergence, but rather to a stronger atmospheric in-

stability. Plain-mountain and valley winds preceding convective activity are weaker on

days with intense convection. Nevertheless, it remains an open question to what degree

the mesoscale flows influence the atmospheric stability over the mountain range and to

what degree deep convection is controlled by the large-scale moisture supply. An idealized

modeling framework could be helpful to address this question and other factors such as

the role of mountain geometry, moisture supply, and synoptic conditions.
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2.7 Appendix A: Sensitivity to horizontal diffu-

sion

The computation of horizontal diffusion was found to influence the evolution of the along-

valley winds during the night (see Fig. 2.3). Figure 2.17 shows results from a simula-

tion, CR-2 smag, using the commonly applied 2D Smagorinsky formulation (Smagorinsky,

1963) for quasi-horizontal 2nd-order mixing of all prognostic variables (except precipitating

hydrometeors) along model levels instead of the 4th-order computational mixing applied

to velocities in CR-2. This formulation relates the eddy-viscosities to the lateral defor-

mation of the grid-scale flow using a constant of proportionality l2h. The latter is given

as lh = cs∆x with the Smagorinsky constant cs = 0.23 and the horizontal grid-spacing

∆x. In COSMO the quasi-horizontal heat fluxes are computed from gradients in poten-

tial temperature and thus the mixing along model-levels results in a vertical transport of

potentially warmer air into the valleys (as described also by Zängl, 2002). Such artificial

heat sources were found to increase the nighttime valley temperatures, e.g., by up to 4◦ C

at Innsbruck, and resulted in a tripling of the mean pressure gradients shown in Fig. 2.7.

Accordingly, the nighttime down-valley flows of CR-2 smag are weaker than of CR-2 and

than observed (see Fig. 2.17). Note also the wrong timing of onset and ending of the

up-valley wind in CR-2 smag.

2.8 Appendix B: Observed horizontal pressure

gradient

Smooth analytical virtual temperature profiles are used to reduce the observed plain-

station pressure to the level of the corresponding valley-stations. These profiles are defined

by Eq. (6) in NV84 as

T (ζ) = Tbot + ζ(Ttop − Tbot) + bζc(1− ζ)(1 + aζ), (2.7)

with the normalized height ζ = (z − zbot)(ztop − zbot)
−1 and the near-surface curvature c.

ztop is a reference level near the free atmosphere and zbot corresponds to the surface level.
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Figure 2.17: Mean diurnal cycle of along-valley wind speed from observations (black)
and from simulations CR-2 and CR-2 smag. In contrast to the reference simulation CR-2,
which applies weak 4th-order computational diffusion to velocities only, a 2D Smagorin-
sky closure is applied in CR-2 smag to compute eddy-viscosities for 2nd-order horizontal
mixing of all prognostic variables along model levels.

Ttop and Tbot are virtual temperatures at these levels. Coefficients a and b are determined

from D, G (defined below). The profiles mimic a stability-dependent transition from a

surface layer lapse-rate toward a prescribed upper-level temperature gradient Γtop at ztop

(see NV84 for further detail). The boundary-layer regime (e.g., stable or convectively-

mixed) is determined by the upper-level temperature gradient Γtop and two parameters G

and D, given as

G = Ttop + Γtop(ztop − zbot)− Tbot (2.8)

D = Tm − 0.5(Ttop + Tbot), (2.9)

with Tm the virtual barometric mean temperature, given as

Tm =
ztop − zbot
R
g ln

(
pbot
ptop

) , (2.10)

with the gas constant of dry air R, the acceleration of gravity g, and the pressure ptop

and pbot at the reference and surface level, respectively. For this study we compared those

analytical profiles against observations and against modeled profiles and found good agree-

ment using the temperature-gradient Γtop, D, and G as simulated by CR-1, ztop = 2 km,

and if the profile’s curvature c was parameterized using CR-1’s near-surface temperature

gradient Γbot, as

c = max

[
0.05, 1.0− 0.6

(
cp
g

)2

|Γbot +
g

cp
|2
]
, (2.11)
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with the heat capacity cp. In this parameterization stronger near-surface curvature c

results for larger deviations from the adiabatic lapse-rate. The coefficients have been tuned

during the comparison with observations and modeled profiles and the max function limits

c to reasonable and positive values.

The procedure to obtain vertical profiles from the observed 2-m virtual temperature

is outlined in the following: Firstly, G and D are determined from CR-1. Then, CR-1’s

Γtop and the observed Tbot are used to retrieve Ttop from Eq. (2.8) at level ztop. Together

with Eq. (2.9) the obtained Ttop and the observed Tbot yield a corresponding barometric

mean temperature Tm. In a second step, the pressure at ztop is computed from Tm and

the observed station pressure pbot. Finally, the analytical profiles are computed from Eq.

(2.7) under consideration of the parameterized near-surface curvature c (Eq. (2.11)).

The described method is illustrated in Fig. 2.18 and compared against the two meth-

ods also discussed in the paper (traditional pressure reduction and Geerts et al.’s method).

Shown are both modeled (for CP-7) and the obtained analytical profiles of p′ and T for

plain-station MUC. For this comparison the analytical p profiles were constructed by re-

ducing CP-7’s surface pressure pbot hydrostatically “upward” using the corresponding fic-

titious temperature profile that was obtained with additional information (D, G, Γtop, c)

provided by CR-1. Subsequently, the corresponding p′ profiles have been computed by

subtracting the 24 h running mean pressure profile. p′ profiles are shown as averages

over the 18-days evaluation period at 0000 UTC (Fig. 2.18a) and 1300 UTC (Fig. 2.18b)

and the corresponding modeled and fictitious mean temperature profiles are depicted in

Fig. 2.18c. Also indicated in Figs. 2.18a,b is p′ as obtained from the other two methods

– pressure reduction using a polytrope atmosphere (∂T∂z = 0.65 K (100 m)−1) and Geerts

et al.’s method – at the level of CP-7’s associated valley grid-point IBK (1084 m).

The obtained analytic p′ profiles result in less distance to the modeled p′ profiles at the

level of the corresponding valley grid-point than the other two methods. The latter result

in too weak pressure perturbations and thus would overestimate the horizontal pressure

gradient at the level of the valley station. Although this deficit is particularly significant

for large height differences as in CP-7, this issue is still apparent for the reduction across

the more shallow layer between the observational sites (see black curve and black markers

in Figs. 2.18a,b). The surface layers represented by the analytical temperature profiles

(Fig. 2.18c) allow for more realistic barometric mean temperatures Tm than the other

two methods, which strongly overestimate (underestimate) Tm during the day (night).

For this reason we decided to evaluate the observed horizontal pressure gradients at the

level of the higher elevated site using NV84’s profiles and the described method to reduce

the pressure of the lower elevated station upwards. Note that the simulated horizontal

pressure gradients are obtained by interpolation of the 3D pressure fields to the level of

the assigned grid-point with the higher elevation.
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Figure 2.18: Profiles of (a,b) perturbation pressure p′ and (c) virtual temperature T
over plain station MUC and averaged over the evaluation period at 00 and 13 UTC,
respectively. Profiles have been computed using modeled 2-m values (gray) and observed
2-m values (black). Analytical profiles created from CP-7’s surface values are shown by
gray (dashed in c)) lines. Black (gray) markers in (a,b) indicate p′ as obtained at the
level of valley station IBK (the level of CP-7’s associated grid-point) using Geerts et al.’s
method (asterisks) and standard reduction with a temperature gradient ΓST = 6.5 K km−1

(crosses). Black dashed lines in (c) indicate lapse-rates ΓST and ΓAD = 9.8 K km−1.
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Abstract

In convection-permitting simulations, the spectrum of resolved motions is truncated near

scales where convection is active. An “energy gap” between resolved an unresolved motions

does not exist, such that the up-scale and down-scale fluxes of energy across the spectrum

are affected by the representation of turbulence as well as (implicit and explicit) numerical

diffusion. In the current study, a systematic analysis is undertaken of the role of explicit

numerical diffusion in simulations of diurnal convection over a large Alpine region, using

the COSMO mesoscale model. Results are explored by using energy spectra and by

diagnosing the physical and dynamical contributions to the bulk mesoscale heat budget. In

addition, a linear analytical model is employed to assess different formulations of numerical

diffusion.

Consistent with previous studies we find that diffusion may strongly affect the energy

spectrum and the formation of precipitation. Besides the direct impact on convective in-

tensity and cloud distribution, we demonstrate that diffusion has an up-scale influence and

ultimately affects the mesoscale dynamics. Diffusion reduces the bulk Alpine net heating

on a scale of O(100 km). It is hypothesized that this up-scale influence is primarily due to

the following factor: Multiple triggering of orographic convection over a complex mountain

range leads to mountain-scale diurnal signals in vertical velocity, that are sensitive even

to scale-selective diffusion.

The simulations show that, in agreement with linear stability theory of convective growth,

convective amplification is most sensitive to numerical diffusion of buoyancy and horizontal

momentum components on near-surface model levels. If horizontal diffusion is not accom-

plished by a physically-based parameterization and if the application of noise-reducing

(e.g. monotonic) advection schemes proves to be insufficient to obviate the amplification

of numerical noise, a necessary minimum of explicit diffusion is found to improve (i.e.

decrease) the up-scaling of energy to the mesoscale.

57
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3.1 Introduction

During the last decade numerical weather and climate models have been pushing towards

finer and finer grid-spacings due to consistently growing computer capacities. Major bene-

fits and advantages arise at kilometer-scale resolutions of O(1 km) compared to resolutions

of O(10 km) or coarser:

Deep convective scales become partly resolved without the help of physical param-

eterizations of convective precipitation. Such convection-permitting models are capable

of capturing the life-cycle of moist convective features more realistically (Weisman et al.,

1997; Lean and Clark, 2003) and improve the timing of convective initiation (e.g., Grell

et al., 2000; Hohenegger et al., 2008a; Lean et al., 2008). Also, small-scale topographic

variations and spatial inhomogeneities in surface properties are better captured. Thus,

the small-scale spatial distribution of precipitation over heterogeneous terrain is improved

(Colle and Mass, 2000; Zängl, 2007a).

Besides the aforementioned benefits, kilometer-scale simulations are known to under-

resolve convective scales, since the energy containing characteristic turbulent length scales

(and even smaller turbulent eddies) still partly remain at “sub-grid” scales. A character-

istic length scale of a few tens of meters was determined by Craig and Dörnbrack (2008)

for a moist convective plume. Similarly, the studies conducted by Bryan et al. (2003)

and Petch (2006) highlighted the need for grid-spacings of O(100 m) in order to achieve

convergence.

As a consequence, convection-permitting applications try to handle physically mean-

ingful energy transport at poorly resolved scales, which are affected not only by sub-grid

turbulent diffusion, but also by implicit and explicit numerical diffusion. Thus, the effec-

tive viscosity of the simulated fluid is not necessarily determined by the sub-grid turbulent

scheme alone, but also by the implicit dissipative properties of the applied numerical dis-

cretization scheme (Piotrowski et al., 2009) and eventually by explicit diffusion.

In principle, explicit (“artificial”) diffusion is not required in the case of upstream-

biased diffusive numerical discretizations (Wicker and Skamarock, 2002), but it still ap-

pears to be convenient and necessary to avoid the contamination of well-resolved scales

by an amplification of grid-scale perturbations of numerical origin during specific situa-

tions. Such conditions typically occur during low wind speed, since the implicit damping

of the upstream-biased schemes is proportional to the advective Courant number (e.g.,

Durran, 1999, p. 85). Both idealized (Takemi and Rotunno, 2003; Bryan, 2005) and real-

case studies (Knievel et al., 2007) reported poorly resolved convective features that grew

within regions of neutral or unstable stratification and finally dominated the fields of hor-

izontal divergence, vertical velocity, and cloud-liquid water content. Applying increased

explicit grid-scale (and/or turbulent sub-grid) diffusion may prevent the amplification of

such errors.

In this paper impacts of explicit diffusion applied in convection-permitting simulations

are investigated. Compared to some previous studies, we are not primarily interested in

modifications of grid-scale sized cloud structures, but in the mesoscale impact of the
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modified grid-scale behavior. Here, this sensitivity is explored by conducting simulations

for a large Alpine region and for a period of strong localized thermally driven summertime

convection. The mesoscale impact will be evaluated by both energy spectra and bulk heat

budgets for the Alpine region.

Furthermore, the influence of explicit diffusion applied to specific prognostic vari-

ables will be addressed in this paper, since the amplification of a variable’s grid-scale

perturbation does not necessarily depend equally on all prognostic variables. The latter

aspect is also motivated by the fact that different numerical discretization schemes are

commonly used for a subset of prognostic variables (e.g., Skamarock and Weisman, 2009).

An adequate convection-permitting simulation should not produce grid-scale fluctuations

of numerical origin, which are subject to further amplification (Bryan, 2005). On the other

hand, the effective resolution of a simulation should not be deteriorated by unnecessarily

strong explicit diffusion.

We simulate a period between 0000 UTC 11 July 2006 and 0600 UTC 20 July 2006,

which has also been utilized for investigations of moist convection by Hohenegger et al.

(2008a, 2009). During this period the synoptic constellation is formed by a high-pressure

system located over Mid-Europe that provides fair-weather conditions, daytime radiative

heating, and as a consequence, strong localized thunderstorms. The anomaly from the

climatological mean temperature was around +5.0 ◦C and more than 15 hot days (≥ 30 ◦C)

had been observed in northern Switzerland during July 2006 (MeteoSchweiz, 2006).

The outline is as follows. The mesoscale numerical model and the applied explicit

numerical filter are described in section 3.2. Characteristics of a reference simulation

without explicit diffusion are presented in section 3.3. The mesoscale impacts and its

relation to grid-scale energy will be described in sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. In

section 3.6 linear theory of thermal instabilities is used to enhance our understanding of

the impact of explicit diffusion on the growth of grid-scale perturbations. A discussion is

presented in section 3.7 and the main results of this paper are summarized in section 3.8.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Model description and setup

The nonhydrostatic mesoscale NWP model of the COnsortium for Small scale MOdeling

(COSMO, Doms and Schättler, 2002, Steppeler et al., 2003) is utilized at a resolution

of ∆x ≈ 2.2 km. Following Wicker and Skamarock (2002) the dynamics are based on

a split-explicit 3rd-order Runge-Kutta scheme (Förstner and Doms, 2004) and a long

timestep of 30 s is used. A 5th-order upstream-biased discretization is applied for the

horizontal advection. Vertical advection is computed implicitly using a centered 2nd-order

scheme. Moisture scalars and turbulence kinetic energy are advected both horizontally and

vertically using the 2nd-order positive-definite Bott scheme (Bott, 1989). Other options

for the advection of positive definite scalars are available and their impact will be presented

in section 3.5. The fully compressible governing equations are discretized on a staggered
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Arakawa-C grid with 501×451 grid-points that covers a large Alpine region of 1100×990 km

(see Fig. 3.1). Raymond’s (1988) low-pass filter is applied to the underlying topography,

such that little energy is contained at the grid-scales. The 50% cut-off wavenumber kc is

given by

ϵ−1 = tan10(kc∆x/2), (3.1)

with ϵ = 10, if not mentioned otherwise. The vertical coordinate is a height-based hybrid

coordinate that gradually transforms from terrain-following levels at the bottom to plane

levels at a 220 hPa level. The lowest of 45 stretched mass-levels is located ∼ 33 m above

ground and the top eight levels belong to a Rayleigh damping layer. The decision for this

vertical coordinate was driven by its broad usage in the modeling community. Preliminary

tests using a more recently developed vertical coordinate with smoother model levels (Schär

et al., 2002) did not result in substantially different results for the convective summer

period under investigation. Initial and lateral boundary conditions are provided every

six hours by the operational analysis of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF).

Sub-grid scale vertical turbulent diffusion is described by a diagnostic TKE-based

scheme with a closure on level 2.5 (Raschendorfer, 2001; Mellor and Yamada, 1982).

Thereby, the Eddy-diffusion coefficients for heat KH and momentum KM are parame-

terized as

KH,M = λlSH,M

√
2 · TKE, (3.2)

with the turbulent length scale λl formulated following Blackadar (1962) as

λl = λ∞
κz

κz + λ∞
. (3.3)

An asymptotic turbulent length scale of λ∞ = 100 m is used1. SH,M are stability functions

for heat and momentum, respectively, and κ is the von Karman constant.

Other components within COSMO are: The radiative transfer scheme of Ritter and

Geleyn (1992), a multi-layer soil model (Heise et al., 2003), and a one-moment bulk cloud

microphysics scheme with five prognostic hydrometeors (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006).

Convective precipitation is assumed to be explicitly resolved.

3.2.2 Explicit numerical diffusion

The explicit horizontal diffusion operator used within the COSMO model is a 4th-order

monotonic filter, which is evaluated along model levels. Its implementation is for purely

numerical purposes and the involved mixing does not intend to represent a physical diffu-

sion process. The diffusive scalar flux is gradually decreased towards zero on steep model

surfaces until a threshold of 250 m of height difference between two neighboring grid points

is exceeded (Zängl, 2002). Thereby, the upward-mixing of moisture along terrain-following

model surfaces can be avoided (Zängl, 2004b). The 2D diffusion operator appears as ad-

1This corresponds to a COSMO namelist setting of tur len= λ∞/κ = 250 m.
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Figure 3.1: Topography (m) of the model domain. The black box indicates the area used
to compute spectra, the bulk heat budget tendencies, and mean precipitation rates. Note
that the evaluation domain excludes the lateral frame with forcing from relaxation. The
subdomain depicted by the dashed box is analyzed in Fig. 3.6 and the white line indicates
the section shown in Fig. 3.3.

ditional smoothing term in the budget equation of a prognostic variable χ, in analytical

form (here without limiters) written as

∂χ

∂t
= · · · − νχ(

∂4χ

∂x4
+

∂4χ

∂y4
) .

Here, χ is one of the following prognostic variables: pressure perturbation p′, temperature

perturbation T ′, the three velocity components u, v, w, water vapor qV , and cloud liquid

water qC .

In general there is little objective guidance to define “ideal” values of the hyperviscosi-

ties νχ. For the following numerical experiments three diffusion coefficients ν1 = 3.0 109

m4 s−1, ν2 = 1.6 109 m4 s−1, and ν3 = 1.0 109 m4 s−1 are used, which correspond to

a damping by roughly 12%, 7%, and 4%, respectively, of the amplitude of the shortest

resolved waves (λ = 2∆x) per large timestep. The corresponding nondimensional diffusion

coefficients α = ν∆t/∆x4 are α1 = 3.8 10−3, α2 = 2.1 10−3, and α3 = 1.3 10−3. The

choice of these coefficients is in agreement with other models using 4th-order numerical

diffusion. For instance Takemi and Rotunno (2003) perform WRF simulations using both

weak diffusion with α = 2.4 10−3 and heavy diffusion with α = 1.2 10−2.

Several sensitivity experiments will be conducted with diffusion applied to specific

variables, and applied to specific model levels only. The specifications for all simulations

are summarized in Table 3.1, with the naming convention chosen such that both the

strength and the variables to be diffused can be identified. As an example simulation

UVWPT1 uses the diffusion coefficient ν1 on variables u, v, w, p′, and T ′.
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Table 3.1: Overview of all conducted numerical simulations. The applied diffusion co-
efficients are outlined for each variable (ν1 = 3.0 109 m4 s−1, ν2 = 1.6 109 m4 s−1, and
ν3 = 1.0 109 m4 s−1) and further description is given. For some simulations either a
Semi-Lagrangian (SL) or the van Leer (VL) moisture advection scheme is used, otherwise
the positive-definite Bott 2nd-order scheme.

NAME νuv νw νT ′ νq
NODIFF - - - -
UVWPT1 ν1 ν1 ν1 ν1
UVW1 ν1 ν1 - -
UVW2 ν2 ν2 - -
UVW3 ν3 ν3 - -
UV1 ν1 - - -
T1 - - ν1 -
Q1 - - - ν1
W1 - ν1 - -
NODIFF SL - - - - SL
NODIFF VL - - - - VL
Q1 SL - - - ν1 SL
Q1 VL - - - ν1 VL
UVWPT1 A19 ν1 ν1 ν1 ν1 upper 19 (> 3800 m AGL)
UVWPT1 L4 ν1 ν1 ν1 ν1 lowest 4 (< 400 m AGL)
NODIFF TOPO - - - - stronger filtered topography
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3.2.3 Budget diagnosis

The code of the model has been adapted such that all potential temperature and mois-

ture scalar tendencies can be extracted. In this paper we utilize this tool to evaluate

modifications of the components of the bulk heat budget within a large Alpine region.

Contributions to the budget equation for potential temperature, written as

∂θ

∂t
= ADVθ +QM

θ +QT
θ +QR

θ +QHD
θ , (3.4)

are 3D advection ADVθ, latent heating QM
θ , turbulent and radiative flux divergence QT

θ

and QR
θ , respectively, and explicit horizontal diffusion QHD

θ .

Computed tendencies from explicit numerical diffusion QHD
θ will not be analyzed, as

these tendencies revealed to be much smaller in magnitude than the others. Additionally,

tendencies due to vertical advection are diagnosed each timestep. All above mentioned

potential temperature tendencies are written hourly as time averages over all timesteps

between two output steps.

3.2.4 Spectral analysis

Spectral analysis of atmospheric fields is used to further investigate the model’s behavior

at different scales, e.g. the grid-scale and larger scales. Following Skamarock (2004) we

mostly use averaged 1D real discrete Fourier transforms in both longitudinal and latitudi-

nal direction to compute spectra at a certain altitude. Periodicity of the signals is achieved

by removing the linear trend and split-cosine-bell tapering is applied to 10% of the signal

to avoid leakage. This method is computationally less expensive than, for example the

2D Direct Cosine Transformation (DCT) (Denis et al., 2002). Preliminary comparison of

the two methods revealed the same response of spectral variance to numerical diffusion.

Only averaged longitudinal spectra are shown below, as the response to explicit numerical

diffusion is the same for both directions.

To analyze spatial energy distributions we also perform 2D Fourier transforms on

periodic horizontal distributions of vertical velocity w of size 2N−1×2M−1, with N and

M being the original number of grid-points in each direction. To achieve periodicity the

large field is constructed in the following manner: The lower left quadrant contains the

original w distribution, while quadrant two to three contain its mirror image in x, both x

and y, and y direction, respectively.

To distinguish between small-scale and large-scale spectral contributions, we extract

low-frequency modes by removing all coefficients of modes with wavenumbers larger than

n = 20 (λx = 110 km) or m = 18 (λy = 110 km). The transformation using the sharp

spectral filter is then given by

ŵ(n,m) =


1

(2N−1)(2M−1)

2N−2∑
k=0

2M−2∑
l=0

w(k, l)e−i(2πnk/(2N−1)+2πml/(2M−1)) {n ≤ 20} ∩ {m ≤ 18}

0 {n > 20} ∪ {m > 18}.
(3.5)
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The backward transformation yields the large-scale part of w with wavelengths λ ≥ λcut =

(λ2
x+λ2

y)
1/2 = 155.73 km. The cut-off wavenumbers have been chosen to be small enough

to sufficiently reduce small-scale energy and large enough to account for a sufficiently large

number of low-wavenumber modes.

3.3 Reference run without explicit diffusion

3.3.1 Precipitation

Before the impacts of numerical diffusion are described we analyze in this section the

performance of the simulation without explicit numerical diffusion (NODIFF). Figure 3.2

shows the mean diurnal cycle of simulated precipitation averaged spatially over Switzerland

and computed for the nine-day period. Also shown are daily surface-based rain measure-

ments that have been disaggregated using radar measurements (GAUGERAD, see Wüest

et al. (2010) for explanation). The timing of the precipitation peak in Switzerland pro-

duced by NODIFF is in agreement with the observations. Also the total precipitation in

Switzerland is captured quite well (see also Table 3.2), although the diurnal cycle reveals

underestimations during daytime and overestimations during nighttime.

Figure 3.2: Simulated mean diurnal cycle of precipitation (mm h−1) from NODIFF
averaged over Switzerland (indicated by “CH” in Fig. 3.1) and between 0600 UTC 11 July
2006 and 0600 UTC 20 July 2006. Observational data GAUGERAD (for explanation see
Wüest et al., 2010) is added for comparison and simulated precipitation rates are only
used at grid-points where interpolated observational measurements are available.
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Table 3.2: Relative deviation (%) of simulated accumulated (TOTCH) and mean peak
precipitation (PEAKCH) from observed precipitation in Switzerland and relative reduction
of accumulated (TOTALPS) and mean peak precipitation (PEAKALPS) due to explicit
numerical diffusion in the Alpine subregion. Modifications of TOTALPS and PEAKALPS

are calculated with respect to NODIFF, but with respect to Q1 for simulations Q1 SL
and Q1 VL.

RUN TOTCH PEAKCH TOTALPS PEAKALPS

NODIFF -0.6 -28.8
UVWPT1 -38.0 -55.8 -37.3 -32.3
UVW1 -31.9 -51.4 -27.8 -25.6
UVW2 -17.9 -46.1 -20.2 -15.9
UVW3 -12.2 -35.3 -16.1 -14.2
UV1 -30.2 -51.1 -27.3 -24.1
T1 -27.5 -43.6 -29.1 -27.6
Q1 -4.0 -34.2 -6.1 -4.2
W1 -5.0 -32.2 -6.5 -8.4
NODIFF SL 28.3 22.7 10.3 34.4
NODIFF VL 8.7 -17.8 3.8 4.6
Q1 SL -10.3 -19.9 3.3 11.0
Q1 VL -14.5 -32.7 1.3 3.1
UVWPT1 A19 5.2 -23.8 -0.8 1.1
UVWPT1 L4 -38.0 -59.5 -34.9 -39.0
NODIFF TOPO -25.5 -47.9 -24.1 -27.2
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3.3.2 Heat tendencies of single convective plumes

To understand the potential temperature forcings that are involved in the process of moist

convection, the heat tendencies of single convective plumes are studied before we describe

the bulk Alpine heating below. Typically, convective cells are released from a dry static

unstable near-surface layer. As an example, Fig. 3.3 shows a vertical cross-section of an

unstable near-surface layer at 1300 UTC 17 July 2006 (Fig. 3.3a) and the contributions

to the atmospheric heat budget (Figs. 3.3a–d). Advection cools potential temperatures

within moist convective updrafts (Fig. 3.3a,b), since air parcels are rising in dry stably

stratified air (see also Fig. 3.3a). The immediate environment of (as well to a lesser degree

the space in between) convective cells is heated by advection, as compensating subsidence

transports potentially warmer air towards lower levels (Fig. 3.3b).

a) 3D Adv b) vert. Adv

c) Latent d) Turbulence

Figure 3.3: The potential temperature tendencies (K s−1, colors) from NODIFF due
to (a) advection, (b) vertical advection, (c) microphysics, and (d) turbulence are shown
as average over all timesteps between 1200 UTC and 1300 UTC 17 July 2006. Vertical
velocity (1 m s−1 interval, solid (dashed) black contours for positive (negative values)) in
(a-d) has been averaged between two instantaneous output values (1200 UTC and 1300
UTC). The region below the thick black contour in (a) corresponds to negative values of
N2. The position of the vertical slice is indicated in Fig. 3.1.
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Within saturated regions the large advective cooling is outbalanced by the release of

latent heat (Fig. 3.3c), while evaporation cools the subsaturated surroundings of single

cells. The lowest model levels are heated due to turbulent flux convergence (Fig. 3.3d).

Furthermore, subgrid mixing in each single convective plume involves a pattern of heating

and cooling as it penetrates through the top of the PBL.

3.3.3 Diurnal cycle of the bulk heat tendencies

Figure 3.4 shows the mean diurnal cycle of the bulk Alpine net heating and each of the

contributing potential temperature tendencies for simulation NODIFF. The tendencies

have been spatially averaged over the large Alpine subdomain shown in Fig. 3.1. In the

lowest two kilometers net cooling dominates between the early afternoon and the early

morning, while during daytime the heating gradually extends from close to the surface at

0700 UTC to higher elevations at roughly 4 km and also affects the upper troposphere

between 1300 and 1800 UTC (see Fig. 3.4a). The maximum heating at low levels is reached

at 1100 UTC and the upper troposphere is heated strongest around 1500 UTC. Obviously,

the strong low-level daytime heating results mainly from turbulent flux convergence within

the PBL (see Fig. 3.4e) and partly also from radiative heating (see Fig. 3.4f). With the

onset of condensation, the warming is increased by the release of latent heat above ∼3 km

MSL (see Fig. 3.4d) and is strongest around 1600 UTC at ∼8 km MSL. Below ∼ 3 km

evaporative cooling dominates the mean microphysics tendencies until the first half of the

night.

Potential temperature advection (see Fig. 3.4b) is responsible for the net warming

between ∼ 1.5 km and ∼ 10 km, which is interrupted only by a period of cooling be-

tween 1400 UTC and 1900 UTC. The advective warming is a consequence mainly of the

large-scale subsidence (see Fig. 3.4c), which is overcome only by upward transport of po-

tentially cooler air due to moist convection (see Figs. 3.4c and 3.3ab). Apparently, the

midday heating by vertical transport within the PBL (see Figs. 3.4c and 3.3b) is partly

compensated for by horizontal advection, since at this time the total advection (Fig. 3.4b)

provides a cooling also at the ∼ 2-km level, but particularly further below. A thermally

driven plain-mountain circulation is found to be the driving mechanism for this continuous

low-level cooling. As described by (e.g., Schmidli and Rotunno, 2010), the thermal wind

between plains and mountainous regions blows along the potential temperature gradient

and therefore advects cooler temperatures.

3.4 The impact of explicit diffusion

3.4.1 Precipitation

In this section a description of the impacts of numerical diffusion is given. We begin our

analysis with precipitation rates and address the small-scale influence before the mesoscale

impact will be described. Figure 3.5 shows the mean diurnal cycle of precipitation averaged
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a) Net 

d) Latent

e) Turbulence f) Radiation

b) 3D Adv

c) vert. Adv

SR SS SR SS

SR SSSR SS

SR SS SR SS

Figure 3.4: Mean diurnal cycle of potential temperature tendencies (10−5 K s−1 =
0.86 K day−1) from simulation NODIFF: (a) Net heating, (b) total advection, (c) vertical
advection, (d) latent heating, (e) turbulent flux divergence, and (f) radiative flux diver-
gence. The tendencies have been averaged spatially over the Alpine subdomain indicated
in Fig. 3.1 and from 0600 UTC 17 July 2006 until 0600 UTC 20 July 2006. The height
axis starts at 200 m, since lower altitudes would correspond to grid-points over the Po
valley only. Sunrise and sunset are indicated by “SR” and “SS”, respectively.
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spatially over a large Alpine region (solid box in Fig. 3.1). Obviously, the deficits of

the reference run NODIFF are also characteristic for simulations applying diffusion. The

(under-) overestimation during (day-) nighttime indicate that this specific issue is governed

by other factors than explicit numerical diffusion.

Figure 3.5: Same as Fig. 3.2, but for simulations applying numerical diffusion. Precipi-
tation has been averaged over an Alpine subdomain (solid black box in Fig. 3.1).

The highest precipitation rates are produced by NODIFF during the afternoon.

Adding explicit diffusion significantly decreases the mean peak precipitation in all other

simulations (see Fig. 3.5). The strongest reduction of the peak precipitation rate by 32% is

found for simulation UVWPT1 (see also Table 3.2); the accumulated precipitation is even

reduced by 37%. Reductions in mean peak precipitation by 28% and 24% are produced

by simulations T1 and UV1, respectively. Primarily, numerical diffusion seems to reduce

grid-scale perturbations responsible for convective growth.

Interestingly, simulations W1 and Q1 reveal an almost negligible influence of explicit

diffusion. This is in line with the fact that UVW1 does not further decrease precipitation

compared to UV1. A similar response of convective precipitation to explicit diffusion is

found for averaged rain rates in Switzerland (see also Table 3.2).

3.4.2 Spectral analysis

Moist convective clouds are produced by all simulations, although intensity, size, and num-

ber of cells vary among the simulations. Distributions of vertical velocity and cloud water

at 4 km MSL at 1200 UTC and 1600 UTC 17 July 2006 are shown in Figs. 3.6a-h for a

small subdomain located over the southwestern part of the Alpine barrier (see Fig. 3.1).

Note that in Fig. 3.6 only a selection of all simulations is shown, since the cloud distribu-

tions are similar for some runs. In general cloud sizes appear to be smaller around midday
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(Figs. 3.6a-d) than during the afternoon (Figs. 3.6e-h). Particularly NODIFF reveals nu-

merous grid-scale cloud features at 1200 UTC. This tendency to produce numerous small

and strong updrafts is still apparent at 1600 UTC (Fig. 3.6e). The intensity exceeds

8 m s−1 in many plumes. These small-scale features reveal some similarity with Takemi

and Rotunno’s (2003) so-called grid-scale “diamonds”, which were visible in simulations

with too weak small-scale diffusion. Too numerous and too small convective cells have

also been reported by Lean et al. (2008).

Compared to NODIFF the number of distinct grid-scale clouds is drastically decreased

in simulations UVWPT1 (Fig. 3.6b,f), UVW1 (Figs. 3.6c,g), and UV1 causing smoother

distributions. The largest vertical velocity in UVWPT1 is around 5 m s−1 at 1600 UTC

and cells appear to be of larger size. The tendency to produce larger cloud structures

can also be identified from UVW2 and UVW3, although the latter tends to produce some

grid-scale clouds (not shown). Astonishingly, W1 (Figs. 3.6d,h) seems to have little impact

on the size and number of convective plumes as moist convection is frequently initiated at

very small scales, particularly around midday. The impact of diffusion seems to depend

on the applied magnitude of the diffusion coefficient and on the prognostic variable to

be diffused. One might suppose that the insensitivity (sensitivity) to explicit diffusion of

vertical (horizontal) velocity is linked to the fact that convection is primarily triggered

by horizontal convergence. Still, diffusion of vertical velocity could directly suppress the

convective growth. A theoretical explanation for this asymmetric response will be given

in section 3.6.

g/kg

a) b) c) d)

e) f) g) h)

NODIFF UVWPT1 UVW1 W1

Figure 3.6: Horizontal fields of cloud water (g kg−1, colored) at 4 km MSL at (a-d)
1200 UTC and (e-h) 1600 UTC 17 July 2006 obtained from simulation (a,e) NODIFF,
(b,f) UVWPT1, (c,g) UVW1, and (d,h) W1. Also shown is the 2 m s−1 vertical velocity
contour (black). The topography is shaded (gray scale) every 600 m. The position of the
subdomain shown is indicated in Fig. 3.1.

To bridge the gap between cloud-scales and the mesoscale and to cope with the

complexity induced by the stochastic component of convection, spectral analysis is used
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in the following to analyze the impacts of explicit diffusion. At first, the mean diurnal

cycle of well-resolved and small-scale spectral variance of vertical velocity at 4 km MSL

is discussed for NODIFF and UVWPT1. Figure 3.7 indicates a continuous energy input

at the small scales between 0800 UTC and 1300 UTC in NODIFF; afterwards the energy

decays steadily. The large-scale energy peak is reached with a delay of two hours at 1500

UTC in NODIFF (Fig. 3.7), such that comparable amounts of energy are contained in

well-resolved and small-scale motions around 1100 UTC.

In UVWPT1 the period of grid-scale energy input starts one hour later than in

NODIFF and lasts even until 1500 UTC. Then the energy at small scales is only as large

as the energy at 0900 UTC in simulation NODIFF. Even the energy contained in well-

resolved scales is reduced throughout the day.

Figure 3.7: Mean diurnal cycles of spectral energy density computed for vertical velocity
at 4 km MSL from simulations NODIFF and UVWPT1. Densities have been averaged over
well-resolved scales with 517 km > λ > 20 km and small scales with 10 km > λ > 2∆x.

For all simulations spectra of vertical velocity at 4 km MSL and at 1600 UTC are

shown in Fig. 3.8. Similar to the findings presented in Gage and Nastrom (1985) spectral

densities of vertical velocity reveal a generally “flat” energy distribution in the mesoscale.

The 2∆x-waves are filtered most effectively by a factor of eight in simulation UVWPT1. In

all other simulations the grid-scale variance is reduced less. At ∼ 7∆x most of the variance

is produced by simulation NODIFF, while strongest diffusion results from UVWPT1,

UVW1, UV1, and T1; reductions of energy by W1 are as small as in simulations using

weak and intermediate diffusion of momentum (UVW2, UVW3).

Besides impacts on the model cloud-scales, also the well-resolved Alpine scales are

substantially modified. T1 produces the most effective decrease in variance at the well-

resolved scales, which is only outreached by simulation UVWPT1 (see Fig. 3.8). The

reduction of large-scale variance increases with the strength of the damping of momentum

(UVW1, UVW2 and UVW3). The smallest decrease at Alpine- and meso-scale corre-
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sponds to simulations Q1 and W1 (see Fig. 3.8). This large-scale impact is also found

for total kinetic energy. Note that simulations Q1 and W1, which exhibit high variance

at the mesoscale also produce large precipitation peaks and sums, whereas the decline of

mesoscale energy in the other simulations is in agreement with the reduction of convective

precipitation (see Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.2).

Figure 3.8: Mean spectra of vertical velocity computed for the Alpine subdomain at
4000 m MSL. The spectral densities obtained from the simulations have been averaged for
1600 UTC when convective updrafts are strongest. The 5/3 power-law is indicated by the
dash-dotted line.

To clarify the intensity of the energy reductions the ratio of spectral energy density

between UVWPT1 and NODIFF is shown in Fig. 3.9. The explicit diffusion removes

the grid-scale energy quite consistently by 80 to 90% at 4 km MSL (Fig. 3.9) and affects

also significantly larger scales, although multiple applications of the filter response (black

analytical curve) would support a more scale-selective filter response. The impact on

energy at larger scales is strongly dependent on the time of day with significantly smaller

reductions during the morning than around midday or the late evening. Only ∼ 40% of

the energy remain at large scales at 1000 UTC and 1200 UTC, which is much less than

expected from explicit diffusion alone.

There are several hypothesis to explain this behavior. Firstly, the encountered influ-

ence on dynamics at different scales might be excited by propagating gravity waves that

are triggered by convective plumes. This hypothesis is based on the findings by VanZandt

(1982), who explained the spectral kinetic energy distribution in the mesoscale with the

help of a buoyancy wave model. Secondly, the large-scale influence could also be a con-

sequence of a stronger Alpine-scale “pumping” of airmass, a dynamical process studied

by, e.g., Weissmann et al. (2005). Thirdly, triggering of multiple orographic convective

cells scattered over the Alpine rim might directly form an Alpine-scale signal in vertical

velocity. Likely, hypothesis two and three are closely linked and difficult to isolate.
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Alpine scale

 mesoscale  model

cloud scale

Figure 3.9: The diurnal cycle of the ratio of spectral energy densities between simulations
UVWPT1 and NODIFF. Mean spectra are computed for vertical velocity at 4 km MSL
and time is given in UTC. The discretized response function of the 4th-order filter given
by [1− 2α1(2(1− cos(k∆x)))2]n using a hyperviscosity α1 = 3.8 10−3 is indicated by the
black solid line for n = 120 large timesteps (= 1 hour).

To identify the process responsible for Alpine-scale vertical motion, we use 2D Fourier

transformation and decompose the wave spectrum into a large- and small-scale contribu-

tion (see section 3.2). The average horizontal distribution of the large-scale vertical velocity

at 8 km MSL and 1600 UTC is shown for NODIFF and UVWPT1 in Fig. 3.10. In sim-

ulation NODIFF strong large-scale lifting occurs over the southwestern Alpine crest and

at some locations over the eastern parts of the Alps (Fig. 3.10a). These signals, together

with the compensating downdrafts, are significantly reduced in UVWPT1 (see Fig. 3.10b).

Analysis of the accumulated precipitation pattern (see Figs. 3.10a,b) and the small-scale

vertical velocity field (not shown) reveals a spatial agreement with the regions of strong

large-scale vertical velocity. Thus, in contradiction to the first hypothesis, the mesoscale

impact on the spectral densities is a direct consequence of small-scale convective activity.

The result is consistent with the idea of many small-scale plumes merging into a mesoscale

ascending region. Since also the intensity of the “alpine pumping” is significantly reduced

by the small-scale diffusion (see Fig. 3.10b), it is difficult to disentangle hypothesis two

and three.

3.4.3 Impacts on the bulk Alpine heat budget

Simulation UVWPT1 results in substantially altered bulk heat tendencies, as can be seen

in Fig. 3.11, which shows the absolute differences to the bulk tendencies of NODIFF.

For better comprehension we also calculated the relative modifications of selected peak

tendencies, i.e. the relative modification of maxima and minima with respect to NODIFF.
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a b

Figure 3.10: Mean large-scale vertical velocity patterns (m s−1) at 8 km MSL and
1600 UTC from simulation (a) NODIFF and (b) UVWPT1. A cut-off wavelength of
λcut ≃ 150 km has been applied to decompose the fields (see also section 3.2). The thin
solid (dashed) contour line isolates positive (negative) values. The red line shows the
50 mm contour of a slightly smoothed distribution of total accumulated precipitation.
Topography within the subdomain is indicated by the thick black line at 1200 m MSL.

The net heating during daytime is decreased in UVWPT1 within the PBL between 0900

UTC and 1500 UTC and later also in the upper troposphere (Fig. 3.11a), where the heating

peak is reduced by 30%. A net gain in heating is produced during 1600 UTC and 2100

UTC within the lowest 5 km. The modifications of the budget components show that

especially the dynamics, i.e. the potential temperature advection (Figs. 3.11b,c), and the

latent heating (Fig. 3.11d) are both modified substantially. The advective cooling peak at

upper levels (shown in Fig. 3.4b) is decreased by 69%, which is counteracted by a reduction

in latent heating by 51%. Figure 3.11c underlines the modified dynamical behavior with

less heating by vertical advection within the PBL and increased heating above ∼ 3 km

MSL. The applied numerical diffusion does not significantly affect the tendencies from

sub-grid turbulence and radiation parameterizations (not shown).

The bulk heat budget in the other sensitivity experiments is affected less, but still

significant modifications result also from diffusion of only specific prognostic variables.

As an example, diffusion in T1 decreases the net heating in the upper troposphere by

22%. Interestingly, applying diffusion in W1 results in a reduction of the tropospheric net

heating by only 8% (see also Figs. 3.12a) and advective tendencies are marginally modified

(Fig. 3.12b). The impact reveals to be smaller than in simulation UVW3, for which weaker

diffusion is applied, but on all three momentum components. This is in agreement with

the large precipitation rates and high spectral densities of W1 at well-resolved scales.

Compared to NODIFF the bulk net heating in the upper troposphere is minimized by

19%, 12%, and 9% in simulations UV1, UVW2, and UVW3, respectively. Equivalently,

the budget components in UV1, UVW2, and UVW3 are modified less drastically with

decreasing filter magnitude, but still the reduction of latent heating and advective cooling

amounts to 20% and 25%, respectively, for simulation UVW3.

Finally, Q1 results in only small modifications of the net tendencies (Fig. 3.12c) and

the advective tendencies (Fig. 3.12d), which is in line with the large precipitation rates

and unmodified large-scale spectral energy densities. Explicit diffusion of moisture scalars

seems to have only little impact on the bulk heat budget and on convective precipitation.
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a) Net 

d) Latent

b) 3D Adv

c) vert. Adv

Figure 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.4, but for the difference between potential temperature
tendencies in UVWPT1 and NODIFF (10−6 K s−1): (a) Net heating, (b) total advection,
(c) vertical advection, and (d) latent heating. The contour increment is 2 10−6 K s−1

and solid (dashed) lines indicate positive (negative) values, i.e. an increase (decrease) in
heating compared to NODIFF.

a) Net 

d) 3D Adv

b) 3D Adv

c) Net

Figure 3.12: Same as Fig. 3.11, but for simulation (a,b) W1 and (c,d) Q1: (a,c) Net
heating, and (b,d) total advection.
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This could hypothetically be related to a dominating role of dry convection for the initia-

tion of deep precipitating convection, but a numerical explanation will be provided in the

next section.

3.5 The origin of grid-scale energy

The emerging hypothesis is that energy at small scales may grow due to the presence

of convective instabilities, and lead to a mesoscale signal primarily due to the presence

of complex underlying topography. Still, it is unclear what mechanisms cause the initial

buildup of grid-scale energy. Its existence could either be due to turbulent kinetic energy

contained in resolved convective updrafts, or due to spurious effects of numerical origin.

3.5.1 Formulation of moisture advection

In order to distinguish between physically meaningful and numerically generated energy

at the grid-scale we perform further experiments with moisture advection schemes that

exhibit different small-scale behavior. This method has also been used by Bryan (2005) to

study spurious cloud patterns in idealized simulations of squall lines. We compare our pre-

vious simulations using the positive-definite (PD) 2nd-order Bott scheme against the PD

and monotonic van Leer scheme (van Leer, 1977), and against a Semi-Lagrangian scheme

(SL). The SL advection scheme is described in Staniforth and Côté (1991) and has been

tested within the COSMO model by Förstner et al. (2006). The SL scheme produces more

pronounced grid-scale oscillations than Bott’s formulation, but reveals similar dissipative

characteristics (Förstner et al., 2006). As indicated also by Förstner et al. (2006), the van

Leer scheme provides monotonicity at the expense of stronger numerical diffusion.

Figure 3.13a shows a comparison of the mean diurnal cycles of precipitation pro-

duced by the three advection schemes. All three simulations have been carried out with

and without explicit diffusion applied to moisture scalars (simulations Q1 and NODIFF,

respectively). Obviously, the impact of explicit diffusion of moisture scalars for the van

Leer-type of advection (NODIFF VL and Q1 VL) is as small as for the Bott-type ad-

vection. In contrast, the SL scheme without explicit diffusion (NODIFF SL) results in

an increase of the mean daytime precipitation peak by 34% and an earlier onset indi-

cates faster initiation of moist convection. Applying explicit diffusion to moisture scalars

(Q1 SL) drastically reduces convective precipitation and adjusts also the timing of precip-

itation to the diurnal cycles resulting from the other two schemes.

The spectral analysis of vertical velocity (see Fig. 3.14) shows that the mesoscale dy-

namics differ between NODIFF SL and the other simulations, with the former containing

more variance also at the Alpine-scale. Note that the application of the PD flux limiter

is sufficient to control the amplification of computational noise, whereas the additional

effect due to monotonicity appears to be small2. Compared to NODIFF the maximum net

2Note that positive definite advection of a q′C perturbation within an unsaturated (qC = 0)
environment is even monotonic.
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Figure 3.13: Same as Fig. 3.5, but (a) for simulations using three different moisture ad-
vection schemes. Runs have been conducted with and without explicit diffusion of moisture
scalars (simulations Q1 and NODIFF, respectively); (b) for simulations with explicit nu-
merical diffusion restricted to selected model levels (A19=above level 19, L4=lowermost
4 levels) and a simulation with enhanced topographic filtering but without diffusion (sim-
ulation NODIFF TOPO).
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heating within the upper troposphere is increased by 27% in NODIFF SL (not shown).

These findings are in agreement with the simulations conducted by Bryan (2005) and

strengthen the importance of adequate (i.e. positive definite or better non-oscillating)

numerical formulations for cloud-permitting applications.

Figure 3.14: Average spectra of vertical velocity computed for the Alpine subdomain
at 4000 m MSL and 1600 UTC. Different moisture advection schemes have been applied
for simulations using (solid) no explicit diffusion and (short dashed) diffusion of moisture
scalars. A strongly filtered topography has been used in NODIFF TOPO.

3.5.2 Explicit diffusion on selected levels

So far explicit diffusion has been applied equally on all model levels. To clarify which levels

correspond to a source of grid-scale energy, we conduct further simulations with explicit

diffusion applied only on a selected range of vertical levels. Figure 3.13b shows the mean

diurnal cycle of precipitation of two additional simulations, for which strong diffusion of

the variables is applied only on levels clearly above the PBL (UVWPT1 A19) and on

the lowest 4 levels (UVWPT1 L4), respectively. Table 3.2 adds information about the

quantitative modifications of precipitation with respect to NODIFF. UVWPT1 A19 has

hardly any impact on the mean Alpine precipitation rates (Fig. 3.13b), while UVWPT1 L4

decreases the convective precipitation significantly.

The resulting bulk temperature tendencies of simulation UVWPT1 L4 (not shown)

are comparable to the findings from simulation UVWPT1 (Fig. 3.11). We conclude that

the grid-scale perturbations stem from model levels close to the surface, where surface

heating results in slope flows and dry convective instabilities. We also suspect, besides

physically meaningful small-scale instabilities, numerically introduced disturbances from

the computation of temperature and momentum advection and of the horizontal pressure-

gradient on steep model surfaces (e.g., Janjić, 1989) to be significant.
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3.5.3 Topography

To quantify the role of another source for grid-scale energy, namely the underlying small-

scale topography, also a simulation NODIFF TOPO with enhanced topographic filtering

is conducted. To this end we shift the 50% cutoff-wavenumber kc from 4.7∆x to 6.8∆x,

by increasing ϵ from 10 to 1000 (Eq. (3.1)). NODIFF TOPO results in a similar reduction

of precipitation as UVW1 (see Fig. 3.13b), since compared to NODIFF the availability of

small-scale fluctuations is reduced (see Fig. 3.14). This result is plausible as small-scale

topography, although some filtering is applied, induces grid-scale perturbations of mostly

physical origin. Again, suppressing the initial buildup of grid-scale energy affects the whole

spectrum (see Fig. 3.14).

Overall, the simulations presented in this section confirm that the buildup of grid-

scale energy is to some degree of numerical origin, but also related to dynamics over

mountainous terrain. The buildup is significantly stronger for oscillating (and thus noisy)

schemes, operates primarily in the boundary layer, and depends significantly upon the

underlying topography. The experiments also demonstrate that the optimum choice of

horizontal diffusion will strongly depend upon the numerical formulation of the model

under consideration.

3.6 Linear theory and explicit diffusion

In this section linear theory of convective growth is used to enhance our understanding

of the diverse impact of explicit diffusion on the growth of near-surface grid-scale energy.

Linear stability theory (LST) of thermal convection has originally been used to determine

the external factors responsible for an unstable growth of convective overturning between

differentially heated rigid plates, i.e. Rayleigh-Bénard convection (e.g., Drazin, 2002).

More recently, Fuhrer and Schär (2005) determined characteristic growth times of cellular

convection embedded in flow over a mountain ridge and showed that horizontal second-

order diffusion shifts the fastest growing modes to larger scales.

Here, we closely follow their method, but add to the given set of linearized Boussinesq-

approximated equations the right-hand side diffusion operators, which are used in the

numerical model described in section 3.2. The modified set of momentum, temperature,

and continuity equation, written as
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∂B
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= −N2w +KH

∂2B

∂z2
− νb∆

2B (3.9)

∇ · v = 0, (3.10)

includes the explicit 4th-order horizontal diffusion (3rd term on rhs) and for consis-

tency also the 2nd-order vertical turbulent mixing (2nd term on rhs) operators. Here,

∆ = ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂y2 is the horizontal Laplacian. The parameters KM and KH are

the Eddy-diffusion coefficients for momentum and heat, respectively. The hyperviscosi-

ties νh, νv, and νb determine the magnitude of horizontal explicit diffusion of horizontal

velocities u and v, vertical velocity w, and buoyancy B = gT ′/T , respectively, and are

chosen in agreement with the numerical simulations as ν = ν1 (see also section 3.2). In

analogy to the numerical sensitivity experiments described above, here the modifications

of characteristic growth times τ (i.e., e-folding time) due to explicit horizontal diffusion of

specific variables is investigated. Wave solutions of the form

{u, v, w, p,B} = {û, v̂, ŵ, p̂, B̂}ei(kx+ly+mz−ωt), (3.11)

are substituted into the set of equations (3.6)–(3.10). Hereby, k, l, and m are the hori-

zontal and vertical wavenumbers, respectively. We derive a general dispersion relation for

the complex frequency ω, which is not shown here because of its complexity. The relation

can be simplified under the assumption of equal hyperviscosities νh = νv = νb ≡ ν and

equal Eddy-diffusion coefficients KM = KH ≡ K to

ω = kU − i
[
ν
(
k4 + l4

)
+Km2

]
± i
√

−N2

(
k2h

k2h +m2

)1/2

, (3.12)

with kh = (k2 + l2)1/2 and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency N . Without diffusion (ν =

0, K = 0) the dispersion relation reduces to Eq. (10) in Fuhrer and Schär (2005). The

real part related to the Doppler-shifted frequency kU is subtracted from ω, such that the

characteristic growth time, given by τ = i/
(
ω − kU

)
, is independent of U . As an example,

under the simplifications used to derive Eq. (3.12), the characteristic growth time becomes

τ =

[
−ν
(
k4 + l4

)
−Km2 ±

√
−N2

(
k2h

k2h +m2

)1/2
]−1

. (3.13)

Note that in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) only the first solution is physically meaningful with

larger instabilities (more negative N2) causing larger frequencies ω and smaller growth
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times τ . Obviously, both horizontal and vertical diffusion in Eq. 3.13 reduce the convective

growth and counteract the growth due to thermal instability.

Figure 3.15 shows characteristic growth times obtained from the full dispersion re-

lation using different assumptions for the hyperviscosities νh, νv, and νb. For this study

we have chosen N2 = −2 · 10−5 s−2 and a typical value of 10 m2 s−1 (see Stull, 1988,

p. 206) for the turbulent momentum diffusion KM . The Prandtl number is assumed to

be unity (KH = KM ). The growth time is given for amplifying grid-scale perturbations

with λh = 2∆x and λz = 2 km on top of Figs. 3.15a–f. As has been shown by Fuhrer and

Schär (2005), a strongly anisotropic perturbation (thin and deep) will grow most rapidly

without diffusion (see Fig. 3.15a). The modulation of growth rates due to this anisotropy

can be understood by substituting the horizontal velocities from Eqs. (3.6-3.7) into the

continuity equation (3.10). This yields the relation between vertical acceleration and the

vertical pressure gradient, written for the inviscid case and in Fourier-space as

− iωŵ =
imp̂

ρ
(

1

mk−1
h

)2. (3.14)

It can be seen that thin and deep disturbances (mk−1
h < 1) are related to stronger vertical

acceleration than broad and shallow ones (mk−1
h > 1).
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Figure 3.15: Characteristic growth times (minutes) of linear normal modes in dependence
of horizontal and vertical wavelength of the unstable air parcel. The instability within the
parcel is assumed to be N2 = −2 10−5 s−2 and the horizontal diffusion coefficients are
given on top of each panel together with the growth time of a parcel with horizontal and
vertical wavelengths λh = 2∆x and λv = 2 km, respectively. White contour lines indicate
negative (stable) values. Vertical diffusion is neglected only in (a). The smallest resolved
horizontal waves are given by the bold white lines. The gray lines in c) and d) correspond
to λh = λv.
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Figures 3.15b–f demonstrate that due to vertical turbulent diffusion only sufficiently

deep perturbations can grow, while shallow perturbations decay in time. Explicit horizon-

tal diffusion shifts the fastest growing modes to larger horizontal wavelengths (Figs. 3.15c-

f). Growth times are increased especially for the grid-scale perturbations, e.g., λh = 2∆x.

Explicit horizontal diffusion of horizontal momentum (see Fig. 3.15c) results in significant

increase of the grid-scale growth times. Applying numerical diffusion additionally to ver-

tical velocity (not shown) causes only a minor increase of the growth times compared to

the results shown in Fig. 3.15c. Also, Fig. 3.15d demonstrates that the fastest growing

modes are still of the size of grid-scale perturbations for diffusion only applied to vertical

velocity. Interestingly, the resulting growth times due to buoyancy diffusion alone are

identical to the results from diffusion applied to the three wind components (which is

similar to Fig. 3.15c and therefore both are not shown). Rapid decay of grid-scale con-

vective instabilities occurs in the case of both momentum and buoyancy perturbations

(Fig. 3.15e). The decaying modes do not arise due to an additive increase of the diffusion

rates, since the doubling of νh and νv (Fig. 3.15f) has far less impact on growth times than

the nonlinear effect due to additional buoyancy diffusion.

These findings are in line with the numerical experiments, which indicated that partic-

ularly explicit diffusion of horizontal momentum components and/or buoyancy contributes

to a shift of the fastest growing modes to larger horizontal wavelengths, while explicit dif-

fusion of vertical velocity still supports fastest growing perturbations of grid-scale size.

To further investigate this, the dispersion relation for horizontal diffusion applied to

either horizontal velocities, vertical velocity or buoyancy is written in a more general form

(for KM = KH = 0) as

ωh,v,b = kU − i
1

2
νh,v,bAh,v,b(k

4 + l4)C +

√
−1

4
ν2h,v,b(k

4 + l4)2A2
h,v,bC

2 + CN2, (3.15)

with C = (1 + m2k−2
h )−1 and the coefficients Ah = m2k−2

h , Av = 1, Ab = C−1. Factor

C describes a faster growth of small anisotropies mk−1
h < 1, which affects the buoyancy-

driven growth even in the inviscid case (see Eq.(3.13)). The additional anisotropies A

are related to the specific horizontal diffusion terms. Only for isotropic scales (see gray

lines in Figs. 3.15c,d), which will not be realized on highly anisotropic (sheet-like) grids of

convection-permitting models, the growth rates resulting from diffusion of vertical velocity

and horizontal velocity, respectively, become identical. Note that diffusion of buoyancy

affects the vertical velocity directly through the buoyancy acceleration term in Eq. (3.8),

but also indirectly due to the coupling with the continuity equation (thus Ab = Av +Ah).

Therefore, the reduction of convective growth is larger for diffusion of buoyancy than for

diffusion applied to either vertical or horizontal velocities, except for the limits m k−1
h → 0

(ωb = ωv) and m k−1
h → ∞ (ωb = ωh).

The agreement between numerical experiments and LST, which is capable of explain-

ing only the initial, linear phase of convective growth, indicates that the sensitivity to

explicit diffusion is due to the slow-down of the linear amplification of grid-scale pertur-
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bations. Note that on the other hand the complexity introduced by orography is not

considered by the theoretical approach and also subsidence in the dry surrounding, which

decreases the effective buoyancy within the rising moist plume (Kirshbaum and Smith,

2009), is not accounted for. The fact that we assume an infinitely periodically repeat-

ing perturbation in space might further explain the agreement with the analyzed bulk

properties of several convective plumes.

3.7 Discussion

In agreement with Bryan (2005) our results emphasize an important caveat of convection-

permitting simulations: The overlap of numerically contaminated scales with the scales

of single convective plumes. Thus, numerical noise may act as an additional trigger for

initial small-scale convective growth. As shown in the current study, this may influence the

mesoscale flow through up-scaling. The amount of numerical noise will depend, among

other factors, on the diffusivity and dispersivity of the advection scheme. As demon-

strated in section 3.5.1 and shown by Bryan (2005) adequate discretizations of advection

(e.g. positive-definite or non-oscillating) allow for a reduction of the numerical noise con-

tained at the grid-scale. The NODIFF simulation, which uses a minimal setup of numerical

diffusion and applies a noise-reducing positive-definite advection for moisture scalars, re-

veals considerably less energy at both small scales and well-resolved scales than the same

simulation but applying a dispersive semi-lagrangian scheme for the advection of moisture

scalars (see Fig. 3.14).

Since the development of deep convection is influenced by instabilities in sub-saturated

layers near the surface (see section 3.5b), a similar reduction of both grid-scale and

mesoscale energy can be expected for an improved formulation of temperature and momen-

tum transport. Thus, together with aliasing errors, NODIFF still contains numerical noise

at the grid-scale and therefore requires sufficient explicit diffusion. This is supported by a

comparison to radar observations which demonstrated that NODIFF triggers convection at

too many locations and produces too many grid-scale updrafts. However, it is certainly ex-

tremely challenging to separate numerically generated from physically meaningful energy

at the grid-scale, as both numerical inaccuracies and aliasing errors are barely quantifiable.

A general recommendation for explicit diffusion in convection-permitting models is thus

likely not possible.

Still, for the applied setup of the COSMO model an appropriate choice for explicit

numerical diffusion can be made by comparing the reduction of mesoscale energy due to

improved small-scale transport against the reduction of mesoscale energy due to explicit

diffusion. To account for numerical errors still present in NODIFF (despite improved mois-

ture advection), the damping due to explicit filtering should be similar in magnitude as

the expected impact from improved numerics. Too strong explicit filtering will deteriorate

the physically meaningful grid-scale dynamics, such as slope and valley flows in complex

terrain, whereas insufficient filtering allows an amplification of grid-scale energy. To ob-
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jectively account for these properties, we use the quantity MESONUM (see Fig. 3.16). It

has been computed from the reductions D of mesoscale 1600 UTC-average variance S(k)

of the vertical velocity (see also Figs. 3.8 and 3.14) as

MESONUM =
DEXPL

DPD
=

ks∫
kl

(S(k)NODIFF − S(k))dk

ks∫
kl

(S(k)NODIFF SL − S(k)NODIFF)dk

(3.16)

with wavenumbers kl = 2π(517 km)−1 and ks = 2π(20 km) −1. It relates the integrated

mesoscale reduction DEXPL of a simulation’s variance S(k) due to explicit filtering to the

expected reduction DPD due to improved small-scale numerical advection. Values below

one indicate insufficient diffusion of numerical-noise, while values larger than one pinpoint

an unnecessarily strong grid-scale filtering.

We also demonstrated that the mesoscale impact of strong momentum diffusion is sim-

ilar to the influence stemming from the underlying small-scale topography (see Fig. 3.14).

An upper-limit to explicit diffusion applied in simulations over complex terrain can thus

be seen in the mesoscale response to increased terrain-filtering which substantially affects

physically-meaningful grid-scale flows. To this end we define MESOPHY as

MESOPHY =
DTOPO

DEXPL
=

ks∫
kl

(S(k)NODIFF − S(k)NODIFF TOPO)dk

ks∫
kl

(S(k)NODIFF − S(k))dk

, (3.17)

which is the ratio of the reduction DTOPO of mesoscale energy due to increased

topographic-filtering to the reduction due to explicit filtering DEXPL. For MESOPHY < 1

the mesoscale energy removed by explicit filtering is even larger than the contribution pro-

vided by an upscaling of energy related to small-scale topography. This is certainly not

aspired as computational costs to resolve topography should be compensated by more

detailed realizations of topographic circulations.

Figure 3.16 shows that numerical noise in W1 is expected to grow at the grid-scale

(MESONUM < 1). Unnecessarily strong damping of the convective growth is observed for

UVWPT1, UVW1, UV1, and T1 (MESONUM > 2). This is reflected also in a too heavy

impact compared to the filtering of physical-meaningful grid-scale flows (MESOPHY <

1). Apparently, an appropriate mesoscale impact of explicit diffusion is given in UVW2

and UVW3. Particularly UVW3 (weak diffusion of momentum) has significantly less

influence on the mesoscale than additional topographic filtering, while still damping as

sufficiently as would be expected from improved numerical discretizations. Thus, for the

used setup of COSMO we recommend to apply moderate explicit diffusion only to the

velocity components. Thereby, the effect on the physical solution is kept small (in contrast

to explicit diffusion applied to the velocities and to the buoyancy), while preventing the

accumulation of kinetic energy at the grid-scales. However, note that this estimate is
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Figure 3.16: Ratios of reductions of vertical velocity variance at the mesoscale (517 km >
λ > 20 km) computed from vertical velocity spectra averaged at 1600 UTC for simulations
using different setups of explicit diffusion. MESONUM and MESOPHY are plotted using
a logarithmic scale and both are defined in the text. It is argued that configurations with
MESONUM ≈ 1 and MESOPHY > 1 yield an optimal model set-up, which for the current
model is the case for UVW2 and UVW3.

based on the assumption, that a reduction of existing numerical noise in NODIFF (due to

e.g. improved momentum or temperature advection) yields a mesoscale energy reduction

similar to the reductions gained from improved moisture advection (DPD). Still, this

suggestion is supported by Thuburn (2008), who highlights the importance of the grid-scale

removal of down-scaled kinetic energy, and by the fact that explicit horizontal diffusion

of buoyancy and moisture, which is commonly computed along terrain-following model

levels, results in artificial vertical transport of heat and moisture over complex terrain

(Zängl, 2002).

3.8 Summary and conclusions

Numerical simulations with the nonhydrostatic COSMO model have been conducted using

a grid-spacing of 2.2 km. The impact of 4th-order explicit diffusion has been investigated

for a period of summertime diurnal convection over a large Alpine domain. As expected,

the numerical experiments reveal reductions of grid-scale energy due to explicit diffusion,

which directly result in modifications of the grid-scale dynamics.

Moreover, our results show that small-scale numerical diffusion in a convection-

permitting model is decisive not only for the representation of grid-scale cloud structures,

but also for the mesoscale flow behavior:

• A reduction of mesoscale dynamical activity over the mountain range (“alpine pump-

ing”) manifests an up-scale influence of explicit diffusion. The widespread triggering

of orographic convection over the mountain range is found to establish mountain-

scale vertical motions.

• Explicit diffusion is capable of reducing the bulk Alpine advective heating within
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the PBL, since significantly less heat transport occurs from the surface upwards

around midday. Additionally, less precipitating deep convective plumes are triggered

and thereby the bulk latent heating can be decreased by up to 30% in the upper

troposphere.

• The average surface precipitation is reduced by up to 37% in simulations using

relatively large diffusion coefficients.

The up-scaling underlines the influence of small-scale convective growth on mesoscale

dynamics. Thus, in this study, additional simulations and arguments derived from linear

stability theory (LST) have been employed to clarify the sensitivity of the small-scale

convective growth to explicit diffusion:

• The convective growth is controlled particularly by explicit diffusion of horizontal

momentum and buoyancy close to the surface, while diffusion applied to vertical

velocity has little impact; this is in line with an increase of characteristic growth

times of thermal instabilities, which have been determined using LST.

• LST suggests that only for isotropic convective scales, which are typically not simu-

lated in an under-resolved convective PBL, the damping of convective growth due to

explicit diffusion of horizontal and vertical velocity, respectively, becomes identical.

Our findings further demonstrated that a separation of numerical noise from physi-

cally meaningful energy at the grid-scale is notoriously difficult in convection-permitting

simulations over terrain. In our COSMO simulations weak explicit diffusion applied to

velocities resulted in a removal of grid-scale energy such that the mesoscale impact was

just as large as expected from improved (i.e. noise-reducing) formulations of advection.

Stronger diffusion (or additional diffusion of buoyancy) decreased the convective growth

and precipitation significantly and revealed an nonphysically large mesoscale damping

even larger than the mesoscale uptake of energy provided by an up-scaling of energy due

to the presence of topographic flows. However, since the required grid-scale filtering will

be linked to the formulation of the numerics and to the application (e.g. type of flow) a

general recommendation can not be provided.

An apparent strategy to the encountered sensitivity would be to avoid simulations

at kilometer-scales, which is, however, unfavorable as convection-permitting models reveal

several advantages over convection-parameterizing models (see introduction). In addition,

large-eddy simulations (LES) are not yet affordable for many applications, and they re-

quire much finer grid-spacings to allow numerical simulations of the energy-containing

scales without contamination by numerical discretizations and aliasing errors (Ghosal,

1996). Additional work is thus needed to assess numerical convergence of simulations

at convection-permitting scales and to define the optimal treatment of turbulence and

diffusion at the grid scale.
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Abstract

The explicit treatment of moist convection in cloud-resolving models with kilometer-scale

horizontal resolution is increasingly used for atmospheric research and numerical weather

prediction purposes. However, several previous studies have implicitly questioned the

physical validity of this approach, as the accurate representation of the structure and

evolution of moist convective phenomena requires considerably higher resolution. Unlike

these studies, which focused on single convective systems, we here consider the convergence

of bulk properties of an ensemble of moist convective cells in km-scale simulations.

To address the convergence, we focus on the bulk net heating and moistening in a large

control volume, the associated vertical fluxes, and the diurnal evolution of regionally-

averaged precipitation. Besides numerical convergence, “physical” convergence (Reynolds

number increases with resolution) is addressed for two conceptually different subgrid-

mixing approaches (1D-mesoscale and 3D-LES). Simulations are conducted for a nine-day

period of diurnal summer convection over the Alps, using a large computational domain

with grid spacings of 4.4, 2.2, 1.1, and 0.55 km and grid-independent topography.

Results show that for the model and episode considered, the simulated bulk properties

and vertical fluxes converge numerically toward the 0.55 km solution. In terms of bulk

effects, differences between the simulations are surprisingly small, even within the physical

convergence framework that exhibits a sensitivity of the small-scale dynamics and ensuing

convective structures to the horizontal resolution. Despite some sensitivities related to

the applied turbulence closure, the results support the feasibility of km-scale models to

appropriately represent the bulk feedbacks between moist convection and the larger-scale

flow.

aAdditional affiliation: Centre for Climate Systems Modeling, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
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4.1 Introduction

Operational weather prediction centers are increasingly applying numerical simulations

on grids with horizontal mesh spacings on the order of O(1 km) and advances to simi-

lar resolutions are expected for regional-scale climate projections in the near future. At

kilometer-scale grid spacings deep convection is explicitly simulated on the grid and the

need for parameterizations of subgrid-scale processes is reduced. The general experience

from both short-range numerical weather prediction (NWP) (Richard et al., 2007; Lean

et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2009; Weusthoff et al., 2010) and longer-range projections

(Grell et al., 2000; Hohenegger et al., 2008a) is that such convection-permitting simulations

outperform convection-parameterizing simulations, since the fundamental non-hydrostatic

processes of deep convective thunderstorms are explicitly resolved (Klemp and Wilhelm-

son, 1978; Weisman et al., 1997).

Still, the characteristic scales of such storms are approximately of the size of the grid

spacing or even smaller (Craig and Dörnbrack, 2008). Owing to this issue an uncertainty

is tied to the horizontal grid spacing and subgrid mixing in these models. Several studies

have addressed the requirements for subgrid turbulence closures in km-scale simulations.

Bryan et al. (2003) argued that for deep organized convection, convergence of Large-

Eddy Simulations (LES) due to Reynolds-number similarity is not yet obtained at grid

spacings of O(100 m). As outlined by Wyngaard (2004), in a strict sense neither LES

nor 1D closures used in mesoscale models are applicable to km-scale simulations of deep

convection.

The effective resolution in convection-permitting simulations is found to be still lim-

ited by the horizontal grid spacing rather than by the typically much smaller vertical level

spacing (Skamarock, 2004). Several authors have reported simulation deficits linked to

insufficiently dense horizontal grids. For example, Petch et al. (2002) argued that a hori-

zontal grid spacing of ∆x =800 m results in a delay of the formation of both shallow and

deep convection compared to a ∆x =125 m simulation. Recent attempts to achieve bet-

ter convergence properties of convective features have included, e.g., higher-order closures

(Cheng and Xu, 2006), the allowance of backscatter (Weinbrecht and Mason, 2008), and

the development of mixed schemes (Moeng et al., 2010).

The focus of the above mentioned studies is on physical convergence (usually simply

referred to as convergence), that is the insensitivity of flow statistics with respect to

both grid spacing and the physics of the flow. Alternatively, one may address numerical

convergence, and consider an increasingly resolved numerical representation of a fixed set

of governing equations. In the former case, finer grid resolutions typically result in smaller

eddy viscosities and hence larger Reynolds numbers (when using appropriate subgrid-scale

turbulence parameterizations). In contrast, numerical convergence describes the limiting

behavior of a discretization scheme to reach the solution to a fixed continuous problem at

infinitely small grid spacing (and time step). According to the Lax-Richtmyer-theorem, a

scheme is numerically convergent if it is stable, provided the initial value problem is well

posed and the numerical scheme is consistent (Lax and Richtmyer, 1956; Rosinger, 1980).
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A fixed continuous problem is not provided if grid-dependent parameterizations for eddy

viscosities are used.

To motivate this study and to further discriminate between numerical and physical

convergence, we illustrate numerical convergence properties from simulations of a two-

dimensional, dry, linear flow over a bell-shaped mountain. The details of the setup are

explained in the appendix. While a reference run (∆x = 0.5 km) fully resolves the at-

mospheric response to the orographic forcing, a ∆x = 4 km simulation, having only a

couple of grid-points across the mountain, deviates from the reference solution (see also

appendix). Figure 4.1 illustrates numerical convergence for the model used in our study

towards the high-resolution reference solution. As demonstrated in Fig. 4.1, the solution

converges – at a very similar order – towards coarser reference simulations (∆x > 0.5

km). Apparently, the order of numerical convergence can be estimated even from poorly

resolved reference runs (e.g., ∆x =4 km). We will later use this result when assessing

numerical convergence for simulations of deep-convection.

0.5 km1.12.24.48.817.6

Figure 4.1: L2 norm (i.e., rms error) for linear hydrostatic flow over a 2D bell-shaped
hill (height 1 m, halfwidth 10 km) computed for vertical velocity and with respect to a
∆x = 550 m simulation (solid) and with respect to lower-resolution simulations (dashed
curves). Thin dashed lines correspond to 1st and 2nd order convergence. The setup of
these simulations is further described in the appendix.

Numerical convergence has been analyzed for LES of shear-driven and buoyancy-

driven turbulent flows by Mason and Callen (1986) and Mason and Brown (1999), re-

spectively, using simulations with a constant turbulent length scale, such that the grid-

independence of the turbulence parameterization is enforced. A similar approach with

grid-independent physics has also been applied to global-scale simulations (Boer and De-

nis, 1997).
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In the context of convection-permitting simulations it is, however, of uttermost rel-

evance to better resolve the dynamics of the flow on finer numerical meshes (e.g., higher

Reynolds-number flows). Thereby, the costs of finer resolution can pay off in a reduced

need for complex turbulence parameterizations. Thus, as also discussed by, e.g., Mason

(1994) and Cullen and Brown (2009), a small resolution-sensitivity of the flow statistics,

such as the total (resolved plus unresolved) variances, that even further decreases with

higher resolution is crucial in the framework of physical convergence.

Previous studies of physical convergence have considered the structure and evolution

of moist convective flows in idealized settings. Specifically they addressed squall lines

(Bryan et al., 2003), moist thermals (Craig and Dörnbrack, 2008) or supercell developments

(Fiori et al., 2010). All these studies found that substantially higher resolution than used

in km-scale modeling was required to appropriately resolve the underlying characteristic

spatial structures and/or temporal evolutions of the phenomena considered. However,

while the focus on the statistics of single thermals or cloud system is relevant, it is not a

priori evident whether it is the appropriate convergence test for real-case cloud-resolving

simulations. At these small scales, perturbation-doubling times are often very short (a few

hours) and deterministic predictability may be lost early in the simulations (Hohenegger

et al., 2008b). The goal of km-scale simulations is thus not primarily to resolve individual

moist convective elements (which are anyway not predictable), but rather to represent the

overall statistics of an ensemble of convective elements (e.g., the statistical distribution

of cells and precipitation intensity) as well as the associated interactions with the larger-

scale flow. The latter point is particularly germane in so-called superparameterizations

in global climate models (e.g., Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001; Grabowski, 2001) that

willingly adopt a modeling framework with unphysical small-scale structures in order to

improve the bulk fluxes. More recently, the convergence of bulk flow statistics in idealized

simulations of maritime tropical convection has been addressed by Khairoutdinov et al.

(2009).

In contrast to previous studies, we thus focus on the convergence of regional-scale

properties of real-case km-scale simulations of deep convection in terms of bulk heat and

moisture budgets. Thereby, we investigate both numerical and physical convergence prop-

erties. In analogy to the LES-study presented by Mason and Brown (1999), numerical

convergence is addressed by using constant turbulent length scales in the subgrid-scale

mixing parameterization. To cover the uncertainty tied to turbulence closures at the km-

scales (see Wyngaard, 2004), physical convergence is analyzed using resolution-dependent

turbulent length scales within a 1D PBL closure and a LES closure.

The computational framework is based on real-case simulations covering a large com-

putational domain (O(1000 km)) covering the European Alps over extended-range time

scales (O(1 week)). The period considered is characterized by a persistent fair-weather flat-

pressure summer situation with locally triggered orographic convection and a pronounced

diurnal cycle. This type of convection occurs frequently during summertime, is generally

only weakly organized, contributes significantly to the atmospheric heating and moisten-

ing over the Alpine region, and yields pronounced interactions with the meso-β-scale flow
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(Lugauer and Winkler, 2005).

We introduce the analyzed bulk metrics in section 4.2 and describe the numerical

model in section 4.3. Basic simulation characteristics are shown in section 4.4.1 and results

on numerical convergence and physical convergence of bulk properties are presented in

sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, respectively. We discuss our findings in section 4.5 and conclude

with section 4.6.

4.2 Heat and moisture budget formulation

To study the convergence of bulk flow properties, heat and moisture budgets for a large

Alpine control volume covering an area of 940 × 515 km2 are investigated (see Fig. 4.2).

Its top is located right above the highest mountain peaks at 4 km MSL. Although the

PBL height varies in space and time, the fluxes through the top might be seen as a crude

estimate for the exchange between the PBL and the free atmosphere. The formulation

and derivation of the integrated budget equations is described in this section.

m

Figure 4.2: Topography (m) of the COSMO model domain. The black solid box indicates
the position of the control volume and horizontal distance is given in kilometers. The
dashed box shows the subdomain for which cloud liquid water is shown in Fig. 4.6.

4.2.1 Bulk heat budget

Following Schmidli and Rotunno (2010) we integrate the density-weighted thermodynamic

equation over a volume V and normalize it by the total volume mass. The resulting
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atmospheric heat budget can then be written as

1

M

∫
V

ρ
∂θ

∂t
dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
NET

= − 1

M

∫
V

ρv · ∇θdV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ADV

+
1

M

∫
V

− 1

cp
(∇ ·R)dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
RAD

+
1

M

∫
V

− 1

cp
(∇ ·H)dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
TURB

+
1

M

∫
V

ρLv,fdV︸ ︷︷ ︸
MIC

(4.1)

with the net heat storage tendency NET, advection ADV of potential temperature θ,

radiative and sensible heat flux convergence RAD and TURB, respectively, latent heating

MIC, density ρ, sensible heat flux H = cpρv′′θ′′, heat capacity at constant pressure cp,

radiative energy flux R, latent heating rate Lv,f , and total volume mass M . Units are K

s−1 for each term. Double primes appearing in H indicate subgrid-scale fluctuations.

Alternatively, ADV can be converted into flux form using the anelastic approximation.

To this end, the potential temperature is decomposed into a volume-averaged density-

weighted temperature and its deviation, i.e.,

θ = θ0 + θ̃ with θ0 =
1

M

∫
V

ρθdV. (4.2)

Assuming anelasticity, this can be expressed as

ADV = − 1

M

∫
V

∇ ·
(
θ̃ρv

)
dV. (4.3)

Then applying Gauss’ theorem yields a transport equation, given as

ADV + TURB = − 1

M

∫
A

ρθ̃w dA− 1

cpM

∫
A

HtopdA+
1

cpM

∫
A

HsfcdA− 1

M

∫
S

ρθ̃vhn dS,

(4.4)

with A denoting the surface (top) area of the box, S the area of its four sidewalls, vhn

the horizontal velocity component normal to the sidewalls (positive for outward directed

flow), and Hsfc and Htop the subgrid turbulent heat flux at the ground and the top,

respectively. The four terms on the rhs relate to resolved (1st term) and subgrid-scale

(2nd term) vertical heat exchange through the top, to a subgrid-scale flux at the surface

(3rd term), and to resolved horizontal flux through the sidewalls (4th term). The latter

will be abbreviated as θhflx. The subgrid-scale lateral fluxes into the volume are much

smaller than the resolved fluxes and thus not shown in this paper.
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4.2.2 Bulk water vapor budget

Similar to the heat equation the water vapor budget can be written in volume-integrated

density-weighted form as

1

M

∫
V

ρ
∂qv
∂t

dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
QNET

= − 1

M

∫
V

ρv · ∇qvdV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
QADV

+
1

M

∫
V

− 1

lv
(∇ · L)dV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
QTURB

+
1

M

∫
V

ρSv,fdV︸ ︷︷ ︸
QMIC

. (4.5)

with water vapor storage tendency QNET, water vapor advection QADV, latent heat flux

convergence QTURB, and microphysical water vapor source/sink QMIC. The latent heat

flux is given as L = lvρv′′q′′v with the latent heat of vaporization lv. Sv,f are microphysical

source/sink rates, such as, e.g., evaporation of rain or depositional growth of snow.

4.2.3 Ensemble-averaged budget for a nine-day simulation

period

Since convection shares many characteristics with a stochastically random process in space

and time, an analysis of convergence should be based on the ensemble mean of the volume-

integrated tendencies or bulk fluxes. We therefore consider a nine-day simulation period

(0000 UTC 11 July to 0600 UTC 20 July 2006) characterized by quasi-periodically re-

occurring diurnal convection over the Alps, regard each single day as one realization of

moist convection, and compute ensemble-mean quantities by averaging over all nine days.

This procedure is supported by the presence of a dominating quasi-periodic forcing pro-

vided by surface short-wave radiation, while the ambient atmospheric conditions are rather

constant with little inflow through the lateral domain boundaries. Note, however, that

the convective development on a specific day might depend on the conditions emanating

from the preceding day(s).

The same simulation period has been documented and investigated in several previous

studies (MeteoSchweiz, 2006; Hohenegger et al., 2008a; Schlemmer et al., 2011; Langhans

et al., 2012d). Intensive summertime convection occurs during each afternoon over the

Alps. The synoptic situation is characterized by a large-scale ridge over Mid-Europe. Over

the Alps, the associated flat pressure distribution lead to intensive summertime convection

during each afternoon.

Any resolved variable a at location x, y, z and at phase Φ (i.e., time of day) of day

n can then be decomposed as

a(x, y, z,Φ;n) = ⟨a⟩(z,Φ;n) + a′(x, y, z,Φ;n) (4.6)

into a horizontally-averaged part (1st term; ⟨ ⟩ denotes hor. average) and a resolved devia-

tion from this spatial average (2nd term). The normalized bulk flux 1
M ⟨θ̃(ρw)⟩(x, y, z,Φ;n)

(see Eq. (4.4)) can then be decomposed into a bulk mean flux and a grid-scale (resolved)
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turbulent flux, written at height z and phase Φ as

1

M
⟨θ̃(ρw)⟩(z,Φ) = 1

M
⟨θ̃⟩⟨ρw⟩+ 1

M
⟨θ̃′(ρw)′⟩, (4.7)

with overbars denoting the ensemble (i.e., phase) average for the nine day period. Substi-

tution of this flux at z = 4 km into the ensemble-averaged form of (4.4) yields

ADV + TURB =

−A
1

M
⟨θ̃⟩⟨ρw⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

AM

−A
1

M
⟨θ̃′(ρw)′⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
AGS

−A

cp

1

M
⟨Htop⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ttop

+
A

cp

1

M
⟨Hsfc⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tsfc

+θhflx, (4.8)

where AM and AGS denote resolved advective terms, and Ttop and Tsfc subgrid turbulent

terms. Equivalently, a transport equation can be derived for water vapor, as

QADV +QTURB =

−A
1

M
⟨q̃v⟩⟨ρw⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

QAM

−A
1

M
⟨q̃v ′(ρw)′⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

QAGS

−A

lv

1

M
⟨Ltop⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

QTtop

+
A

lv

1

M
⟨Lsfc⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

QTsfc

+Qhflx. (4.9)

The ensemble-averaged transport results from a bulk mean flux AM , bulk grid-scale

(resolved) turbulent flux AGS , and bulk unresolved turbulent flux Ttop through the

top of the volume and a bulk turbulent surface flux Tsfc. The last terms (θhflx and

Qhflx) are ensemble-averaged horizontal fluxes into the volume. All these terms, the

tendencies due to the total fluxes through the top θvflx = AM + AGS + Ttop and

Qvflx = QAM + QAGS + QTtop, and the ensemble-averages of the full budget equations

(4.1) and (4.5) will be analyzed in this paper. All heat and moisture tendencies from

Eqs. (4.1) and (4.5) correspond exactly to those computed within the code and are ex-

tracted online as described by Langhans et al. (2012a). Note that AGS and QAGS are not

limited to the grid-scale, but could potentially also include contributions from the meso

β-scale.

4.3 Model configuration

4.3.1 General description

The budget terms introduced in section 4.2 are obtained from simulations using the nonhy-

drostatic COSMO model, which solves the fully compressible governing equations (Step-

peler et al., 2003; Doms and Förstner, 2004). The continuous equations are discretized in

time using a split-explicit 3rd-order Runge-Kutta scheme (Klemp and Wilhelmson, 1978;

Wicker and Skamarock, 2002) and a 5th-order upstream-biased advection scheme is used

in horizontal space. Vertical advection is computed implicitly using a centered 2nd-order

scheme. For advection of moisture scalars a positive-definite scheme (Bott, 1989) is ap-
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plied. Further details on the convection-permitting version of COSMO are presented by

Baldauf et al. (2011).

The modeling domain covers 1100 × 990 km2, a large region centered over the Eu-

ropean Alps (see Fig. 4.2). In the vertical 46 terrain-following model levels are employed

with the lowest mass level at ∼ 33 m AGL and a horizontal model top at 20 hPa. Sim-

ulations with horizontal grid spacings of 4.4, 2.2, 1.1, and 0.55 km are conducted. All

simulations resolve the non-hydrostatic dynamics of deep convection without parameter-

ization (Weisman et al., 1997) and the high-resolution limit is given by computational

constraints. The grid configurations correspond to a total number of 3, 10, 42, and 166

million grid-points, respectively. The long timesteps used are 30, 15, 8, and 4 s, respec-

tively. The European Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) provides

initial and six-hourly boundary conditions for the period of investigation, which has been

described in section 4.2.3. Initial soil moisture is obtained from a long-term simulation

(see Jäger et al., 2008) using the climate version COSMO-CLM.

The diabatic and subgrid-scale part of the model comprises radiative transfer (Ritter

and Geleyn, 1992), land surface processes (Heise et al., 2003), and single-moment cloud

microphysics (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006). Two different parameterizations for subgrid-

scale turbulent transport are applied, as described below. Note that a similar model setup

has been applied in Langhans et al. (2012d). However, the current setup differs in several

aspects: Horizontal diffusion is exclusively computed as a subgrid mixing term, more

stringent numerical limiting of explicit vertical TKE diffusion is applied, and grid-scale

cloud cover is determined using an empirical relation to the relative humidity.

4.3.2 Topography

A unique property of all conducted simulations is the treatment of the topography on

the different numerical grids. The topographic resolution is kept constant in wavenumber

space in order to avoid more detailed valley-structures on finer-resolved grids. Thus, the

effect of the grid spacing on convection can be isolated from the effects due to modified

topographic forcing. Nearly identical spectral representations of the topography are ob-

tained by applying Raymond’s (1988) 5th-order low-pass filter to the 4.4 km topography

and by interpolating successively to the next higher resolution. The same procedure is

applied to soil properties. The resulting topographic spectrum reveals a constant energy

cut-off wavelength of ∼ 20 km (Fig. 4.3). Beyond the cut-off all spectra contain at least

two orders of magnitude less variance than the very high-resolution data provided by the

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM). Preliminary tests using modified small-scale

filtering (see spectra LF in Fig. 4.3) demonstrated that the remaining energy contained

beyond the cut-off does not affect our results.
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c

Figure 4.3: Spectral energy density distributions computed from the topography of the
four different numerical truncations. Domain averages have been computed from 1D-
spectra and the raw data (SRTM) at full resolution is included for comparison. Spectra
of reduced low-pass filtered (LF) topography are shown as well.

4.3.3 Turbulent diffusion

The method chosen here is to consider a 1D PBL closure typically used in mesoscale ap-

plications, and a 3D closure commonly used in LES of convective storms. Each model

exhibits deficiencies at km-scales and has not originally been designed for such scales (see

Bryan et al., 2003; Wyngaard, 2004). The motivation is to touch upon the uncertainties

stemming from the formulation of unresolved turbulent processes and its influence on the

convergence of bulk Alpine-scale properties. Both approaches try to describe unresolved

turbulent fluxes by applying the eddy-viscosity assumption and the gradient-diffusion hy-

pothesis (“K-theory”).

4.3.3.1 1D TKE-based model

The eddy viscosity is related to turbulent kinetic energy TKE, which is diagnosed as

described by Raschendorfer (2001). This TKE formulation is based on the original de-

scription of a “closure on level 2.5” by Mellor and Yamada (1982) developed to repre-

sent turbulent mixing in mesoscale atmospheric models using the homogeneous planetary

boundary layer assumption (HPBL) (e.g., Stull, 1988). Thereby, the eddy viscosities for

heat Kv
H and momentum Kv

M are parameterized as

Kv
H,M = lvSH,M

√
2TKE, (4.10)

with the turbulent length scale lv formulated following Blackadar (1962) as

lv = l∞
κz

κz + l∞
. (4.11)
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A constant asymptotic turbulent length scale of l∞ = 100 m is used for all numerical

resolutions. SH,M are stability functions for heat and momentum, respectively, and κ is

the von Karman constant.

Following Smagorinsky (1963), the eddy viscosity for 2nd-order lateral diffusion can

be related to the horizontal grid-scale rate of strain as

Kh
M = (cs(∆x∆y)1/2)2[(D11 −D22)

2 + 4D2
12]

1/2 (4.12)

with Dij = 1/2 (∂uj/∂xi + ∂ui/∂xj). The viscosity for scalar mixing is given as Kh
M/Pr

with the turbulent Prandtl number Pr = 1/3. As suggested by Takemi and Rotunno

(2003), we increase the Smagorinsky constant from its original value of ∼ 0.2 to cs = 0.25

to account for finite-difference errors. The turbulent length scale for horizontal mixing

lh = cs(∆x∆y)1/2 is usually linearly related to the mesh width.

As indicated by Mason and Sykes (1982) the horizontal velocity fluxes near the surface

are underestimated by the horizontal velocity gradients and even larger than the vertical

fluxes. Thus, similar to Mason and Sykes’ approach, we apply an anisotropic viscosity

Kh if Kh > Kv, but retain an isotropic viscosity Kh = Kv otherwise. Note that this

model is not completely three-dimensional, as vertical diffusion due to ⟨w′′u′′⟩ and ⟨w′′v′′⟩,
respectively, is still neglected in the corresponding momentum equations. This is an

assumption commonly applied in the framework of the HPBL.

4.3.3.2 Smagorinsky-Lilly model

LES have been designed to simulate the energy transfer from resolved to unresolved scales

across an inertial subrange of locally isotropic three-dimensional turbulence. Although in

principle not fully justified (Pope, 2000; Bryan et al., 2003), such turbulence models have

commonly been used for km-scale studies of moist convection within the cloud-modeling

community (Klemp and Wilhelmson, 1978; Petch et al., 2002; Takemi and Rotunno, 2003).

Compared to a 1D mesoscale approach, all variances of turbulent fluctuations appearing

in the Reynolds-averaged momentum equations are considered. Smagorinsky’s (1963)

original proposal has been extended by Lilly (1962) to include the effects of buoyancy,

such that the eddy viscosity is given as

Kh,v
M = l2sD

√
1− Ri

Pr
(4.13)

with the characteristic rate of strain D = (2DijDij)
1/2, Smagorinsky length scale ls =

cs(∆x∆y∆z)1/3 (see also Fig. 4.4), and (deformation) Richardson number

Ri =

{
N2

m/D2 for saturated air

N2/D2 for unsaturated air.
(4.14)

The moist static stability Nm is computed following Durran and Klemp (1982b) and N is

related to the gradient of the virtual potential temperature. Again, cs is taken to be 0.25.
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PC_1D

NC_1D

PC_3D

Figure 4.4: Turbulent length scales for horizontal diffusion for NC 1D (solid), PC 1D
(long dashed), and PC 3D (short dashed) as a function of horizontal grid spacing. The
Smagorinksy length scale ls (used in PC 3D) is computed here for ∆z = 100 m and the
gray line indicates the asymptotic turbulent length scale l∞ used for vertical diffusion in
NC 1D and PC 1D.

4.3.4 Overview of simulations

Three sets of simulations using different turbulent closures will be presented in this paper.

An overview of the applied turbulent length scales is presented in Fig. 4.4 and a summary

of the characteristics of the three simulation sets is given in Tab. 4.1. NC 1D addresses

numerical convergence and thus applies a grid-independent parameterization of turbulent

mixing. The 1D TKE-based closure is used in combination with the 2D Smagorinsky

closure for lateral diffusion, but the turbulent length scale for horizontal mixing is kept

constant at lh = cs · 2200 m. Note that the asymptotic length scale l∞ for vertical mixing

is also grid-independent, such that the eddy viscosities are independent of the horizontal

grid spacing in NC 1D.

Physical convergence is studied with two further sets with prefix “PC”. PC 1D uses

the same setup as NC 1D, but a grid-dependent length scale for horizontal mixing (as

described in section 4.3.3). In PC 3D the Smagorinsky-Lilly 3D LES closure is used.

Therein, both horizontal and vertical mixing are proportional to ls, such that the eddy

viscosities decrease with smaller grid spacings and Reynolds numbers increase.

4.4 Results

We divide this section in three parts. Before the convergence of bulk Alpine-scale prop-

erties will be presented in detail, some general characteristics of the simulations are de-

scribed. Then, results on numerical convergence of the Alpine heat and water vapor budget
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Table 4.1: Overview of three simulation sets and specific turbulent length scales applied
for horizontal (lh) and vertical mixing (lv). The homogeneous planetary boundary layer
assumption (HPBL) is applied in the “mesoscale” 1D TKE-based PBL closure.

name of set NC 1D PC 1D PC 3D
Turbulence closure 1D TKE 1D TKE Smagorinsky-Lilly

HPBL Yes Yes No
lh cs · 2200 m= const cs(∆x∆y)1/2 cs(∆x∆y∆z)1/3

lv Eq. (4.11) Eq. (4.11) cs(∆x∆y∆z)1/3

and of bulk vertical fluxes are presented for the simulation set NC 1D. Finally, physical

convergence properties obtained from simulations PC 1D and PC 3D are presented.

4.4.1 Basic simulation characteristics

Figure 4.5 shows time series and mean diurnal cycles of area-averaged surface precipitation

obtained from the three simulation sets. All simulations generate precipitation peaking

in the late afternoon for each of the nine days. Convection appears to be particularly

strong during the first five days and less pronounced during the last four days. The

quasi-periodicity of convective precipitation exhibits the physics of the thermally-triggered

development of diurnal convection over topography.

Although the diurnal precipitation peak seems to decrease with smaller grid spacings

on several of the simulated days for all three sets, the differences related to the grid spacing

are small for grid spacings smaller than 4-km. The 4-km runs produce more precipitation

than runs using smaller grid spacings on most of the days. This is reflected also in more

pronounced diurnal peak rates of the corresponding mean diurnal cycles and in larger

precipitation totals (see Fig. 4.5).

While the timing of precipitation in NC 1D is unaffected by the grid spacing, pre-

cipitation is generated slightly earlier in PC 1D and PC 3D at higher resolution. This

is related to the effects of eddy viscosity on the convective growth. As demonstrated

by Fuhrer and Schär (2005), the fastest-growing unstable modes are shifted to larger

wavenumbers with smaller eddy viscosities such that small-scale perturbations grow more

rapidly. Similar results were obtained from Petch et al.’s (2002) idealized convection-

permitting simulations that showed earlier and less intensive precipitation maxima with

decreasing grid spacings.

Figure 4.6 shows snapshots of cloud liquid water distributions at 1400 UTC 14 July

at 6 km MSL for a southwestern subsection of the domain (see Fig. 4.2), where mature

orographic convection has formed. NC 1D reveals similar cloud size distributions for all

grid spacings. In contrast, smaller and more numerous cloud features are simulated with

smaller grid spacings in PC 1D and PC 3D due to smaller eddy viscosities (higher Reynolds

numbers). Thus, the energy-containing scales are shifted to ever smaller scales as the grid
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Day in July 2006 Time (UTC)

NC_1D

PC_1D

PC_3D

4.4   km

2.2   km

1.1   km

0.55 km

16.7

14.8

14.3

14.5

16.2

14.7

13.8

13.4

15.2

12.8

12.7

13.9

total (mm):

Figure 4.5: Timeseries (left) and mean diurnal cycles (right) of surface precipitation in
the Alpine subdomain (see Fig. 4.2) from NC 1D, PC 1D, and PC 3D and for the different
grid spacings 4.4 (black), 2.2 (blue), 1.1 (red), and 0.55 km (green). Total precipitation
(mm) of each simulation is indicated within the panels.
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Figure 4.6: Display of cloud liquid water distributions at 6 km MSL and 1400 UTC 14
July as simulated by the different setups in a subdomain located over the southwestern
parts of the Alpine arc (see Fig. 4.2). Small (large) tickmarks correspond to a distance of
5∆x (50∆x).
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spacing is decreased in PC 1D and PC 3D. This is in line with Bryan et al. (2003), who

did not find convergence of cloud system properties for ∆x ≥ 125 m. Interestingly, the

impact of grid spacing on the amount and timing of the area-averaged precipitation is

nevertheless small (Fig. 4.5).

4.4.2 Numerical convergence

4.4.2.1 Volume-integrated tendencies

As mentioned in section 4.2.3 we are interested in the ensemble-averaged (i.e., phase-

averaged) tendencies in this paper, which are shown in Fig. 4.7 for NC 1D. Apparently,

the control volume’s net tendencies are surprisingly insensitive to a refinement in grid

spacing (see Fig. 4.7a,c). Only very small differences in net heating and net moistening

are produced around midday. All simulations warm the control volume during the period

between 0600 and 1600 UTC and cool the volume otherwise (Fig. 4.7a). Moistening occurs

between 0800 and 1800 UTC (Fig. 4.7c).

The impact of resolution on the net advection of heat ADV and water vapor QADV

is also small (see Fig. 4.7a,c). The advective tendencies of a scalar can be interpreted as

fluxes through the volume’s boundaries (see Eq. (4.3)). Figure 4.7a shows that during

the afternoon the imported air is colder than the exported air. The water vapor content

is reduced by advection throughout the day (see Fig. 4.7c).

The diabatic contributions to the budgets are hardly affected by the grid spacing

and thus only shown for the 4-km run (see Fig. 4.7b,d). The net tendencies are mostly

driven by turbulent flux convergence during daytime. Together with the radiative flux

convergence quasi-periodic diabatic heating is provided. Between 1000 and 1800 UTC,

condensation depletes vapor and releases latent heat.

4.4.2.2 PBL to free atmosphere exchange

The vertical transport is analyzed by evaluating the corresponding terms in the transport

Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9). The decomposition of the total flux through the box’s top presented

in Fig. 4.8b,d reveals entrainment of heat and detrainment of vapor by the subgrid fluxes

Ttop and QTtop, respectively. These fluxes are rather small compared to Tsfc and QTsfc

(not shown). The resolved vertical fluxes of heat, AM and AGS , export heat during

the afternoon. While the grid-scale flux QAGS also exports moisture, the mean flux

QAM increases the volume’s vapor content, as it transports relatively dry air through

the volume’s top upwards. The upward directed fluxes AGS and QAGS indicate that the

resolved turbulent fluxes are dominated by warm and moist rising thermals.

The total upward transport of heat through the box’s top θvflx decreases only

marginally with higher resolution, since the bulk mean export of heat AM decreases

slightly (Fig. 4.8a,b). The total vertical water vapor transport Qvflx is also hardly modi-

fied (Fig. 4.8c), since both bulk import of dry air QAM and resolved export of moist air

QAGS decrease slightly with higher resolution (Fig. 4.8d). Numerical convergence will be
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4.4   km

2.2   km

1.1   km

0.55 km

a) NC_1D heat

c) NC_1D vapor

b) NC_1D heat

d) NC_1D vapor

Figure 4.7: Mean diurnal cycles of volume integrated (a,b) heating rates (10−4 K s−1) and
(c,d) moistening rates (10−5 g kg−1 s−1) from NC 1D using (black) 4.4, (blue) 2.2, (red)
1.1, and (green) 0.55 km grid spacing, respectively. Panels (a,c) show net tendencies and
advective tendencies and (b,d) indicate the rhs terms in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.5), respectively.
Since TURB, QTURB, MIC, QMIC, and RAD are almost grid-independent, only the
4.4-km run is shown for each variable.
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quantified further below.

Interestingly, also the lateral fluxes θhflx and Qhflx through the volume’s sides

(Fig. 4.8a,c) are independent of the grid spacing. The horizontal fluxes contribute sub-

stantially to the net advective tendencies (ADV and QADV in Fig. 4.7b,d) and are found

to cool and moisten the control volume during daytime. Thus, the lateral fluxes add to

the loss of heat by vertical export (Fig. 4.8a) and counteract the water vapor loss through

the volume’s top (Fig. 4.8c) during the afternoon. This is in agreement with Lugauer

and Winkler (2005) and Weissmann et al. (2005), who showed that a thermally driven

plain-mountain circulation typically extends to the adjacent Alpine forelands.

4.4.2.3 Deep-convective fluxes

As described above, both the volume-integrated heating/moistening and the bulk vertical

transport through the volume’s top are relatively insensitive to the horizontal grid spacing

for set NC 1D. Here, we complete our analysis by studying the bulk fluxes at higher

elevations, which are mainly related to deep-convective fluxes (DCF) during daytime.

DCF of heat and vapor is calculated as the total vertical flux

DCFθ = ⟨w⟩⟨θ̌⟩+ ⟨w′θ′⟩+ ⟨ 1

cpρ
Hv⟩, (4.15)

which is the sum of a bulk mean flux ⟨w⟩⟨θ̌⟩, a bulk resolved mesoscale flux ⟨w′θ′⟩, and
a bulk unresolved vertical turbulent flux ⟨w′′θ′′⟩ = ⟨ 1

cpρ
Hv⟩ in kinematic units. The bulk

fluxes are evaluated for a plane located at 6 km MSL above the control volume and θ̌ (q̌v

in case of DCFqv) is defined as the deviation from the average temperature of this larger

(i.e., deeper) volume.

Figure 4.9 shows the ensemble-averaged total flux of heat (DCFθ) and of water vapor

(DCFqv). At this altitude an upward (downward) directed heat flux cools (warms) the

subjacent volume during the day (night). The upward transport of moisture dries the

volume throughout the day. The spread among the simulations is small and appears to

become smaller with resolution, indicating numerical convergence.

4.4.2.4 Numerical convergence of bulk properties

In analogy to the convergence study conducted for an idealized flow over a hill (see

Fig. 4.1), we aim at simple metrics that indicate whether real km-scale simulations of

diurnal moist convection converge or not. To this end, error norms with respect to the

∆x = 0.55 km simulation are computed for the bulk flow properties presented above.

According to results presented in Fig. 4.1, the ∆x = 0.55 km run may serve as a reference

for a convergence test, although it might not fully resolve the convective flow considered.

However, as apparent also from the idealized flow (see Fig. 4.1), the estimated order of

convergence might depend upon the numerical resolution.

Since we are primarily interested in the nine-day averaged behavior an error norm

for the averaged bulk quantities is computed. The RMSEΨ error norm for an ensemble-
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Figure 4.8: Mean diurnal cycles of (a,b) heat and (c,d) moisture tendencies due to fluxes
through the volume’s top at 4 km MSL and through its lateral boundaries from NC 1D.
Shown are (a,c) the total vertical and horizontal fluxes and (b,d) the decomposed fluxes
from Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9), respectively, for (black) 4.4, (blue) 2.2, (red) 1.1, and (green)
0.55 km grid spacings.
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NC_1D

heat flux

vapor flux

4.4   km

2.2   km

1.1   km

0.55 km

Figure 4.9: Mean diurnal cycles of total bulk deep-convective heat flux DCFθ (solid)
and moisture flux DCFqv (dashed) through a horizontal plane at 6 km MSL. Both fluxes
are given in kinematic units for 4.4 (black), 2.2 (blue), 1.1 (red), and 0.55 km (green) grid
spacing from NC 1D.

averaged parameter Ψ simulated with grid spacing ∆x is here computed with respect to

the ∆x = 550-m simulation, as

RMSEΨ =

(
1

N

N∑
n=1

[Ψ∆x(n)−Ψ550(n)]
2

)1/2

, (4.16)

with N = 24 for hourly data. In analogy to the presentation of numerical convergence of

an idealized flow (see Fig. 4.1), Fig. 4.10 shows the RMSE for averaged bulk quantities

in a log-log diagram. For all quantities the decrease of RMSE with smaller grid spacings

confirms the convergent behavior of the km-scale simulations, albeit the convergence is

slow for QNET and Qvflx.

To summarize, numerical convergence is obtained for several bulk diagnostics related

to the Alpine scale.

4.4.3 Physical convergence

4.4.3.1 Volume-integrated tendencies

The volume-integrated heat and moisture tendencies of simulations PC 1D and PC 3D

are shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, respectively. The simulations yield very similar diurnal

cycles of the net heating and moistening rates (Fig. 4.11a,c). Compared to NC 1D, the

sensitivity of the daytime net moistening to horizontal resolution is only slightly increased

in PC 1D and PC 3D.

Considerable compensation is found among diabatic tendencies. While the turbu-
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a)

b)

Figure 4.10: RMSE norm computed from NC 1D with respect to the 550 m solution for
ensemble-averaged quantities (a) NET, θvflx, DCFθ and (b) QNET, Qvflx, and DCFqv .
The thin dashed lines indicate 1st and 2nd order convergence.
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lent and microphysical tendencies in PC 1D are almost independent of the grid spacing

(Fig. 4.11b,d), both turbulent and microphysical tendencies in PC 3D reveal a significant

dependence on the grid spacing (Fig. 4.12b,d). Since the Smagorinsky length scale ls used

for vertical turbulent mixing decreases with smaller grid spacings in PC 3D, entrainment

of heat and detrainment of moisture is decreased. Thus, the control volume remains cooler

and more humid and consequentially condensation is increased. Both the latent heat re-

lease and the condensational vapor sink are increased (Fig. 4.12b,d) and compensate the

reduced tendencies from subgrid-mixing. Owing to this compensation the net heating and

moistening in the control volume reveal little sensitivity to the grid-resolution.

4.4   km

2.2   km

1.1   km

0.55 km

a) PC_1D heat

c) PC_1D vapor

b) PC_1D heat

d) PC_1D vapor

Figure 4.11: Mean diurnal cycles of volume integrated (a,b) heating rates (10−4 K s−1)
and (c,d) moistening rates (10−5 g kg−1 s−1) from PC 1D. Lines with markers (see legend)
indicate the rhs terms in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.5), respectively.
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1.1   km

0.55 km

a) PC_3D heat

c) PC_3D vapor

b) PC_3D heat

d) PC_3D vapor

Figure 4.12: Same as Fig. 4.11, but for PC 3D.
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4.4.3.2 PBL to free atmosphere exchange

Bulk tendencies related to the vertical transport through the top of the control volume at

4 km MSL are shown in Fig. 4.13 for both PC 1D and PC 3D. In PC 1D the total bulk

flux of heat and moisture (Fig. 4.13a,c) is basically unaffected by the grid spacing. Only

the 4-km run deviates from the higher-resolution runs, as its heat and moisture export is

delayed compared to the higher resolution runs. The resolved turbulent fluxes AGS and

QAGS increase only slightly with higher resolution around midday (Fig. 4.13b,d). This

increase was not observed in NC 1D and is linked to better resolved convective motions.

The weakly modified behavior of the bulk resolved turbulent fluxes is also reflected in the

bulk fluxes AM and QAM .

a) PC_1D
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Q
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Q
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f)
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Θ
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Q
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Q
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Θ
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4.4   km

2.2   km

1.1   km

0.55 km

Figure 4.13: Same as Fig. 4.8, but for (a-d) PC 1D and (e-h) PC 3D.
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In contrast to PC 1D, the total vertical transport of heat and moisture is considerably

altered with resolution in PC 3D (see Fig. 4.13e,g), since the subgrid-scale fluxes TTOP and

QTTOP (Fig. 4.13f,h) depend on the grid spacing. As already mentioned, both the heat

entrainment and the water vapor detrainment decrease with smaller grid spacings due to

the grid-dependency of the turbulent length scale. The increase of the resolved turbulent

heat and moisture fluxes AGS and QAGS (Fig. 4.13f,h) is even more pronounced around

midday than in PC 1D; particularly, higher-resolution runs result in a larger moisture

export by QAGS around midday. Still, in PC 3D the total exchange through the volume’s

top is dominated by the strongly modified subgrid fluxes which result in stronger cooling

and moistening with higher resolution (Fig. 4.13e,g). As with NC 1D, both PC 1D and

PC 3D yield mostly grid-independent lateral fluxes into the volume (Fig. 4.13a,c,e,g).

In short, the sensitivity of the bulk vertical fluxes to horizontal resolution is found

to be small in PC 1D, but large in PC 3D. Thus, physical convergence seems unlikely for

the vertical fluxes of PC 3D. This will be quantified in subsection 4.4.3.4.

4.4.3.3 Deep-convective fluxes

Deep-convective fluxes at 6 km MSL (see Eq. (4.15)) from PC 1D and PC 3D are shown

in Fig. 4.14. Similar to the resolved vertical transport at 4 km MSL (see Fig. 4.13) a

slight shift to earlier times can be recognized for DCFθ and DCFqv with higher resolution

around midday. The obtained spread among the fluxes is considerably smaller for PC 1D

than for PC 3D. Nevertheless, the spread among simulations with different grid spacings

appears to decrease with higher resolution for PC 3D. Analysis of the subgrid-scale fluxes

⟨w′′θ′′⟩ and ⟨w′′q′′v ⟩ (not shown) revealed that, in analogy to the transport at 4 km MSL,

the grid-dependency of the total fluxes is tied to the LES closure.

To better understand the scales involved in the convective transport of heat and

moisture we computed spectra of vertical velocity (Fig. 4.15a,c,e) and co-spectra for heat

and moisture flux (Fig. 4.15b,d,f) at 6 km MSL and averaged over the nine day period at

1600 UTC. The results obtained from the heat flux analysis point at the same behavior

as the moisture flux analysis and are thus not shown. Since turbulent length scales are

forced to be grid-independent in NC 1D, the simulated energetic scales are independent of

numerical resolution (Fig. 4.15a,b). In contrast, the energetic scales are shifted to smaller

scales in PC 1D and PC 3D (Fig. 4.15c,e) indicating that convective motions are – as also

described by Bryan et al. (2003) – not yet converged at km-scales. As a consequence,

additional contributions to the moisture flux are resolved with higher numerical resolution

(Fig. 4.15d,f). Interestingly, the total flux integrated over all scales is barely affected by

the numerical resolution, since the flux contribution carried by larger scales decreases with

higher resolution.

4.4.3.4 Physical convergence of bulk properties

The sensitivity of flow statistics to the grid spacing is expected to become smaller with

increasing resolution in physically converging simulations. To study this, a rather simple
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Figure 4.14: Same as Fig. 4.9, but for (a) PC 1D and (b) PC 3D. Characteristic values
of DCF (σ), that are used for the computation of NRI (Eq. 4.17), are given as an example
for PC 3D in b).
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a) NC_1D b) NC_1D
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Figure 4.15: Spectra of (a,c,e) vertical velocity and (b,d,f) co-spectra of vertical velocity
and water vapor mixing ratio at 6 km MSL and averaged at 1600 UTC for (a,b) NC 1D,
(c,d) PC 1D, and (e,f) PC 3D. One-dimensional Fourier analysis has been performed for
the Alpine region in north-south (solid) and east-west (dashed) direction and (co-) spectral
densities have been averaged subsequently. The linear ordinate in (b,d,f) has been chosen
such that the integrals correspond to the resolved turbulent water vapor flux ⟨q′vw′⟩ (see
Eq. (4.15)).
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metric is considered that illustrates the resolution-dependence of the mean diurnal cycle of

each bulk property. This parameter should measure the simulated absolute error of a bulk

property with respect to the simulation with the next smaller grid spacing. Moreover, the

metric should relate the spread between two grid spacings to a characteristic value of the

considered bulk property in order to allow statements about the relative magnitude of the

spread.

A normalized resolution increment NRI of an ensemble-averaged bulk property Ψ(Φ)

simulated with a grid spacing ∆x is computed as the rms difference with respect to the

simulation using ∆x/2, normalized by a characteristic value σ. Defining σ as an average

absolute value of Ψ(Φ) from the 550 m simulation, NRI is given as

NRI =
RMSE∆x

σ550
=

√
1
N

N∑
Φ=1

[Ψ∆x(Φ)−Ψ∆x/2(Φ)]2

1
N

N∑
Φ=1

|Ψ550(Φ)|
(4.17)

with N = 24 for hourly data. As an example, σ is shown for DCF in Fig. 4.14b.

Figures 4.16a,b show the normalized increments NRI of the mean diurnal cycle of

volume-integrated heat and moisture tendencies. NRI is evaluated here for both the net

tendencies and the tendencies due to the total bulk vertical transport through the top of

the volume. Due to the compensating behavior found for PC 3D, the resulting NRI of

NET and QNET is typically around 10% or even smaller for both PC 1D and PC 3D.

While NRI of θvflx and Qvflx decreases from around 30% at 4.4-km below 10% at 1.1-km

grid spacing in PC 1D, significantly larger differences are found for PC 3D. The heat

flux θvflx in PC 3D is highly grid-dependent for all three grid spacings, such that the

normalized increment is around ∼ 90% at 4.4-km, ∼ 95% at 2.2-km, and still ∼ 60% at

1.1-km. The resolution increment of the moisture flux Qvflx decreases from ∼ 40% at

4.4 km, ∼ 36% at 2.2 km, to ∼ 16% at 1.1 km for PC 3D.

NRI has also been computed for DCF at 6 km MSL and for surface precipitation

(Fig. 4.16c,d). Apparently, for both PC 1D and PC 3D the increments between simula-

tions decrease with higher resolution, indicating physical convergence of deep convective

fluxes and precipitation. An exception is found for NRI of DCFqv simulated by PC 3D,

which is slightly larger at 1.1 km than at 2.2 km. The NRI is around 10% or even smaller

for the 1.1-km run of PC 1D. The strong influence of the horizontal grid spacing on the

subgrid part of the vertical fluxes in PC 3D is reflected also in the total fluxes. The 2.2

and 1.1 km runs of PC 3D yield larger NRIs for DCF as the corresponding runs of PC 1D.

Our findings on the physical convergence at km-scales can be briefly summarized as

following. The influence of horizontal resolution on the net heating and moistening of the

control volume is small for both turbulence parameterizations. A monotonic decrease of

the resolution-sensitivity is found for all considered bulk quantities in PC 1D. A more

complicated behavior is found for PC 3D, since the total vertical transport at 4 and 6 km

MSL is strongly affected by the horizontal resolution. Thus, a decreasing sensitivity to
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Figure 4.16: Normalized resolution increments NRI (%) for (a,b) volume-integrated
heat/moisture tendencies and (c,d) deep convective fluxes DCF and surface precipitation
for (a,c) PC 1D and (b,d) PC 3D. The full definition of NRI is provided in Eq. (4.17).
Note that NRI for θvflx has been scaled by 0.5 in (b).
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resolution, i.e., physical convergence, is not necessarily obtained for all bulk properties in

PC 3D.

4.5 Discussion

The results demonstrate numerical convergence of bulk flow properties for the considered

episode of moist orographic convection. NC 1D revealed that numerical convergence is

evident in bulk flow properties of complex real-case simulations, as intuitively expected

from a consistent and stable numerical model (Lax and Richtmyer, 1956). In analogy to

the numerical convergence of large-eddy simulations of the convective boundary layer (see

Mason and Brown, 1999), km-scale cloud-resolving simulations of bulk properties related

to deep convection converge.

The detected monotonic decrease of model errors in NC 1D toward the 0.55-km run

exemplifies a systematic numerical convergence of real-case cloud-resolving simulations.

The exact order of convergence appears to be of secondary importance, as it might be

affected by parameterization schemes and chaotic components in the modeling system. Al-

though we designed our experiments carefully such that boundary- and initial-conditions

as well as the applied turbulence parameterization are grid-independent, the convergence

might in principle be modulated by physical parameterizations that may react differently

to the modified resolved dynamics (Boer and Denis, 1997). However, this complication

appears unable to disrupt convergence, at least for the modeling system under considera-

tion.

It is also of interest to briefly address the “consistency” of the model. This term is

here understood in its usual meaning in numerical analysis, i.e., a scheme is said to be

consistent if its truncation error per time step tends to zero with ∆x,∆y,∆z → 0 and

∆t → 0. It is important to note that we are unable to strictly proof consistency – despite

the demonstration of numerical convergence. This inability may surprise at first glance,

as numerical convergence and consistency are closely related through the Lax-Richtmyer

theorem (Lax and Richtmyer, 1956). However, despite this equivalence, we cannot draw a

strict conclusion about consistency, as our statement of numerical convergence does merely

guarantee convergence, but not necessarily convergence towards the correct solution. The

assessment of consistency thus requires another approach, and it is indeed questionable

whether consistency can be proven for a full atmospheric model as the one considered. It

is likely that one can convince oneself that the dynamical core of an atmospheric model

is consistent, for instance using careful numerical analysis and a combination of idealized

tests (as the one treated in Fig. 4.1) and analytical solutions. Yet it is questionable whether

this approach can strictly be followed when including a full parameterization package.

The results obtained within the physical convergence framework (PC 1D and PC 3D)

impart further credibility and usefulness to explicit modeling of moist convection at km-

scales. Of particular interest is the fact that the simulated net tendencies are mostly

insensitive to the grid spacing, although the energy-containing scales at the high-frequency
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end of the resolved spectrum were found to depend on the grid spacing (see Figs. 4.6 and

4.15). In contrast to previous studies of convective systems over flat terrain, the Alpine

topography could potentially provide a large-scale forcing that supports convergence of

simulations of orographic convection. The diurnal cycle of the lateral fluxes into the control

volume (e.g., Fig. 4.8a,c) may be interpreted as a manifestation of this large-scale forcing,

although this forcing itself is generated within the computational domain.

With respect to accuracy, the spread obtained between different resolutions in PC 1D

or PC 3D might be considered subjectively as either sufficiently converged or as inade-

quately large. Compared to uncertainties that might arise from specific model components,

the sensitivity of the bulk model behavior to the grid spacing appears, however, to be small.

The influence of the grid spacing and the subgrid-mixing on the bulk Alpine-scale flow

appears to be small, for instance in comparison to a significant impact of explicit numer-

ical diffusion on the Alpine-scale dynamics (Langhans et al., 2012d). Compared to the

previous simulations, a significantly smoother topography and a different model setup (see

section 4.3) have been applied in the current study. The overall effect of these differences

appears to reduce the energy available at the grid-scale and thereby to limit the upscaling

of energy seen in our previous study.

The large sensitivity of the total vertical transport found in PC 3D requires further

discussion, although the related net heating and moistening rates were found to be hardly

sensitive to resolution. The explicit dependency of the subgrid-scale vertical transport

to the horizontal grid-spacing (see Fig. 4.13f,h) strongly affects the total vertical fluxes

and prevents a decreasing resolution-sensitivity with smaller grid spacings, i.e., physical

convergence, for some bulk properties (see Fig. 4.16b).

However, it is questionable whether the assumption of isotropic turbulence (one char-

acteristic turbulent length scale for both horizontal and vertical turbulent mixing (see

Eq. 4.13)) is applicable to km-scales. Atmospheric scales may indeed reveal considerable

spatial anisotropy at scales outside the inertial subrange (Pedlosky, 1987, chapter 4.2). It

is speculated that directional eddy viscosities might improve the physical convergence in

PC 3D.

4.6 Summary and conclusions

This paper has addressed numerical and physical bulk convergence properties of moist

convection as simulated with horizontal grid spacings of 4.4, 2.2, 1.1, 0.55 km. Com-

pared to previous studies that considered the convergence of the structure and evolution

of single convective cloud systems, we focused on the convergence of bulk quantities in

an ensemble of convective cells over the Alps. To this end, real-case simulations with

resolution-independent topography have been conducted over nine consecutive days in

July 2006, each day characterized by locally triggered deep convection over complex to-

pography. Our analysis has focused on averages over the nine-day period.

The bulk properties under investigation were the Alpine-scale heat and moisture
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budgets in a large control volume with its top at 4 km, the bulk vertical exchange through

the volume’s top, the bulk deep convective fluxes at 6 km MSL, and the area-averaged

surface precipitation. The transport at 4 km MSL has been regarded as an estimate for

the exchange between the PBL and the free atmosphere.

Numerical convergence of bulk properties was studied using a fixed turbulent length

scale, such that different resolutions are applied to flows with constant Reynolds number.

The emerging energetic scales were indeed found to be independent of numerical resolu-

tion. For the model and simulation period considered, results show that all bulk properties

converge systematically toward the 0.55-km solution. The simulations converge at a sur-

prisingly coarse resolution and the mean diurnal cycles of bulk heating/moistening and

vertical fluxes are nearly resolution-independent in the range of grid spacings considered.

Physical convergence of bulk properties was explored for simulations characterized

by Reynolds numbers that increase with computational resolution. To address the un-

certainty related to the parameterization of subgrid turbulent mixing at kilometer-scales,

results were presented for both a 1D mesoscale and a 3D LES closure. For the 1D ap-

proach, our results illustrate the physical convergence of all considered bulk properties, i.e.,

the resolution-sensitivity is found to decrease systematically with smaller grid spacings.

Moreover, the influence of resolution is generally small for the 1D approach. A less obvious

physical convergence behavior was found for the 3D LES approach, since some of the in-

vestigated bulk properties revealed a less systematic reduction of the resolution-sensitivity

with smaller grid spacings.

Nevertheless, even for the 3D LES approach, the influence of numerical resolution on

the net heating/moistening rates and on surface precipitation was found to be very small,

despite an intensification of small-scale dynamics with higher resolution. The weak sensi-

tivity in simulations using a 3D LES closure is explained by an increased latent heat release

that balances the decreased turbulent heat entrainment with higher resolution. This com-

pensation effect can qualitatively be understood, but the high degree of compensation is

nevertheless surprising.

The simulations converge even in terms of more complex quantities. For both turbu-

lence closures the influence of the numerical resolution on surface precipitation decreases

continuously with higher resolution. For instance, a difference of ∼ 30% between the mean

diurnal cycles of precipitation at 4.4 and 2.2 km decreases to a difference of merely 5 and

16% between 1.1 and 0.55 km for the 1D-mesoscale and the 3D LES turbulence closure,

respectively. These findings are particularly encouraging as the grid spacing required to

simulate the area-averaged precipitation appears not to be controlled by eddy-resolving

scales or by the subgrid-scale mixing parameterization.

In short, although a 0.55-km grid spacing is insufficient to resolve small-scale dy-

namical processes such as turbulent entrainment, convection-permitting resolutions seem

to be sufficient to obtain physical convergence of bulk properties in real-case simulations.

The less systematic physical convergence found for some bulk properties in simulations

using a 3D LES closure did not involve an increased resolution-sensitivity of the net heat-

ing/moistening and of surface precipitation.
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From a practical point of view, our results contribute to an enhanced credibility of

kilometer-scale simulations and strengthen the physical validity of the approach. The

main limitation of the study relates to the consideration of one single synoptic episode

dominated by thermally driven orographic convection. More specifically, further analysis

is required to understand the influence of the large-scale topographic forcing on the bulk

convergence. Additional studies will be needed to address the convergence issue also for

other atmospheric conditions and for different synoptic situations such as cases with frontal

convection.
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4.7 Appendix: Linear hydrostatic gravity wave

simulations

The numerical setup used for COSMO simulations of a hydrostatic gravity wave is gener-

ally identical to the real-case simulations. Horizontal grid spacings of 17.6, 8.8, 4.4, 2.2,

1.1, and 0.55 km and corresponding time steps of 120, 60, 30, 15, 8, 4 s, respectively, are

used to simulate the inviscid flow. In contrast to the stretched grid applied in the real-case

runs, a constant vertical grid spacing ∆z = 100 m has been chosen. The domain is about

500 km long and 20 km deep with a bell-shaped mountain of half width a = 10 km and

height hm = 1 m. Radiative lateral and free-slip surface boundary conditions are used,

and a 9-km deep Rayleigh-sponge absorbs energy at the top. Following (e.g., Durran and

Klemp, 1982a), an isothermal thermodynamic profile (T = 250 K) has been chosen, since

for this profile the analytical solution of the linearized equations is known. The background

wind speed is U = 10 m s−1. Vertical velocity patterns are analyzed at t∗ = Ut/a ≈ 60,

but almost identical results have been found at t∗ = Ut/a ≈ 120. The L2 norm (rmse)

shown in Fig. 4.1 has been computed for grid-points below 7.5 km and within 40 km of

the center of the mountain.

Figure 4.17 shows the analytical solution for vertical velocity and simulation results

for grid spacings ∆x of 550 m and 4.4 km. The comparison against the analytical solution

reveals an error reduction with higher resolution, i.e., numerical convergence.
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U=10 m/s    hm=1 m    a=10 km   t*=Ut/a=61

∆x=0.55 km

∆x=4.4 km

Figure 4.17: Vertical velocity after 17 hours (Ut/a ≈ 61) from simulations of a linear
hydrostatic mountain wave for flow over a 1 m high and 10 km wide mountain using ∆x =
0.55 and ∆x = 4.4 km, respectively. Black and gray contour lines show vertical velocity
for the simulation and the linear solution (computed at model grid-points), respectively.
Contour interval is 0.4 m s−1 and the amplitude is scaled to a 1000 m high mountain.



5 Conclusions and outlook

Conceptual and theoretical aspects of cloud-resolving simulations of moist orographic con-

vection using a horizontal resolution on the order of one kilometer were studied in the

present thesis. In this last chapter, the conclusions emerging from each of the three chap-

ters are synthesized and possible directions for future research are presented.

5.1 Conclusions

A process-focused validation of convection-parameterizing and cloud-resolving simulations

against a large set of observations was presented in chapter 2. The simulations were con-

ducted over a 18-day summer period with weak synoptic-scale forcing, strong solar heating,

and intense deep orographic convection. Results highlight the capability of cloud-resolving

models of describing the evolution of atmospheric processes in accord with observations.

The observed diurnal evolution of cloud cover, surface precipitation, and thermally-driven

flows as well as the mutual interaction between topographic flows and convective rain fall

is well reproduced. A doubling of the horizontal resolution from 2.2 to 1.1 km was found

to affect merely the representation of local valley flows. In contrast, a traditional pa-

rameterization scheme of deep convection implies a phase-shift in the diurnal evolution of

cloud cover and precipitation. The flow convergence around midday combined with a too

moist boundary-layer appears to support a too early activation of the convection scheme.

In addition, the fractional cloud cover is overestimated which hinders the formation of

pronounced thermally-driven plain-mountain flows, although – as also demonstrated in

chapter 2 –the latter could potentially be resolved given the numerical resolution.

The aforementioned limitations of convection schemes in mis-representing the diurnal

cycle are well known from numerous previous case and validation studies. Yet a convincing

remedy of these systematic biases has remained elusive. Even if the diurnal cycle was of

secondary interest, fundamental concerns would remain: How can a convection scheme

appropriately represent the underlying physics, if it misses the diurnal cycle characteristic

for mid-latitude summer convection? Moreover, how can it trustworthily represent the

associated feedbacks between the land-surface, the boundary-layer, and the free tropo-

sphere? Indeed, recent studies demonstrated that different convection schemes exhibit

fundamentally different behaviors in their representation of the soil-moisture precipitation

feedback. These uncertainties and the above described limitations of convection schemes

further highlight the attractiveness of explicit simulations of deep convection.

Due to the limited available computing resources, the use of explicit simulations in

NWP or climate applications is however restricted to grid spacings of O(1 km). Not only

is the parameterization of subgrid-scale turbulence questionable at these scales (“terra

incognita”; see Introduction and Fig. 1.4), but the truncation of the continuous energy

123
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spectrum related to deep convection inevitably forces CRMs to deal with energy-containing

motions down to the smallest resolved scales. However, the latter are commonly affected

by a poor behavior of numerical discretizations and, in addition, by explicit numerical

diffusion.

These aspects were addressed in chapter 3, where cloud-resolving simulations were

performed for a large Alpine domain in order to study the influence of explicit numerical

diffusion on convective growth and on the Alpine-scale dynamics. A reference run with a

minimum of numerical diffusivity was compared against different simulations using a va-

riety of diffusion coefficients applied to different combinations of the prognostic variables.

A linear model was developed and used to enhance the interpretation of the simulations.

Results show that particularly numerical diffusion of buoyancy and horizontal momen-

tum on near-surface model levels decreases the number of convective clouds and increases

their characteristic scale. As a consequence, the area-averaged surface precipitation is

significantly reduced in such simulations. Moreover, explicit diffusion was also found to

reduce the up-scale effect to the meso-β-scale, despite its scale-selective response function.

The multiple triggering of small-scale convective clouds over the Alpine arc appears to

contribute directly to a large-scale dynamical signal. These results highlighted an issue

inherently tied to convection-permitting resolutions. The numerical formulations and ex-

plicit filters need to be chosen with care in such models, since an energy gap is not provided

at the grid-scale.

Despite this analysis and the enhanced understanding regarding the behavior and the

treatment of small scales near the resolution cut-off, the question whether kilometer-scale

simulations would actually converge remained unsettled. Convergence is a fundamental

quest in numerical simulations, but a particularly difficult subject in the current frame-

work. Indeed, as the effective Reynolds numbers increase with grid resolution, there is

little hope that kilometer-scale models would actually achieve convergence in terms of

the small-scale structure associated with convective clouds. Yet, feedbacks between the

convective scales and the large-scale flow might nevertheless converge in a bulk sense.

In Chapter 4, this thesis thus investigated the convergence of bulk flow properties

as simulated by cloud-resolving models for horizontal grid spacings ranging from 4.4 km

to 550 m. The bulk properties considered relate to a large ensemble of deep convective

thermals triggered in a control volume as large as 900 × 500 × 4 km3. The convergence

was investigated within two different frameworks, i.e., numerical convergence and physical

convergence. Within the numerical convergence framework, the results demonstrated a

systematic convergence toward the solution of the highest resolution run. Within this

framework the involved energy-containing scales were fixed such that convergence was ex-

pected to depend primarily on the applied numerical discretizations. Within the physical

convergence framework, flows became increasingly turbulent with higher numerical res-

olution. Nevertheless, the bulk heating and moistening of the atmosphere was found to

be nearly unaffected by the horizontal resolution, although the physical convergence of

some bulk properties was sensitive to the applied turbulence closure. Moreover, a gen-

erally small resolution-sensitivity, that even further decreases with higher resolution, was
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found for more complex quantities such as surface precipitation. The numerical resolution

required to simulate the area-averaged precipitation associated with the Alpine dynami-

cal regime appears not to be governed by eddy-resolving scales or by the subgrid-mixing

parameterization.

The overall conclusion of this thesis is that cloud-resolving models are a powerful and

physically consistent tool to study atmospheric deep convection. This thesis highlighted

the capability of the approach to represent deep convection explicitly at kilometer-scale

resolutions and underlined the physical validity of this modeling framework. The bulk

convergence characteristics and the agreement with observations impart further credi-

bility to cloud-resolving modeling. Nevertheless, the applied discretizations and subgrid-

parameterizations must be formulated with care, since any energy residing at the grid-scale

may be subject to convective amplification. This thesis also discloses the need for further

process-orientated studies of moist orographic convection. The multi-scale nature of the

dynamical and physical processes involved in the initiation of moist convection over terrain

asks for a systematic approach to identify and to understand their respective relevance

and their scale-interaction.

5.2 Outlook

Several scientific questions emerge from the results presented in this thesis. Moreover, sev-

eral issues related to cloud-resolving modeling of orographic summer convection were not

addressed and remain unanswered. Future research efforts are necessary to give answers

to the following questions:

• In which way do thermally-driven flows affect the initiation of deep convection over

complex terrain? The modification of the moist entropy budget over mountains due

to up-valley and up-slope flows remains poorly understood. An improved under-

standing of the physics behind the triggering of moist convection over mountains

could help to improve parameterizations for shallow convection and deep convection

over mountainous terrain.

• Does the topographic forcing support the convergence of bulk flow properties? In this

thesis good bulk convergence characteristics were obtained for simulations of deep

convection over complex terrain. However, it is also of interest whether simulations

of deep convection over flat terrain demonstrate a similar bulk convergence behav-

ior. The autopropagation, i.e. the self-induced regeneration of a thunderstorm,

commonly associated with moist convective dynamics over flat terrain (e.g., gust-

fronts and cold-pools) could possibly implicate a larger sensitivity to the horizontal

grid-spacing.

• Can parameterizations be redesigned to represent the transition from shallow to deep

orographic convection? In analogy to the well-known issue of modeling this transi-

tion over flat terrain (e.g., oceans), efforts are required to account for the unresolved
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transport during the early stage of cumulus growth and its effects on the formation

of shallow cumuli over mountainous terrain.

• What processes contribute to the enhanced cirrus-cloud life time found in cloud-

resolving simulations using the COSMO model? The comparison with satellite ob-

servations revealed prolonged simulated life times of cold upper-level clouds. Micro-

physical processes, ice-particle sedimentation, convective transport, and large-scale

subsidence are some of the main players involved in the water budget of the upper

troposphere over the Alps. A systematic analysis of the relative contribution of each

of these processes and of their influence on cloud life time is required to improve

cloud-resolving simulations using COSMO.

• Can simulations of deep convection be improved by increasing the vertical grid-

resolution? In this thesis the effects of horizontal grid spacing were studied. It

can be argued that particularly within the atmospheric boundary-layer an increased

vertical resolution could improve the representation of boundary-layer dynamics.

Numerical errors related to, e.g., the implicit discretization of vertical advection,

typically depend strongly on the Courant number of the simulation.

In a more general context, future research efforts should tackle the following questions:

• What turbulence closures shall be applied with cloud-resolving simulations in “terra

incognita”? The unavailability of turbulence closures applicable to kilometer-scales

is one of the most challenging problems within the cloud-resolving community. It

is of interest to establish a reliable representation of subgrid turbulent mixing such

that cloud-resolving models no longer need to rely on mesoscale boundary-layer

parameterizations or LES closures.

• To what extent do cloud-resolving models support the results obtained from climate

projections with RCMs? A severe limitation in predicting the climate of the warm-

season is the parameterization of deep convection. Thanks to increasing compu-

tational resources, improved climate scenarios may soon be computed using cloud-

resolving simulations. The assessment with cloud-resolving models also enables

projections for more regional scales and mountainous regions.

• Should numerical weather prediction centers aspire a continuous refinement of mod-

eling grids used with their operational cloud-resolving systems? Although a steady

increase of computational resolution is certainly of benefit in the long-term devel-

opment, resources available in the near future could alternatively be spent on more

complex modeling setups or enhanced ensemble prediction systems. Besides fore-

cast errors related to incomplete or truncated model dynamics, forecast errors relate

to a lack of deterministic predictability at small scales and to the appointment of

initial conditions. An assessment of the benefits involved with finer resolution and

enhanced ensemble and initialization techniques is thus of relevance for the future

development of NWP.
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• Can cloud-resolving models be used in the development and improvement of cloud pa-

rameterization schemes? It is generally accepted that for global coupled simulations

explicit convection will not become feasible for several decades. The improvement of

cloud parameterizations will thus remain an important target. In guiding such work,

cloud-resolving simulations are an attractive tool, as they may provide insight into

the key issues of large-scale convection and provide data on small-scale processes

that is not available from direct observations.

It is hoped that the conclusions and perspectives presented in this thesis motivate a series

of future applications and studies with cloud-resolving models. Both the further develop-

ment and the application of existing modeling frameworks will contribute to an enriched

understanding of moist convective phenomena and to atmospheric science in general.
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A.1 Introduction

A budget analysis tool has been implemented into the code of the non-hydrostatic COSMO

model in order to diagnose both temperature and moisture tendencies. The implementa-

tion allows for the extraction of both physical and dynamical tendencies of either temper-

ature or potential temperature and of moisture scalars. Application of this tool may serve

different purposes ranging from numerical developments to process studies and climate

science.

A brief description of the retrieval of tendencies is given here and the applied method

is exemplified by two simulations. Firstly, an idealized rising warm-bubble test (Wicker

and Skamarock, 1998) is conducted to explain the underlying temperature tendencies.

Secondly, erroneous cold-pool formation in a real-case simulation is studied and the cause

for unrealistic cold temperatures will be determined from the budget analysis. As will

be demonstrated, the split-explicit time-stepping applied in COSMO complicates the di-

agnosis of temperature advection tendencies. A further complication is introduced by

the COSMO option of solving the heat equation either for temperature or potential tem-

perature. Moisture tendencies related to advection can be obtained much more easily,

since the moisture tendencies are numerically solved using discretization schemes without

mode-splitting (e.g., a positive-definite scheme).
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A.2 COSMO heat budget

Derived from the first law of thermodynamics the temperature equation solved in COSMO

is given as

∂T

∂t
= ADVT +

1

ρcpd

dp

dt
+ML +MT +MC +MSSO +MR +MHD +MRLX . (A.1)

The terms on the right hand side are the heating terms due to advection, pressure changes,

latent heating ML, turbulent flux divergence MT = − 1
ρcpd

∇·H, parameterized convection

MC , parameterized drag due to subgrid-orography MSSO, radiative flux divergence MR,

computational mixing MHD, and relaxation at lateral and top boundaries MRLX . The

advective tendency is written as

ADVT = −
[

1

a cos(φ)

(
u
∂T ′

∂λ
+ v cos(φ)

∂T ′

∂φ

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

HADVT ′

−ζ̇
∂T ′

∂ζ
− w

dT0

dz
. (A.2)

Here λ, φ, and ζ are the transformed coordinates. Primes indicate deviations from the

model’s base-state temperature T0(z), HADVT ′ is the horizontal advection of T ′, ρ is the

density of air, and a is the Earth’s radius. Alternatively, a potential temperature equation

can be solved in COSMO (namelist options itheta adv=1,2), given as

∂θ

∂t
= ADVθ +

θ

T
M∑ (A.3)

ADVθ = −
[

1

a cos(φ)

(
u
∂Φ

∂λ
+ v cos(φ)

∂Φ

∂φ

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

HADVΦ

−ζ̇
∂Φ

∂ζ
−

{
w dθ0

dz for Φ = θ′

0 for Φ = θ
(A.4)

with M∑ an abbreviation for all diabatic temperature tendencies introduced above.

Thereby, advection can be computed for either Φ = θ or Φ = θ′. All temperature tenden-

cies in Eqs. (A.1) and (A.3) are evaluated at mass points.

The adiabatic part of the temperature equation is solved using a time-splitting method

(Wicker and Skamarock, 2002). Thereby, terms related to acoustic and gravity-wave

propagation are typically solved implicitly on smaller timesteps. In COSMO the term

related to the total derivative of pressure (see Eq. (A.1)) and the vertical advection of

the temperature base-state T0 (alternatively θ0) (last terms in Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4))

are solved on small timesteps, while the remaining advective tendencies are evaluated

on Runge-Kutta substeps (see also Gassmann and Herzog, 2007). In case of Φ = θ the

complete temperature equation is solved on Runge-Kutta substeps without fast-mode

contributions. In total three different formulations are available in COSMO to solve the

heat equation using Runge-Kutta time-integration (see also Tab. A.1). All other M terms

are computed as slow processes outside the Runge-Kutta integration.
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An implicit Crank-Nicholson discretization is applied in the fast-wave solver. This

results in a time-averaged equation for the updated temperature (either T or θ) after one

small timestep ∆τ , given in case of 2nd-order accurate differencing as

T ν+1
k = T ν

k + (fn
T )k∆τ (A.5)

−
pnk

cvdρ
n
k

(Dν+1
h )k∆τ +

Cp1
k

cpdρ
n
k

{
β−(wν

k+1 − wν
k) + β+(wν+1

k+1 − wν+1
k )

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

1
ρcpd

dp
dt

(A.6)

−dT0

dz
(β−wνζ

k + β+wν+1
ζ

k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T0−advection

. (A.7)

Here (fn
T )k corresponds to the slow-mode tendencies at time step n and level k, which are

kept constant during all Runge-Kutta stages, and (Dν+1
h )k is the horizontal divergence.

Detailed information on the fast-mode discretization and the notation is given in the

COSMO documentation (Doms and Schättler, 2002, pp. 64–68). In COSMO the total

derivative of pressure consists only of the divergence term (A.6); the effects from diabatic

heating are neglected. In more sophisticated cloud models these effects are included. As

mentioned earlier, the advection of the temperature base-state (A.7) is computed for T ′

and θ′ advection (itheta adv=0,1).

To diagnose the complete advective tendencies the fast-mode advection is accumu-

lated over all small timesteps during the final Runge-Kutta stage and added to the slow-

mode advective tendencies. Since the pressure tendency term in (A.1) is not computed

in case of a θ formulation (itheta adv=1–2), the temperature advection can not be ob-

tained from potential temperature advection in these cases. The other way round, in case

of T ′-advection (itheta adv=0) the potential temperature advection can be diagnosed

at the end of each large timestep as the difference of net potential temperature tendency

and diabatic tendencies. To summarize, while advective θ tendencies can be retrieved for

itheta adv=0--2, T advection is only diagnosable in case of itheta adv=0.

Moreover, for optimal physical interpretation of advective tendencies, the horizontal

and vertical components should be related to advection in physical space, not transformed

space. Thus, vertical advection is additionally diagnosed each timestep using second-order

centered differences in physical space.

A.3 COSMO moisture budget

COSMO includes several bulk microphysics parameterizations for grid-scale precipitation.

The most complex single-moment formulation (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006) distinguishes

between the specific humidity qv, cloud water qc, cloud ice qi, rain water qr, snow qs,

and graupel qg, in total six budget equations. To keep the amount of output small, the

budget tool diagnoses only the tendencies of two classes of hydrometeors: precipitating
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itheta adv 0 1 2
equation for T ′ θ′ θ

fast-mode 1
ρcpd

dp
dt
− w dT0

dz
−w dθ0

dz
-

slow-mode HADVT ′ − ζ̇ ∂T ′

∂ζ
HADVθ′ − ζ̇ ∂θ′

∂ζ
HADVθ − ζ̇ ∂θ

∂ζ

Table A.1: Overview of three different available methods (set by namelist switch
itheta adv=0–2) for solving the temperature equation in COSMO. For each option the
dynamic temperature tendencies computed on small and large timesteps (i.e., Runge-Kutta
substeps) are indicated. Note that in any case diabatic tendencies M∑ are computed out-
side the Runge-Kutta integration.

(qr + qs + qg) and non-precipitating hydrometeors (qc + qi). Together with the budget

of water vapor qv, three moisture budgets are diagnosed and all involved tendencies are

evaluated at mass points. For each class qx the budget equation can be written as

∂qx
∂t

= ADVqx +QL +QT +QC +QHD +QRLX (A.8)

with advection ADVqx, microphysical exchange processes (including sedimentation) QL,

turbulent transport QT , parameterized convection QC , computational mixing QHD, and

relaxation at the domain boundaries QRLX . All tendencies are computed as slow tenden-

cies outside the RK-dynamics. Thus, the diagnosis of the moisture advection tendencies is

not plagued by the complexity introduced by the split-explicit method in case of tempera-

ture. Note that COSMO does not compute subgrid-turbulence tendencies for precipitation

hydrometeors (thus QT = 0). The 3D advective tendencies result from either a Semi-

Lagrangian (Staniforth and Côté, 1991) or a positive-definite (Bott, 1989) discretization.

As for temperature, truly vertical advection is diagnosed each timestep.

A.4 Rising bubble test

To illustrate the retrieval of advective tendencies for the three different types of tempera-

ture advection a rising warm-bubble simulation is conducted here in two dimensions. The

setup closely follows the description given by Wicker and Skamarock (1998). The domain

is 20 × 10 km2 large and a uniform grid-spacing of 100 m is applied. The long timestep

is 2 s and neither computational nor subgrid turbulent diffusion is used. If not mentioned

otherwise, horizontal and vertical advection are discretized using a 5th-order upstream

scheme and the model’s base-state temperature profile equals a dry neutral stratifica-

tion with θ = 300 K. The initial thermodynamic conditions are prescribed by a potential

temperature disturbance, given as

θ′ = 2 cos2
(
πL

2

)
with L =

√(
x− xc
xr

)2

+

(
z − zc
zr

)2

, (A.9)
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that is added to the dry neutrally stratified atmosphere (θ = 300 K). The disturbance

with radius xr = zr = 2 km is placed at xc = 10 km and zc = 2 km.

Results are analyzed after 1000 s, when the bubble has risen to the center of the

domain. The potential temperature and vertical velocity distributions (see Figs. A.1a,d)

are hardly dependent on the formulation of temperature advection (not shown). All three

formulations result in maximum vertical velocities of 14.6 m s−1 and maximum θ′ perturba-

tions of 2 K and are therefore very similar to results presented using other numerical codes

(Wicker and Skamarock, 1998; Bryan and Fritsch, 2002). However, as a side note, a 2nd-

order implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme, which is commonly applied within COSMO for

vertical advection, significantly deteriorates the bubbles characteristics (see Figs. A.1b,e).

A recently developed 3rd-order implicit discretization (see Baldauf and Skamarock, 2009)

yields considerable improvements (see Figs. A.1c,f).

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

EXPLICIT 5th IMPLICIT 2nd IMPLICIT 3rd

Figure A.1: Results of the dry bubble simulation after 1000 s using T ′-advection
(itheta adv=0): (a–c) Potential temperature perturbation contoured every 0.2 K, (d–
f) vertical velocity contoured every 2 m s−1. Vertical T ′-advection is computed using
(a,d) a 5th-order explicit, (b,e) a 2nd-order implicit scheme, and (c,f) a 3rd-order implicit
scheme.

In the following the diagnosis of potential temperature tendencies with help of the

new implementations is described. Figure A.2a shows the net potential temperature ten-

dency, which results from 3D potential temperature advection (see Fig. A.2b). Since for

this setup the base-state is isentropic the fast-mode tendencies would be zero not only for

itheta adv=2, but also for itheta adv=1. The estimated tendencies for vertical advec-

tion of θ appear meaningful (see Fig. A.2d), as the difference between 3D advection and

estimated vertical advection (see Fig. A.2e) yields a reasonably good agreement with the

actually computed tendencies from horizontal advection, which have also been extracted
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here (see Fig. A.2c).

Finally, the temperature tendencies are studied using itheta adv=0. For the given

base-state with N0 = 0 s−1 (dT0
dz = gc−1

pd ) the net temperature tendency (see Fig. A.3a) is

determined solely from advection computed on the Runge-Kutta substeps. The tendencies

stemming from the fast-mode solver are negligibly small, as temperature changes due to

expansion (see Fig. A.3c) and due to base-state advection balance each other in adiabatic

ascent to a very high degree. Due to this compensation the sum of total advection and

pressure forcing (see Fig. A.3e) equals the slow-mode advection without base-state advec-

tion (see Fig. A.3d). Figure A.3f indicates that the total advection is primarily determined

by vertical advection. Tendencies from horizontal temperature advection (not shown) are

similar to horizontal advection of θ (see Fig. A.2c).

a) NET b) 3D ADV c) HADV

d) ZADV e) HADV = 3D ADV - ZADV

K/s

Figure A.2: Potential temperature tendencies (K s−1) obtained after 1000 s using θ-
advection (itheta adv=2): (a) Net tendency, (b) 3D advection, (c) horizontal advection,
(d) estimated vertical advection, and (e) horizontal advection diagnosed as the difference
between full advection and estimated vertical advection.

A second simulation using a base-state ofN0 = 0.01 s−1 (not shown) further illustrates

the partitioning of fast-mode tendencies into base-state advection and pressure forcing.

Since for this setup the temperature profile deviates more strongly from its base-state, the

magnitude of the T ′-advective tendencies evaluated on Runge-Kutta substeps increases

and the fast-mode equilibrium with the pressure forcing is disturbed correspondingly.

A.5 “Cold-pool” case study

Potential applications of the budget diagnosis tool are manifold. It can be used to further

the physical understanding of a specific weather or climate phenomenon as well as to aid

model development and problem solution. Here, we present an example of its application
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a) NET b) 3D ADV c) dp/dt term

d) 3D ADV, without base-state e) 3D ADV + dp/dt term f) ZADV

K/s

Figure A.3: Temperature tendencies (K s−1) obtained after 1000 s using T ′-advection
(itheta adv=0): (a) Net tendency, (b) 3D advection, (c) 1

ρcpd

dp
dt fast-mode term, (d) 3D

advection without base-state advection, (e) sum of (b) and (c), and (f) estimated vertical
advection.

to the investigation of the formation of unrealistic cold-pools in steep valleys.

On 11 October 2009 the 12 UTC operational COSMO-2 model run crashed because

of a runaway cold-pool in a steep Alpine valley which developed near-surface temperatures

below 140K. Similar events have been observed before and at other locations, but generally

the unrealistically low near-surface temperature recovers to normal values after some time.

Grid points affected by cold-pools are consistently located within a steep valley which is

oriented almost perfectly along the N-S or S-W grid lines. The grid point which exhibits

cold-pools most frequently is situated in the Saaser valley and corresponds to a local

depression with no outflow (see Fig. A.4a).

The 06 UTC COSMO-2 forecast of 5 May 2009 also developed a strong cold-pool in

the Saaser valley and is further investigated here. For this event the model did not crash

but the cold-pool was unusually persistent and present in over 30 consecutive COSMO-2

forecasts. After 5 h of forecast time (i.e., at 11 UTC) the 2m-temperature distribution

(see Fig. A.4b) shows a region of unrealistically cold temperatures (T2m < 243 K) centered

around the lowest valley grid point. Over the course of the simulation temperatures fall

below 150 K (see Fig. A.5). Later into the simulation, the cold air which accumulated in

the Saaser valley spilled into the Rhone valley and deteriorated the forecast quality over

a large area.

Further analysis indicates that the forcing responsible for the decreasing temperature

does not stem from the surface heat flux, but results from atmospheric cooling that affects

the Earth’s surface (not shown). In order to further investigate the source of the forcing,

the budget diagnosis tool has been switched on and the simulation repeated. All compo-
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Figure A.4: Overview of (a) model topography and (b) 2m-Temperature in ◦C on
1100 UTC 5 May 2009 after 5 h into the forecast. The grid point with strongest
cold-pool development is indicated by a red box.

Figure A.5: Time series of temperatures at 2 m and on the lowest two model levels
(T60, T59).
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nents of the temperature equation Eq. (A.1) are shown as hourly averages in Figure A.6a.

The values shown correspond to the grid point exhibiting the lowest temperatures. The

component due to vertical advection (ZADV) has been computed as the difference of the

total advective tendency (ADV) and the tendency due to horizontal advection (HADV).

The latter results in strong cooling and turbulent diffusion (MT ) counteracts this by mixing

with warmer air from higher levels. With the help of the budget diagnosis tool, other pro-

cesses such as radiative cooling, microphysics, etc. can be excluded from being responsible

for the strong cooling. Averaging the tendencies over 5x5 horizontal grid points indicates

that this result is robust (see Fig. A.6b). Thus, there is a clear indication that in certain

topographic configurations the horizontal advection of temperature may introduce a strong

spurious forcing leading to the development of cold-pools. This hypothesis is supported

by the fact that limiting the temperature advection (ltadv limit = .true.) prevents

the cold-pool formation, and that implementing the alternative advection of temperature

introduced with model version 4.19 strongly inhibits it.

ZADV M_SSO M_RLXM_Cdp/dt termNET M_HDHADVADV M_T M_RM_L

Figure A.6: Time series of hourly T -tendencies as determined by the budget diag-
nosis tool. The budgets are shown for (a) the grid point with lowest temperature and
(b) an average over 5x5 grid points around the grid point with lowest temperature.

A.6 Summary

A budget diagnosis tool has been implemented into COSMO. The implementation allows

for the retrieval of heating and moistening rates as computed numerically in the code.

Detailed information about the underlying dynamical and physical processes or numerical

discretizations can be obtained by studying these tendencies. All tendencies may either be

written as instantaneous or as time-averaged quantities. Applications may cover a wide
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range from model development to process studies at weather and climate scales. Besides

the examples provided in this document, the tool has already been applied successfully to

study the Alpine heat and moisture budget (Langhans et al., 2012d,c).
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B.1 Introduction

Large-eddy simulations (LES) are a powerful tool to study atmospheric turbulence such as

found in the convective boundary layer (CBL) or in shear-driven flows. LES turbulence clo-

sures have commonly been used also in the cloud-modeling community for kilometer-scale

simulations of deep convection (e.g., Klemp and Wilhelmson, 1978) and therefore attract

an even broader range of scientific researchers. In this work a Smagorinsky-Lilly turbu-

lence model is implemented into COSMO and tested for the neutral and the convective

boundary layer. For wall-bounded neutral flows the Smagorinsky-Lilly model performs

less accurately (Chow et al., 2005; Pope, 2000) compared to more sophisticated RANS

closures (e.g., elliptic relaxation models), but its computational efficiency and simplicity

is of great advantage (Chow et al., 2005).

The implementation into the COSMO code, which has not been originally designed

for LES, is described here. Thereafter, the implementation is tested for idealized neutral

(NBL) and convective boundary layer (CBL) flows. Our simulations are compared to the

ARPS model (see Xue et al., 2000). The latter has frequently been applied in LES studies

(e.g., Chow et al., 2005).

∗Current affiliation: Hungarian Meteorological Service
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B.2 Implementation

B.2.1 Smagorinsky-Lilly turbulence model

The Smagorinsky mixing-length model has been designed to simulate the energy transfer

from resolved to unresolved scales across an inertial subrange of locally isotropic three-

dimensional turbulence. The resolved motions are separated from residual motions by

implicit filtering of the governing equations in space. The residual stress-tensor is defined

by a linear eddy viscosity model as

uiuj = −2KMDij︸ ︷︷ ︸
deviatoric

+
2

3
eδij︸ ︷︷ ︸

isotropic

Dij =
1

2
(
∂Ui

∂xj
+

∂Uj

∂xi
) (B.1)

with an eddy viscosity KM and the filtered (grid-scale) rate of strain Dij . The isotropic

part of the stress-tensor related to the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy e is typically small

and therefore neglected1. Smagorinsky’s (1963) original proposal has been adapted by

Lilly (1962) to include the effects of buoyancy, such that the eddy viscosity is given as

KM = (csls)
2D

√
max

(
0, 1− Ri

Ric

)
(B.2)

with the characteristic filtered rate of strain D = (2DijDij)
1/2, the Smagorinsky length

scale ls given by Deardorff’s proposal as ls = (∆x∆y∆z)1/3, the Smagorinsky constant cs,

a critical Richardson number Ric, and a (deformation) Richardson number

Ri =

{
N2

m/D
2

for saturated air

N2/D
2

for unsaturated air.
(B.3)

The moist static stability Nm is defined following Durran and Klemp (1982b). An option

for anisotropic mixing in vertical and horizontal directions has also been implemented.

Thereby, two mixing lengths are computed as

lh = (∆x∆y)1/2 lv = ∆z (B.4)

and substituted into Eq. (B.2) to obtain the corresponding eddy viscosities Kh
M and Kv

M .

The characteristic rate of strain can be rewritten as

D
2
= 2{D2

11 +D2
22 +D2

33}+ 4{D2
12 +D2

13 +D2
23} (B.5)

and the surface stresses are parameterized using the drag laws

uwsurf = −cDρsurf ũ
√

ũ2 + ṽ2 and vwsurf = −cDρsurf ṽ
√

ũ2 + ṽ2 (B.6)

1This assumption is also applied in other NWP models such as, e.g., ARPS, WRF, or CM1.
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with the density at the surface ρsurf and tilde indicating parameters on the lowest model

level. This shear stress parameterization using horizontal wind speed appears plausible

for flows over weakly sloping surfaces, but for steep slopes the shear stress might be better

approximated by the slope-parallel wind component.

B.2.2 Numerical implementation

The deformation tensor is computed in src_slow_tendencies_rk.f90. Both normal com-

ponents and vertical shear components are located at mass-points, while D12 is computed

at the center of each grid-box’s corner (see Fig. B.1). Then the eddy viscosities for hori-

zontal fluxes are computed at mass-points from Eq. (B.2) in src_turbulence.f90. For

isotropic turbulence an interpolation yields the eddy viscosities for vertical mixing located

on half-levels. Optionally, e may be diagnosed from the trace of the deformation tensor.

An implicit discretization is used to calculate (most of) the tendencies. This method

is also used for the discretization of the vertical flux divergences in the current operational

models, e.g., COSMO-2. However, since the implicit solver was implemented along with a

1D turbulence scheme, the Reynolds-stress divergence is incomplete. In more detail, the

mixing tendencies MTD
u and MTD

v appearing in the u- and v-equations, respectively, are

simplified by the homogeneous boundary layer approximation, as

MTD
u = . . .− 1

ρ

∂

∂z
τ13 = . . .− 1

ρ

∂

∂z
(−ρ2Kv

mD13) = . . .− 1

ρ

∂

∂z
(−ρKv

m(
∂w

∂x
+

∂u

∂z
))

≈ . . .− 1

ρ

∂

∂z
(−ρKv

m

∂u

∂z
)

MTD
v = . . .− 1

ρ

∂

∂z
τ23 = . . .− 1

ρ

∂

∂z
(−ρ2Kv

mD23) = . . .− 1

ρ

∂

∂z
(−ρKv

m(
∂w

∂y
+

∂v

∂z
))

≈ . . .− 1

ρ

∂

∂z
(−ρKv

m

∂v

∂z
).

Thus, together with the horizontal flux convergences also the missing parts from

these tendencies are computed explicitly in explicit_horizontal_diffusion.f90. The

Reynolds-stresses related to explicit vertical diffusion, given as

τ13expl = −ρKv
m

∂w

∂x
and τ23expl = −ρKv

m

∂w

∂y
,

are located above the u and v points, respectively, on the model half-levels (see Fig. B.1).

This splitting of the tendencies into implicit and explicit contributions is problematic at

the lowest model level, as the parameterized surface Reynolds-stresses (see above) can not

be split. Thus, a zero-gradient lower boundary condition is assumed for the explicit parts

of the Reynolds-stresses on the lowest level, such that vertical mixing of u and v results

only from the implicit contribution. For all derivatives (deformation, scalar fluxes, flux

divergences) metric correction terms may optionally be computed, such that horizontal

diffusion can be evaluated in physical space also for sloping model levels.
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To ensure numerical stability the horizontal diffusion coefficients are limited by a

maximum non-dimensional value of 0.1. This limiter is also applied to the vertical diffusion

coefficients used for explicit vertical mixing, but not for the implicit vertical mixing. This

threshold is commonly used in mesoscale models (e.g., WRF) and chosen slightly more

stringent than the one resulting from linear analysis.

ii-1/2
j-1/2

j

k-1/2

k

τ23 expl

τ13 expl

TKE Kv

D13D23

D11D22 D33

Kh

D12

u

v

w

Figure B.1: Illustration of the staggering of variables involved within the computation
of 3D flux convergences. The mass-point in a grid-box center is indicated by the cube.

B.3 Simulation of the neutral PBL

The neutral PBL has been intensively studied in the literature (e.g., Andren et al., 1994;

Chow et al., 2005; Mirocha et al., 2010). For this type of flow the turbulent scales close

to the surface are challengingly small. The forcing is a geostrophic wind in longitudinal-

direction driven by a corresponding pressure-gradient. The result for a semi-slip lower

boundary condition is a logarithmic wind profile in the surface layer (10-20% of PBL

depth). For a constant eddy viscosity (Kv
m ̸= Kv

m(z)) the analytical solution of the wind

profiles is given by an Ekman-spiral (Stull, 1988, pp. 120). The Smagorinsky model is

known to over-predict the near-surface stress owing to an under-resolved flow and missing

backscatter from the subgrid-scale (Mason and Thompson, 1992).

B.3.1 Model setup

The split-explicit 3rd-order Runge-Kutta time-discretization with explicit 5th-order ad-

vection in the horizontal direction and 2nd-order implicit vertical advection is utilized for
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these simulations. No explicit computational diffusion has been applied. The timestep is

0.125 s, which gives a maximum initial advective Courant number of roughly 0.15. The

domain spans 1280 × 1280 × 1500 meters with double periodic lateral boundary condi-

tions. The grid-spacing is ∆x = 10 m in the horizontal directions, while a stretched grid

is used in the vertical with a minimum ∆zmin = 10 m at the surface and a maximum

∆zmax = 65 m at the top. The stretching is given by

∆zi = ∆zm +
∆zmin −∆zm

tanh(2)
tanh{ 2

1− a
(i− a)} for i = 1, ke (B.7)

with ∆zm = 0.5(∆zmin+∆zmax), a = 0.5(1+ke), and ke = 40. The total number of nodes

is 129× 129× 412. A free-slip boundary condition (τij = 0, w = 0) is applied at the top

and the standard dynamic bottom boundary condition is used. The transfer coefficient

of momentum cD is given for a neutral PBL as cD = κ2 ln{(z0 + 0.5∆zmin)z
−1
0 }−2 with

a surface roughness length z0 = 0.1 m. The transfer of heat is zero. In agreement with

Mirocha et al. (2010) we set cs = 0.25 and Ric = 0.7.

We initialize our simulations with a dry neutral stratification and an Ekman-spiral

for a geostrophic wind uG = 10 m s−1. The Ekman layer depth equals our domain height.

Following the approach of Andren et al. (1994) random perturbations are added to the

initial velocities to spin-up a fully-turbulent flow. The maximum magnitude u′ of the

perturbations decreases from ±0.5 m s−1 at the surface to zero at 700 m. The Coriolis

force is applied to perturbations from the geostrophic background flow.

B.3.2 Results

Inertial oscillations with a time period of 2π/f ∼ 17 h are expected before a steady state

is reached after ∼ 80 hours. Andren et al. (1994) defined non-stationarity parameters with

a value of one as soon as the steady-state solution is reached. A time-period of 24 hours is

simulated here, since the steady-state solution is not of primary interest. Figures B.2a,b

demonstrate that COSMO-LES is capable of capturing the frequency of these oscillations.

The turbulence closure itself performs as expected. Coherent structures (see

Fig. B.2c) appear to be of similar structure as those obtained from WRF simulations

(Mirocha et al., 2010). Figure B.3a shows the averaged wind profile normalized by the

(time-averaged) friction velocity u∗ = 0.41. Chow et al. (2005) found a similar value of

0.44. The wind shear in the surface layer is overestimated with too strong winds in the up-

per parts of the surface layer. Also shown is the dimensionless wind shear ϕ (see Fig. B.3b),

which deviates from the expected value of one in the surface layer. These features are well

known and characteristics of the Smagorinsky model (e.g., Mason and Thompson, 1992;

Chow et al., 2005). The splitting of the Reynolds-stresses and the assumptions made for

the lower boundary condition appear to have only minor impacts on the wind speed close

to the surface. This is reasonable, since close to the surface the dominating contributions

to τ13 and τ23 are the vertical derivatives of the horizontal velocities. The omitted explicit

2Note that three grid lines are used for periodic data exchange at each lateral boundary.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure B.2: First-order quantities as simulated with COSMO-LES: Time-evolution of
(a) mean u-velocity (m s−1) and (b) non-stationarity parameters (solid) Cu and (dashed)
Cv and (c) horizontal cross section of u-velocity (m s−1) at 47 meters above ground and
after 18 hours. Data output interval in (a,b) is 10 minutes.

a) b)

Figure B.3: Averaged vertical profiles between 4 and 24 hours: (a) Semi-logarithmic
diagram of wind speed normalized by the averaged friction velocity, (b) nondimensional
wind shear. The solid line in a) indicates the log-profile obtained from surface layer
similarity theory and a 1-2-1 filtered shear profile (dashed curve) has been added in panel
b).
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contributions to the near-surface stress seem to be negligible.

B.4 Simulation of the convective PBL

The convective boundary layer has been the focus of several studies in the past. Nieuw-

stadt et al. (1993) (abbreviated N93 in the following) shows that LES codes reproduce its

characteristics very well. Compared to wall-bounded flows, the characteristic eddy size is

determined by the boundary layer depth and can usually be resolved on the grid without

the need for excessively small grid-spacings. Moreover, the CBL is less sensitive to the

formulation of the lower boundary condition.

B.4.1 Model setup

The same discretization schemes and boundary conditions are applied as described above.

The domain spans 5 × 5 km2 in the horizontal and 2 km in the vertical direction. If

not mentioned otherwise, the grid-spacings have been chosen in agreement with Moeng

et al. (2007), who applied equidistant grid-spacings of ∆x = 50 m and ∆z = 20 m, giving

101× 101× 100 grid-points3. The large timestep is 0.25 s.

In designing the initial thermodynamic profile we closely follow Moeng et al. (2007)

and specify a constant potential temperature of 300 K below zi0 = 1000 m, a rapid increase

by 8 K over an inversion depth of 150 m, and a constant lapse-rate of 3 K km−1 above.

Other specifications include the Coriolis parameter f = 10−4 s−1, the surface roughness

length z0 = 0.1 m, and the critical Richardson (Prandtl) number Ric = 0.46. The surface

sensible heat flux is specified by increasing the surface temperature by 5 K compared

to the first level and turbulence is initiated by adding random temperature fluctuations

between −0.1 and 0.1 on the lowest four model levels.

Runs with ∆x = 25 m are also conducted. For those runs the time step (number of

grid-points) is decreased (increased) in proportion. At both grid-spacings different values

of cs are applied such that both the impact of grid-spacing and the impact of increased

subgrid-mixing (at constant grid-spacing) can be analyzed (see Tab. B.1). Results are

compared to one simulation using ARPS with the same initial and grid specifications.

ARPS uses a one-equation mixing-length model, which solves an additional equation for e

and relates it to an eddy viscosity. The corresponding Smagorinsky constant cs would be

0.29 in ARPS. Following Mason and Brown (1999) (abbreviated as MB99 in the following)

simulations were run for 10000 s and averaged profiles and spectra were computed over

the last 4000 s using a data output interval of 12.5 s (and 60 s for ARPS).

B.4.2 Results

Simulated statistics of the CBL are presented in Tab. B.1. The entrainment flux ⟨w′θ′⟩e
and the convective velocity scale w∗ have been scaled with the actual values of the kine-

3Again, three grid lines were used for periodic exchange at each lateral boundary.
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matic surface heat flux Qs and w∗0, respectively, before time-averaging. The entrainment

flux of COSMO-LES is slightly stronger than in ARPS. All simulations result in stronger

entrainment then in previous LESs (see N93), since a strong temperature inversion at the

PBL top is used in our simulations. Thus, the entrainment fluxes are similar to simulations

using WRF (Moeng et al., 2007) with the same temperature profile. The spread among

the normalized velocity scales w∗/w∗0 is in agreement with results from several models

presented by N93.

Figures B.4a,b show total and subgrid-scale sensible heat flux profiles. A linear de-

crease of the total heat flux is obtained in all simulations, but the subgrid-mixing results

in positive fluxes above the PBL in COSMO-LES. Owing to a slightly higher surface heat

flux the boundary layer height is marginally higher in ARPS (see also Tab. B.1). Although

50C29 and 50C32 produce similar subgrid-fluxes as ARPS near the ground, simulations

50C46, 25C29, and 25C46 result in improved COSMO-LES profiles of the total heat flux

near the surface. Using ∆x = 25 m the detrainment of heat at the PBL top is still larger

than in ARPS.

Name ls (m) cs ∆x (m) zi (m) Qs ⟨w′θ′⟩e/Qs w∗0 (m s−1) w∗/w∗0
50C29 10.7 0.29 50 1049.84 0.1008 -0.2723 1.4874 1.0143
50C32 11.8 0.32 50 1059.07 0.1012 -0.2701 1.4894 1.0165
50C46 17.0 0.46 50 1047.23 0.1040 -0.2418 1.5030 1.0149
25C29 6.7 0.29 25 1061.43 0.1037 -0.2678 1.5016 1.0176
25C46 10.7 0.46 25 1066.23 0.1048 -0.2897 1.5070 1.0172
ARPS 10.7 0.29 50 1101.19 0.1115 -0.2227 1.5385 1.0286

Table B.1: Simulation specifications and statistics of the convective boundary layer
obtained from COSMO-LES and ARPS for 9 < t/t∗ < 15 (i.e. 321 output values):
boundary layer height zi, surface kinematic heat flux Qs, scaled entrainment temperature
flux ⟨w′θ′⟩e/Qs, convective velocity scale w∗0, and scaled velocity scale w∗/w∗0.

Variances of the velocity fluctuations are shown in Figs. B.4c,d. The subgrid-scale

variance has been computed as 2/3e, with the subgrid energy e estimated for homogeneous

turbulence in equilibrium (see Eq. (7) in Moeng et al., 2007). In general, good agreement

with ARPS is achieved. Larger cs result in reduced total variances. At the PBL top 25C29

results in better agreement of ⟨u′u′⟩ with ARPS than 50C29. Such differences in ⟨u′u′⟩
have also been found by N93 from different formulations of subgrid-mixing.

Third moments of vertical velocity fluctuations are shown in Figs. B.4e,f. Increasing cs

with constant ∆x = 50 m (Fig. B.4e) reduces the maximum ⟨w′w′w′⟩ such that comparable

values are obtained for 50C46 and ARPS. In contrast, 25C46 produces stronger ⟨w′w′w′⟩
than 25C29 (Fig. B.4f). In general the obtained values of both COSMO-LES and ARPS

are higher than those found by N93. In contrast to results presented in previous studies

no unphysical negative values are found near the surface.

Total and subgrid temperature variances are shown in Figs. B.4g,h. Following N93 the

subgrid-scale variance is computed as 0.67−4⟨w′θ′⟩2e−1. The profiles agree quite well with

ARPS. Only the maximum variance close to the PBL top is larger with COSMO-LES. As

indicated by N93 this is a consequence of the increased production of variance related to
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

g) h)

Figure B.4: Scaled vertical profiles of domain and time-averaged (a,b) total (black) and
subgrid-scale (gray) heat flux, (c,d) w (black), u (dark gray), subgrid-scale (light gray)
velocity variances, (e,f) resolved part of third moment of w fluctuations, and (g,h) total
(black) and subgrid-scale (gray) temperature variances. Parameters have been scaled by
the actual values before averaging. The boundary layer depth zi is given for each simulation
in Tab. B.1.
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stronger mean temperature gradients. Indeed, we found higher mean temperature gradi-

ents close to the PBL top for COSMO-LES (not shown). Note that in comparison to N93’s

simulations both models reveal by factor ∼ 6 larger ⟨T ′T ′⟩, since a strong temperature

inversion is used here at the PBL top.

a) b)

Figure B.5: Scaled spectra of vertical velocity at three different levels 0.1zi, 0.3zi, and
0.7zi. Spectra have been computed in x-direction and have been averaged over a time
span of 4000 s. The boundary layer depth zi and velocity scale w∗ are both given for each
simulation in Tab. B.1. Note that the spectral energy has been multiplied by 10 and 1000
at z = 0.3zi and z = 0.7zi, respectively.

The effects of grid-spacing and subgrid turbulent length scale are further illustrated

in Fig. B.5, which shows vertical velocity spectra obtained from all simulations. The

spectra have been scaled following MB99. Figure B.5 demonstrates that COSMO-LES

agrees well with ARPS. Particularly, 50C29, 50C32, and 25C46 reveal very similar spectral

distributions to ARPS. In agreement with MB99 the filter scale is determined by the

subgrid scheme, since larger cs (thus larger turbulent length scale) results in stronger

filtering for the same numerical grid (see Fig. B.5a). Figure B.5b shows that, compared

to 50C29, 25C29 results in more energy at high frequencies, as the filter scale becomes

smaller in 25C29. According to Fig. B.5b (and in agreement with MB99) the influence

of grid-spacing on simulations with identical turbulent length scale (50C29 vs. 25C46) is

small. Note that independently of the distance from the surface COSMO-LES exhibits

slightly more energy at the very small scales than ARPS. This is likely related to explicit

numerical filtering applied only in ARPS, but not in COSMO-LES.

Finally, Fig. B.6 shows horizontal cross-sections of the vertical velocity and the po-

tential temperature fluctuation at z=110 m for both 50C29 and ARPS. Both runs produce
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secondary flows of warm rising air comparable to previous LESs, e.g., Moeng et al. (2007).

Distributions from other COSMO-LES runs are shown in Fig. B.7. 25C46, which ap-

plies the same turbulent length scale as 50C29, but uses a finer grid-spacing, produces

similar widths and strengths of the coherent structures. As expected, a larger turbulent

length scale (larger cs) at constant grid-spacing causes enhanced smoothing of the updrafts

(25C29 vs. 25C46).

a)   50C29 b)   50C29 

c)   ARPS d)   ARPS

Figure B.6: Horizontal cross-sections of (a,c) vertical velocity (m s−1) and (b,d) potential
temperature perturbation (K) at z = 110 m and after 10000 s from 50C29 and ARPS.

B.5 Summary and Outlook

A Smagorinsky-Lilly turbulence closure for large-eddy simulations (LES) has been im-

plemented in COSMO. The momentum tendencies had to be split into implicitly and

explicitly calculated contributions. Parts of the vertical and all horizontal flux conver-

gences are computed explicitly, while the remaining tendencies from vertical diffusion are

solved implicitly. At the lower boundary only the implicitly computed part related to

vertical shear of horizontal velocities contributes to the stress. This appears to have little
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a)   25C46 b)   25C46 

c)   50C46 d)   50C46

e)   25C29 f)   25C29

Figure B.7: Same as Fig. B.6, but from (a,b) 25C46, (c,d) 50C46, and (e,f) 25C29. In
25C46 the same subgrid turbulent length scale ls is used as in 50C29 (see Fig. B.6).
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influence on the mean near-surface wind-shear. Simulations of the neutral boundary layer

proved that COSMO-LES is capable of reproducing the expected vertical wind-shear as

typically obtained from simulations using an eddy viscosity model.

The convective boundary layer as simulated by COSMO-LES has been compared to

results obtained with ARPS and to previous studies. A spectral analysis revealed very good

agreement of COSMO-LES and ARPS. The simulated vertical profiles of scaled heat flux,

velocity and temperature variances, and third moments of the vertical velocity fluctuations

demonstrated a general agreement with those references. Only minor deviations to ARPS

were found at the very top of the CBL, where larger subgrid-mixing resulted in weak

detrainment of heat. Close to the top of the PBL the variances of horizontal velocity

were slightly smaller than in ARPS. For smaller grid-spacing (∆x = 25 m) the variances

of horizontal velocity were slightly larger close to the PBL top and the near-surface heat

fluxes increased strictly linearly with height.

Future studies would be helpful to address the convergence of COSMO-LES across a

larger range of different grid-spacings. A systematic analysis would certainly contribute

to an enhanced credibility of COSMO-LES. Although COSMO-LES has also already been

used successfully in real-case simulations of deep moist convection, further studies of ide-

alized flows, particularly moist convection, would be helpful to support its credibility to

simulate small-scale processes.
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